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l Y wife had

made me

a present of a

superb walk

ing-stick.

This w a 1 k -

ing-stick was

a combi

nation of

strength and

elegance. It

was hand

some enough

to figure at a

church pa

rade in Hyde Hark and strong enough to

fell an ox with.

In ray peregrinations through the bush

of Australia this stick was always with me.

It was a stout support and a weapon of

defease in case of need. If ever a snake

had confronted me I leave you to guess

the reception he would have got. Talk

about mincemeat !

I have a perfect horror of snakes—those

pests of central Australia—and so, as soon

as I had arrived in the country. I made

every inquiry as to the best methods of

protecting one's self against the reptiles.

"Cover your legs with leather gaiters,"

I was told, " and then, with a good stick

in your hand, you need have no fear."

Thereupon, I was enlightened as to the

infallible manner of slaying the enemy :

"Avoid placing yourself behind or in

front of your snake—behind especially—

but take it side on, grip your stick hard

and bring it down on its back with all your

might : Bang !—there you are ; you nave

broken its slippery spinal column, and

your snake is soon as dead as a door nail."

Over and over again people said to me :

"Surely you will not return to Europe

without being able to say to your com

patriots : ' I killed a serpent in Australia,

and this is how it was done!'" Every

Frenchman who has traveled in far coun

tries is supposed to be more or less tinged

with tartarinade.

All that is very well ; but I am a prudent

man, and I said to myself : " Instead of a

Frenchman telling his fellow-countrvmen

how to kill a snake, it might just as fikely

end in a snake telling its friends and family

how to polish off a Frenchman."

However, when I was in the bush, wan

dering about armed with that new stout

walking-stick, I went through the r61e that

I might be called upon to enact at any

moment, and I killed them by hundreds—

the snakes that were not there. Not one

escaped. Just a tremendous whack, and

the thing was done exactly as my friends

had told me : " Bang !—there you are."

In the case of two enemies, the one who

is first discovered by the other is half

beaten. And so the snake I feared espe

cially was the one hidden in the grass or

the dead wood with which the bush is

strewn and which, being walked upon, has

a way of entering an energetic protest in

the form of a bite on your calf before you

have time to know where you are.

But the snake that I dreaded most of all

was the one which insinuates itself at even

ing into people's houses, glides into abed-

room and quietly curls up in the bed.

A snake will never attack you unless

you tread on it, or put yourself in the path

to its hole, and if ever you find one in your

bed do not disturb it and it will not disturb

you. This is the kind of thing I was told

by every one who had had any sort of

acquaintance with snakes ; but in spite of

all that, I remained convinced that if ever

I, a full-grown man, found a snake in my

bed I should scream like any schoolgirl.

I arrived one evening in a town situated

searched my room in every part ; in the

corners, under the furniture, under the bed

and in the bed. I carefully prodded with

that good stick of mine the

bed-coverings and the pil

lows.

No snakes anywhere.

Quite reassured I closed

the window, undressed, put

out the light and got into

bed.

The heat was stifling.

Presently some mosqui

toes began to buzz around

my head, intoning the bat

tle cry that heralds a com

bat without quarter. There

were curtains, but with

holes in them ; worse than

none. It is generally so

in Australian hotels. The

consequence is that when

the beast is inside he can

not get out. A duel a wort.

You or he must die. That

buzz of the mosquitoes is as

irritating as the whizzing of

bullets on the battlefield,

but with this difference,

however, that the ball which

has just gone singing past

you is gone forever, while

the buzz of the mosquito

announces to you that the

battle is about to begin.

As a protection for my head, and at the

risk of suffocation, 1 drew the sheet over

my face, and then, bathed in perspiration,

I tried to forget in sleep real mosquitoes

and imaginary snakes.

A snake, just fancy !

A cold perspiration broke out all over me.

What was to be done ?

 

 

I grew emboldened and went so far as to uncover half my head"

 

" I killed them by hundreds the snakes that

were not there"

in the interior of New South Wales. The

season was what the inhabitants of those

parts called winter : 105 degrees of heat at

midday and 90 at nine in the evening—reg

ular snake weather. Not a leaf stirred ;

one could scarcely breathe in the leaden

atmosphere. The little town was right in

the bush. Behind the hotel where I had

alighted ran a small river that furnished

the establishment with mosquitoes of an

energy and voracity beyond competition.

The cookery in that hotel was atrocious.

Like poor dead Polonius, we, the

guests, were at a feast, not where

we ate, but where we were eaten.

Before retiring to rest on the first

night I had a chat with the land

lord, who informed me that the

district was infested with snakes.

The close vicinity of the bush and

of the river, added to the intense

heat, naturally rendered the town

a likely resort for snakes. That

very afternoon my host had killed

one measuring eight feet in one of

his flowerbeds. "And," he said,

" the plague of it is that the brutes

are constantly getting into the house

and hiding in the bedrooms."

For an hour we talked snakes.

It was enough to fill my dreams

with the most horrid, tortuous night

mares. When I left him for the

night I was careful to bear in mind

his last words : " I always rec

ommend travelers to look well

into the corners of their rooms and

to close their windows before re

tiring."

You may imagine whether I

I believe I slept for a few minutes. The

heat was such that I felt as if I were burn

ing and panting in a boiling-water bath. It

was impossible to endure it longer, so I re

solved to give my hands and arms over to

the- mosquitoes. Keeping the sheet over

my face, 1 put my arms outside and laid my

hands on the quilt.

No, really, I am not more of a coward

than you, gallant reader, but then and

there my blood froze in my veins. I had

laid my hand down on a snake that was

stretched out beside me on the bed ! I

had almost grasped it indeed. Yes, a

snake, a real, long, round snake, cold and

immobile as death.

Snakes are heavy sleepers, and this slept

profoundly. It was perfectly still. Gently

I drew my hand in under the sheet again.

I repeat, I am no more of a coward than

you ; neither am I more brave. But if I

found myself face to face with a lion and I

had a good gun in hand, I am perfectly

convinced that I would have the necessary

sangfroid to send him a well-directed bul

let before giving him the time to help him

self to a slice of my anatomy. But a snake

in the blackness of night there beside me,

and I lying unarmed, defenseless.

I have always had a horror of all crawling

things. If I had been the first man the

human race would have been spared a great

deal, for I never could have eaten an apple

in the company of a serpent, even if it had

been shared by the loveliest woman in the

world. I would rather meet a ravening

wolf at the corner of a wood than know

that there was hiding in my bedroom even

an inoffensive black beetle. A lizard would

make me take to my heels.

I carefully prodded with that good stick of mine"

Get up and fly ? Yes, no doubt ; but

what if 1 woke it up and it nailed me to

the door? To lie still and wait for day

light appeared to be the wisest thing to do

after all. Yes, much the wisest. But,

alas, it could scarcely be midnight yet, and

never, never should I be able to endure that

living nightmare for seven mortal hours.

The snake moved not a muscle, neither

did I. What seemed strange to me was

that this snake slept stretched out straight,

instead of being curled up as his species

generally are in repose. By means of an

imperceptible movement of my knees 1

came to the conclusion that it must be

about three feet long. This is the length of

the terrible death adder. It made my poor

brain reel to think that the horrid brute

was there ready to give me my death when

it should wake up.

Another plan suggested itself : roll the

quilt very softly and, wrapping it over the

creature, strangle it. Yes, yes, but the

room was in dense darkness, and I should

be running a great risk. It might wriggle

deftly from my grasp and dart its poisoned

fangs into my arm.

Haunted by visions of Laococin, father

and family, dripping with perspiration, the

darkness multiplied my sufferings and

made the situation seem terrible.

Then I had a few calm moments— thanks

to the idea that death caused by a snake

bite is painless. You go to sleep and do

not wake any more, that's all. I thought

of Cleopatra. Heigho! far better die like

that than of gout or rheumatism.

Stop a moment though ! I had rather

not die of that or of anything else to-night.

To die a painless death is dying all the

same, and I feel so grateful to be alive !

I was going crazy, and I felt that a light

was the only thing that could bring back

my wits. 1 would have no more suspense.

I would strike a match and have the enemy

face to face, or rather on the side, as people

had all recommended.

The snake was there at my side, still

immobile, soundly asleep, never dreaming

that a man nearly six feet, strong, healthy,

and in the prime of life, was trembling at

the side of it.

I put out my right arm and reached the

match-box that stood on a table by the bed,

and after frantic precautions I succeeded

in lighting the candle. The light appalled

me at first. The snake would certainly

wake up and the duel would begin.

The snake moved not.

I grew emboldened and went so far as

to uncover half my head and steal a glance

down the bed. There it was, sure enough,

motionless still, and still as straight as a

line. I took courage, and after ten minutes

spent in imperceptible efforts, I arrived at

the edge of the bed at last and stealthily

vacated it. I was going to look for my

trusty walking-stick, resolved to sell my

life as dearly as possible. I looked on the

mantelpiece, on the chest of drawers, in

every corner of the room. Where on earth

could that stick be ?

I turned toward the bed again.

I took up the light, and feeling now once

more in full possession of my faculties,

drew near and looked at the snake.

*********

Well, well ! Is it possible for a man to

be such a fool 1
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P AND MARRIAGE IN PURITAN DAYS

By Alice Morse Earle

HEN young New Eng

enders in the early

days of the Colony

wished to enter the

state of matrimony

they did not find it

any too easy work.

In the first place, no

young man could

"make a motion of

young woman whose

ingers, or sweet dispo-

d his fancy or li is affec-

obtaining the consent of

er or guardian to thus

vas liable to arrest, fine

he spoke to her first and

:r affections." Many a

ng swain was punished

fense in early days, and

another slyly inveigled,

idiscovered, in order to

own lips, the state of

vard him by the one he

ire been somewhat of a

taking to have to make

nning, but there was no

Indeed, single persons

d in the Puritan com-

t maids " were few and

Bachelors were looked

ifavor, were not allowed

sometimes had to pay a

town as long as they re-

'ith all these penalties it

would seek to marry

the Colonies a marriage

or betrothal sometimes

js Cotton Mather. This

5 abandoned after a few

e New World, as it was

ictive of high moral re

nd, with rude manners

ugh courtships are re-

ude methods of wooing,

i been for years a stand-

lew England morality in

method of courtship is

is termed a "courting

served in Long Meadow,

is a slender, hollow tube

i, through which lovers,

f an assembled family,

rider nothings to each

am the pages of Judge

ary (which he kept dur

bars of the seventeenth

eighteenth century), of

elapsing between a pro-

it of marriage and its

5 evident that short en-

e prevailing mode, and

igements were begun as
■meat was announced,

len, quilts and blankets

een spun, woven and

e long before any lover

id often been collecting

lited to the furnishing of

Sometimes these prepa-

in childhood—but other
■rstition that work done

would never be needed,

ire held to furnish the

it supply of warm quilts

inters. "Job's trouble, "

love in the window,"

tar and swallow," and

;signs were pieced and

might that the girl helper

ititch would be the next

i if any one chanced to

rs or thimble, she must

looking under the quilt,

er be married,

jn of the use of betrothal

ith Sewall's lover sent

sptance of his offer, a

. fan and a noble letter."

ding rings in common

leemed by the Puritans

he " Devil's circle."

man began a persistent

,--evening visiting to a

was supposed to " maan

e usually did. But gen-

icnt of marriage was not

,'as published or "cried "

as everywhere the law

ingland that "intentions

ing the names of both

posted by the town clerk

se, on the door or in the

successive Sundays or

iually this publishment

he marriage, yet it "held

r. It must have been

issing to walk into meet-

vn "publishing" posted

'k's best "large hand,"

all observers." But I

in meeting " must have

custom of public vocal
>• minister, deacon or

Concord, Massachusetts,

intentions of marriage

n the church on Mount

ar.

THERE was one exception for some years to

this universal law of publishing. The

government of New Hampshire, previous

to the Revolution, as a means of increasing

its income, issued marriage licenses at the

price of two guineas each. Sometimes

easy-going parsons kept a stock of these

licenses on hand, ready for issue, at a

slightly advanced price, to eloping couples.

Such a marriage, without proper public

publishing in meeting, was not, however,

deemed at all reputable. It was known as

a Flagg marriage, from one Parson Flagg,

whose house was a sort of Yankee Gretna

Green.

Wedding gloves were sent by the bridal

couple as gifts to friends, as were mourn

ing gloves at funerals. Judge Sewall re

cords many gifts of gloves from newly-

married friends. I have seen old wedding

gloves, gold-laced and fringed, with rich

gauntlets—far from an inexpensive gift. I

do not learn that it was customary to give

presents to the bride, though Judge Sewall

tells of his presentation of a psalm-book at

a wedding, and at a later date a long shovel

or "peel " and a pair of tongs was a uni

versal bridal gift. Bride-cake was made

in early days, and was always served with

cheese at a wedding, and given to friends.

A rich wedding feast was frequently given,

and the bride was kissed by all present, es

pecially at Quaker weddings, though I

must state that in some parts of New

England bride kissing was strongly dis

countenanced. So, also, was dancing at

weddings, as "abuses and disorders" arose,

especially at taverns, where weddings often

took place, since the inns contained the

only large room to be found in the town.

This was specially in early days, when

marriage was held to be merely a civil con

tract, and was performed by magistrates,

or by any other man of dignity in the com

munity, and not by a clergyman.

IN a community that opened every- func

tion—a training, bridge-planning, chris

tening, house-raising, or journeying, with

prayer and psalm-singing, it was plain that

at that most important of gatherings—a

wedding—a religious ceremony would not

long be withheld, and by the end of the

seventeenth century the ministers solem

nized weddings.

As a rule the wedding took place at the

home of the bride. On the following day

the bridal party were often entertained at

the house of the parents of the groom or

some near relative of his. This was called

the "second-day wedding" in Maine.

A marriage in church was rare. Occa

sionally one took place in the new home of

the young couple. This was held to be

somewhat unlucky. Thanksgiving Day

was a favorite time to choose to be married,

as friends were then gathered from afar.

The bride was universally advised to

wear

" Something old, something new,
Something borrowed, something blue,"

and though she could dress before a mir

ror, she must not look in the glass when

once her toilette was completed, else ill-luck

in vaguely-defined, but positive form, were

the result. Sunday was really the exhibi

tion day for the bride ; indeed, she found

at meeting the sole place in which she

could appear before an assembled public,

and for this exhibition the happy pair

donned their finest bridal attire. The bride

and groom and bridal party opened the

show by proudly walking in a little proces

sion, through the narrow streets, to the

meeting-house on the Sabbath following

the marriage, observed of all their fellow

townsmen and townswomen, and as they

entered the church. On the Sabbath fol

lowing the wedding the bride and groom,

dressed in their richest garments, occupied

a prominent seat in the gallery of the meet

ing-house, and in the middle of the sermon

they rose and slowly turned around several

times to display fully and unblushingly

on every side their wedding finery. In

Lamed's " History of Windham County,

Connecticut," we read a description of such

an amusing scene in Brooklyn, Connecticut.

Further public notice was drawn to the

bride by allowing her to choose the text for

the sermon preached on the first Sunday

of the coming-out of the newly-married

couple. Much ingenuity was exercised in

finding appropriate and sometimes start

ling Bible texts for these wedding sermons.

The instances are well known of the mar

riage of Parson Smith's two daughters, one

of whom selected the text, "Mary hath

chosen that good part " ; while the daugh

ter Abby, who married John Adams, de

cided upon the text, "John came neither

eating nor drinking, and they say he hath a

devil." Abby's curious choice has given

rise to an incorrect notion that her marriage

with John Adams was distasteful to her

father and her family. Mr. Charles Francis

Adams tells me that this supposition is en

tirely unfounded, and that old President

Adams would fairly rise in his grave to

denounce any such slander about him,

should it become current.

A HALF SAVAGE custom prevailed in many

New England towns. A group of

those young men who had not been invited

to the wedding would invade the house

when the marriage ceremony had been

performed, and drag away the bride to an

inn or some other house, when the groom

and his party would follow and rescue her

by paying a forfeit of a dinner to the bride-

stealers. In Western Massachusetts this

custom lingered until Revolutionary times.

In |udd's " History of Hadley " the names

of stolen brides are given. Mrs. Job

Marsh, married in 17S3, is said to have been

the last bride thus stolen. A very rough

variation of this custom is reported to be

still in vogue in some localities in Rhode

Island. Madame Sarah Knights, in her

journal of a horseback ride from Boston to

New York in 1704, tells of a ridiculous al

teration of this marriage custom which she

saw in Connecticut—to steal the bride

groom.

Many other curious fashions prevailed in

different localities. In some towns the

young men rode or ran to the bride's house

for a bottle of rum. In others the bees

were told of the wedding and given bride

cake. In still others the unmarried girls

scrambled for the bride's garter, to see

who would be married next.

 

MY FIRST DINNER PARTY

By Mrs. Van Koert Schuyler

SRS. BRUCE POMEROY is famous

for her little dinners. She has

the happy knack of bringing

congenial people together, and

apparently unconscious of re

sponsibility she entertains her friends as

though she were herself a guest.

Each time that George and I have ac

cepted her hospitality I have grown more

and more apprehensive of the moment

when we, in our turn, could no longer defer

the payment of our social debts, and must

ask the Bruce Pomeroys to dinner !

Before coming to New York, eighteen

months ago, as a bride, I had lived in a

small town, where ours was the "leading

family," and with Sewanscot as a back

ground I had found favor with city-bred

George Danvers, but among his New York

friends my one fear was that he think me

" provincial."

I was very kindly received by many

charming people, dined and feted, and en

joyed it all, until, with a sinking at the

heart, I recognized the fact that not the

shred of an excuse remained for deferring

reciprocal attentions.

Our tiny "apartment," our inefficient

waitress, even the new cook, could not be

made a plea for our apparent lack of hospi

tality. George and I discussed the subject

of guests and viands ad nauseam. When

ever anything was well cooked we rejoiced

and took heart, and over every culinary'

failure we mourned as though all our

friends had been present to share it.

I bought a book on the subject, and found

such sorry consolation as: "It is a great

intellectual feat to achieve a perfect little

dinner with a small household and small

means. It implies discretion to arrange,

skill to prepare and taste to direct. It

cannot be done superficially, and if well

done it takes time, experience and care."

I discarded the book for fear of getting

discouraged, and for a week thought and

dreamed of little beside "menus." I

drilled Mary Ann, the waitress, until the

very chairs seemed to assume the person

ality of our expected guests.

At length the invitations were sent. I

had burned my bridges behind me !

I was divided between hope and fear

until the answers came. All six guests

accepted : Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Pomeroy,

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Thorne—people of

wealth and of boundless hospitality ; Miss

Chandler, a former admiration of George's,

before whom I was particularly anxious to

shine, and Mr. Frank Betts, a noted society

man and a reputed wit.

On the morning of the fateful day I rushed

to the window upon rising, to discover

that it was raining I felt personally re

sponsible for the abominable conduct of

the weather, since mine had been the selec

tion of the day, and 1 wondered if my

guests did not regret their acceptances.

When evening came I was busy until the

last moment, putting the finishing touches

to the table, rushing into the kitchen for

last admonitions to the cook, and had only

succeeded in finishing a hurried toilette

when the clock struck seven, and I took

my place in our little drawing-room to

await our guests.

"You look as though dressed by a

tornado, my dear," exclaimed George,

who had coolly "prinked " at his ease.

" I wish that it might be followed by an

earthquake," 1 replied, "for if the floor

would obligingly open I should go down

with a sigh of blissful relief."

The door bell rang, the supreme moment

had arrived, and my heart beat so that

I could hear it. Several long seconds

passed, but at length Mr. and Mrs. Pomeroy

entered the room, and I hastened to apolo

gize for the weather, and was on the point

of making excuses for having invited them

at all when Mrs. Thorne pantingly an

nounced herself and husband.

"Good-evening, my dear; you know

that I am so nervous about elevators that

we walked up, and thinking that you were

on the floor below we quite insisted upon

being admitted at one of your neighbor's.

I trust that we are not late."

Again I was about to apologize for liv

ing on the fifth floor, but checked myself,

lest my apologetic attitude become habitual,

and 1 then presented our friends to one

another. We had been moved to their

selection by no sense of their possible con

geniality. Our reasons were simple and

sordid.

Miss Chandler was the next arrival, look

ing cool, composed and graceful, and

twenty minutes later Mr. Betts made his

appearance, smilingly unconscious of hav

ing kept five hungry people waiting, and

probably spoiling both the dinner and the

temper of the cook.

By this time all my carefully-paired

couples had become hopelessly mixed.

As I was about to detach George from

Miss Chandler's side, and recall him to his

obligations to Mrs. Pomeroy, the familiar

sound of the dinner bell smote our ears !

I had forgotten to instruct Mary Ann to

announce dinner in person, for, as George

was often late in dressing, and the nursery

held the strongest possible attraction for

me, a bell had been our usual summons.

Upon entering the dining-room I had the

satisfaction of knowing that the table was

a picture, with its rose-shaded lights, its

flowers, silver and dainty china. All my

fears were allayed for the time, as we took

our seats and were served with the oysters.

My comfort was short-lived, however.

Mary Ann lost her presence of mind. She

put the plates down before each one as she

did for Fido, and with as little ceremony.

She felt bound by no conventionality re

quiring her to pass things at the left of the

person served, and I chattered wildly to

distract the attention of the company.

All of a sudden there proceeded from

the kitchen a sound, as if something over

turned, followed by a strong odor of burnt

soup. Mary Ann went to investigate, and

returning, announced, with a smile, to the

entire company that the cook had upset

the soup by an accident and was " burnt

dreadful."

Common humanity required that I should

go to her, but, to my relief, I found that,

like most bearers of bad news, Mary Ann

had magnified the misfortune of the cook,

but my guests went soupless.

The fish was half cold, but with the

fillet the climax of my discomfiture was

reached.

As Mary Ann was serving Mrs. Pomeroy

she lurched toward her with the heavy

dish, sending a little stream of gravy over

the cloth at her side.

George rose to his feet and ordered the

girl from the room, whereupon he ex

plained that she was evidently intoxicated

—that he had noticed her uncertain move

ments ever since we entere d the room.

He suggested that I should go for Jane,

the nurse, and ask her to come to our as

sistance, as the baby was sleeping quietly.

fane returned with me, dazed and half

asleep, after sitting in a darkened room

with the child for an hour or more, but she

did her best until we had finished the fillet,

when a roar from the nursery announced

that Baby George had discovered that he

had been imposed upon and resented it.

Jane fled incontinently to her darling, and

George, laughing nervously, suggested

that I should "get the cook to come and

help us through." I found that person

sitting in the kitchen rocker, which I had

charitably provided for her leisure mo

ments, violently swaying to and fro.

She greeted me with a senile smile, and

I found that she, too, must be suffering from

the same trouble as Mary Ann, and I was

afraid to speak to her. Returning to the

dining-room, my explanation was received

with shouts of laughter.

Certainly my dinner party could not be

accused of stiffness. In desperation I

rushed to the nursery, and seizing George,

Jr., in my arms, told Jane to follow. The

vision of the rosy cherub in his nightdress

was a novel attraction at a dinner party,

and he behaved like a six-months-old angel.

Jane served the remainder of the meal

as though it had been a nursery dinner. I

think it would have set her quite at her

ease had we allowed her to cut up our food

and tie our napkins about our necks, but

things had reached a point where only the

ludicrous side of the subject was upper

most, and never was there a merrier partv.

Our guests withdrew early, but all said

the kindest things possible. The women

kissed me good-by as though we had been

friends for years, and the men wrung

George's hand and mine, declaring that

they had not had such a laugh for years,

and, but for my discomfort, had thoroughly

enjoyed themselves.

The next day I was confined to my room

by an attack of neuralgia, and George un

dertook the pleasant duty of dismissing

our hand-maids, who explained that :

"The misthress had them that rattled

with all her explanations and directions

and fussifications that they took a wee drop

just to stiffen their courage like."

The career of a society woman has no

charms for me. I am satisfied to live for

George and the baby.
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A' WHISTLING GIRL

BY JULIA BOND VALENTINE

[With Illustrations by Irving K. Wiles]

 

T was a pity the Tarle-

ton girls were all so

near of an age,"

everybody said,

"four of them count

ing Dolly," though,

to be sure, nobody

ever did count Dolly.

The other three were

all "out" and, of

course, were asked everywhere together,

while Dolly, who was only just out of short

frocks, spent most of her time in the

country where nobody saw her.

"She should by right be 'out,' too,"

sighed her mother in confidence to her

especial friend, Mrs. Gardiner. "It is Vir

ginia's fourth winter, and not one of the

girls really provided for." And Mrs. Gar

diner acknowledged that it was the part

of wisdom to keep Dolly back as long as

possible.

"It is lucky the child herself does not

care," said Dolly's mother. " She doesn't

want any things that other girls are wild

about. She seems as well contented in the

country at her grandfather's, driving or

walking, and running wild generally.

She's the only one of my children," went

on Mrs. Tarleton. " who is really fond of

books, but the others are all pretty—

nobody can deny that." And Mrs.

Gardiner made no attempt to deny it.

" Dolly is a clever little soul," she

said.

" Yes." sighed Dolly's mother. " It's

astonishing how fond she is of books,

but it's always so ; there's generally some

compensation for lack of beauty—but I

do wish that she could have taken after

my family instead of the Tarletons."

As Mrs. Gardiner drove home she

thought "what a pity that affair of Vir

ginia Tarleton's ended so badly, as it

couldn't help spoiling the others' pros

pects."

For Virginia had become engaged dur

ing a visit at Newport to a most eligible

foreigner it was thought, but after the

congratulations had been showered upon

her mother, the bridesmaids asked, and

the wedding gown all but chosen, it

turned out that Virginia's foreigner was

not eligible at all. Some people said he

had jilted Virginia when he found she

had no fortune, others, that Virginia was

a flirt and had jilted him, and still others,

that he had a wife on the other side. All

this was, of course, very bad for Louise

and Marian, to say nothing of Dolly.

As for Dolly, she continued to take

life easy, wore the made-over frocks,

the shabby hats, the cleaned gloves of

all the others, which she inherited, as

she cheerfully remarked, "by right

divine, for in the Tarleton family, as in

the Royal one of England, there is no

Salic law." She was profoundly inter

ested in her sisters' social triumphs, and

always begged to be "waked up " when

they came home from balls and parties.

She arranged their hair, sewed on their

glove buttons, teased them, laughed at

them, and admired them tremendously.

In return they allowed her to run their er

rands, were not above quoting her clever

speeches as original, kept the fact of her

youth well uppermost, spoiled her a little,

but pitied her more.

Dolly was not as pretty as Virginia, but

what could any one tell of the possibilities

of a girl who was never well-dressed, whose

hair was worn in short curls, and whose

fingers were frequently inky from writing

German exercises ? She had not a voice

like Louise—Louise's voice was her stock

in trade, so to speak—neither had she

Marian's figure ; in fact I do not know that

Dolly had any particular accomplishment

except a rather singular one that "didn't

count." She could whistle ! Not an or

dinary girlish treble with more shrillness

than sweetness but a truly remarkable

whistle !

When she sat down to the piano and

pursed up her lips straightway one heard

the loveliest flute-like notes, deep, sweet,

soaring up into the treble, trilling like a

bird, now dying away to an almost imper

ceptible sound ; then rising, falling, with

such wonderful facility, that one wondered

if that could be the same music which came

from the lips of the little boot-black or the

remotest connection of the whistle of the

small boy.

This story, perhaps, would never have

been written, had it not been for Louise

Tarleton's sore throat or Mrs. Gardiner's

musicale, for so do widely differing events

combine to produce a definite result.

" I never was more utterly in despair,"

said Mrs. Gardiner, pausing at the door of

the Tarletons' little drawing-room. Dolly

took her fingers out of her tumbled curls,

and looked up from her book.

" Dear Mrs. Gardiner," she said, " what

is it? "

"What isn't it. you had better say, child,"

responded the lady, vexation written all

over her face. '" Here am I in the greatest

pickle, and nothing, absolutely nothing, can

be done."

Dolly gave a little ejaculation of surprise,

leaning against the door with her hands

locked behind her head.

"I thought you never came to the end

of your resources, Mrs. Gardiner," she said.

"Where did you get that idea, Dolly?

I assure you I am not infallible by any

means. Just now, however, I should like

to shake that sister of yours."

"Poor Louise!" said Dolly. "She's

having a bad enough time as it is with her

sore throat, Mrs. Gardiner."

" I know; of course I'm dreadfully sorry

for her, and all that. I've just been to see

her ; the doctor says she has quinsy ; and

she was to sing at my musicale to-morrow,

and be the success of the evening—and

there she lies—poor, dear child ! And on

top of all this comes a note from Herr

Wollkauft, my violinist, to say that he can

only give me one selection, 'as he is obliged

by his management to leave for New York

on an early train ' ! " Mrs. Gardiner ceased

from sheer inability to find an expression

adequate to the occasion. Dolly was all

sympathy in a moment.

" I'm so sorry, so awfully sorry ! Can

nothing be done ? Can't you put it off? "

" No, that's the worst of it ; the invita

tions are all out long ago ; the special

people I want to entertain are in town, and

if Wollkauft can only give me one selection

it's better than nothing. I was especially

anxious for the girls, for Louise, to meet

him—my nephew I mean—Dolly, he's a

shamefully rich young man, my dear. Not

that you would take that into consideration,

you silly child, but he is just what we could

have wished for Louise ; he is so fond of

music too. I declare it's abominable, and

I wanted something entirely unique this

time," went on Mrs. Gardiner. "All musi-

cales are alike nowadays, and this of mine

was to have been different. Mandolins

and zithers we've all met, but Wollkauft's

violin and Louise's voice you can't hear

every day ! And now, not a thing to fill

the blank. If only some brand new accom

plishment could lie devised."

Dolly was silent, her curly head bent,

apparently lost in a dream, when Mrs.

Gardiner, sighing out, "Well, such is life.

I must go, Dolly," made her look up, the

color rushing into her face.

"Mrs. Gardiner," she said shyly, lock

ing her hands together, a way she had when

confused. " I wish—I wonder how you

would like "and then she broke down.

"Well, child, what is it?" Mis. Gar

diner was always good to Dolly, and the

girl took heart of grace.

"Of course, as to the young man, I

couldn't be any good," she began hur

riedly, " and I'm awfully sorry he can't see

Louise, but—but—if you really would like

something different—why, you know I an

whistle ! "

Mrs. Gardiner looked down at the eager,

flushing face, and for the first time thought

Dolly Tarleton pretty, but laughed as she

exclaimed :

" Whistle, Dolly? What in the world do

you mean, my dear?"

" 1 know it sounds silly, Mrs. Gardiner,"

blushed Dolly, " but really it isn't so bad—

at least some people like it, and you said

you wanted something different. It is dif

ferent certainly."

"It must be," laughed Mrs. Gardirer.

" I don't think I ever heard a girl whistle.

Isn't there some proverb about ' a whistling

girl and a crowing hen ' ? "

"Oh, don't! Mrs. Gardiner, dear,"

pleaded Dolly, " I've had that quoted at me

so often. It may be queer but it's all 1 can

do, and I would like to help you if I could."

" You're a dear little soul. How do you

do it, Dolly?"

"Wait a minute; I'll show you," and

Dolly sat down to the piano. She was too

unaffected and unconscious to be nervous,

so she did her best while Mrs. Gardiner

leaned back listening. Dolly had chosen

an exquisitely pathetic air from "Faust."

which lent itself particularly well to being

whistled, and as the last note died away

Mrs. Gardiner cried delightedly : " Bravo,

Dolly ! 1 never imagined anything half so

pretty. I didn't know whistling was like

that, and you don't look badly when you

do it either."

" Don't I, really ? " said Dolly with shin

ing eyes. " Do you like it, Mrs. Gardiner?

Do you think it will do ? "

" The very thing, I should say. I declare,

Dolly, you will turn out accomplished yet."

Dolly laughed. " Dick Tarleton always

calls me ' Miss Cinderella.' "

"Well, I'll be your fairy godmother,"

said Mrs. Gardiner heartily. "You shall

come to my musicale to-morrow, and if you

do as well as you did just now I prophesy

a success."

" You know you need not introduce me

to people," said Dolly earnestly. "lean

stand behind one of the big screens and

they won't even know who it's coming

from."

"Like Cinderella herself, you absurd

child. No, that's all nonsense, Dolly—but

have you a gown? "

Dolly's face fell. "I'm afraid not," she

said. "Oh! wait a minute—up at grand

father's the other day I was trying on some

old-fashioned gowns—and there was one

such a dear—a little, pale yellow satin,

with short waist and puffed sleeves. It

belonged to grandmother, and is very

much like the things debutantes wear now

—do you think it would do?"

"I don't know," said Mrs. Gardiner,

much amused. " It would be quite original,

like your whistling, Dolly. Well, I leave

that to you—you must find a gown some

where."

"But mother and the girls," suggested

Dolly. " Do you believe they will let me ?"

"Nonsense! tell them I said you must

 

"A slip of a girl, in a quaint, old-fashioned gown, stood beside the piano and began to whistle'
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come," and Mrs. Gardiner hurried away,

and as her carriage whirled off, her last

words were, " Remember, Dolly, you are

not to fail me ! "

CHAPTER 11

PVICK TARLETON going up the Gardiners'

* staircase the night of the musicale

met his three cousins. " My eyes ! " he

exclaimed. He had absolutely failed to

recognize the fourth Miss Tarleton in her

warpaint and feathers.

" You don't mean to say it's you, Dolly,"

he cried, as she smiled up at him saucily.

" Yes, the very same. Dick, didn't you

really know me?"

" Not a bit! Upon my word, Dolly, we

T.irletons always will be handsome—it

must come out some day. 'What's bred

in the bone '—you know. Where did you

get this ? " as he touched a soft fold of her

gown. "It's satin or something. Why,

Cinderella, how did they happen to let you

out ? Did the pumpkin come for you?"

" Hush ! Wait a minute— I'll tell you all

about it," said Dolly. But her sisters hur

ried her away. Mrs. Gardiner, off duty for

a moment, met them in the hall, gave

them a hasty greeting, and sending Virginia

and Marian into the room, claimed Dolly as

a performer. In reality she wished to re

view the child with her keen eyes, for if she

was to do at all, Mrs. Gardiner wanted her

to make a sensation.

" Well, Dolly, I don't know what you've

done to yourself, but you certainly do look

pretty," she said in her brusque way.

"Oh, Mrs. Gardiner," said Dolly, as

she was half led, half pushed to a long

mirror, where the Dolly therein reflected

was a revelation even to herself. Her

cheeks had a tender color called into their

brown by excitement ; her rough curls lay

soft and cloudy upon her forehead ; her

eyes were dancing, full of life and apprecia

tion. Her neck and arms were set off by

th.2 pale gleaming satin and old lace, and

the strings of ambjr beads about her throat.

She had a great fan that she furled and un

furled when she did not know what else to

do, and her frock and her fan and her feel

ings generally had made another girl of

her.

" Dick, you will take your cousin in,"

said Mrs. Gardiner. And Dolly entered

the room on the arm of her tall cousin. The

pair made quite a stir and everybody in

quired :

"Who is that fascinating little girl with

Dick Tarleton?"

Mrs. Gardiner did not introduce her ex

cept to one or two fellow-performers in the

music-room, so Dolly got behind one of

the big screens and took in her surround

ings with delighted eyes.

"'What rugs and jugs and candle

lights,' " she said to herself, quoting a well-

beloved nursery rhyme.

She heard a quiet, amused laugh, and

turned quickly to find a man at her elbow.

She had never seen his face before and she

rather liked it—a somewhat lazy, dark face

with eyes which h:id a slightly sleepy look,

which belied them—for Alec Forbes, to

use an old-fashioned phrase, "could see

quite as far through a millstone " as his fel

low-men. He had a good mouth, not hid

den by a short mustache, so that his smile

helped his face wonderfully.

"I beg your pardon," he said, "for

listening to your soliloquy, but you ought

not to quote other people's favorite authors

if you don't want to be heard."

Dolly laughed. He was so quietly at ease

that he put her there at once. "Favorite

authors have a trick of being other peo

ple's," she said. An odd, satisfied expres

sion stole over the man's face, as if he had

said, "Thank you, I expected you to say

something like that," and it was quite true.

Alec Forbes, leaning idly against the piano

a moment before, looked up as Dolly came

in, and walked straight over to her, drawn

by the piquant, clever face as by a magnet.

I ler words, as she peeped through the

screen, amused him, and, accustomed to

do as he pleased, he spoke to her. He

did not think she would mind, and if

she looked shocked he would tell her his

aunt had included him in the introduction

a few moments before.

"That is true," he replied. "It's a pity

one cannot put ' all rights reserved ' on

ons's specialties."

"Would you rather I didn't quote Ed

mund Lear? " asked Dolly politely.

"On the contrary, I regard it as an evi

dence of superiority on your part."

" Really, I'm so glad. I don't think I

ever gave any evidences of superiority

before."

" Perhaps people haven't been frank

enough to tell you so," suggested the

other.

" People are not very frank in society, I

believe," said Dolly.

" I am to infer from that, you've had a

graat deal of experience."

" I ! " Dolly was so amused at this idea

that she laughed outright.

" I don't know the first thing about it,"

she said.

"Then you speak purely from hearsay?"

went on Dolly's friend, with his dark eyes

full of quiet amusement fixed on her face.

: ";AUogether," said Dolly. "I've never

b*k!v in }i6'-icly in my life."

" No T Then might 1 make so bold as to

inquire how you happen to be here to

night ? "

"No," said Dolly, after a moment's

thought, "I don't think you may."

" Not even guess ? "

" It is not a conundrum," laughed Dolly.

" 1 think it is and that you are the an

swer."

"Well, I am the answer—in a way; you

aren't so very far wrong after all."

"I can easily find the answer by resort

ing to unworthy means."

" How?" inquired Dolly.

" Looking at the programme," he re

turned quizzically.

" Why do you think you will find me

there? "

" Because I think you play or sing, or do

something."

"Why?"

"I never knew any one ask so many

questions," he said in a quiet voice, appa

rently to no one in particular.

" I never knew any one give so few an

swers, " returned Dolly. " 1 don't play or

sing either."

Nor do anything? " he continued.

"Well, yes/'

" Are you going to do it this evening ? "

" Yes—hush ! They're going to begin."

Dolly was whisked away from her com

panion, who was not at all pleased by this

sudden desertion. He looked down at the

programme, a trifle of white and gold, and

scanned the list of names anxiously. He

saw "Miss Tarleton" recurring often, a

familiar name to him, owing to his aunt's

frequent mention of the family. " Little

witch ! " he muttered. " A girl with a face

like hers must do something. To be sure,

she can talk, an accomplishment when it's

done after her fashion." But his soliloquy

was interrupted by a sound that was not a

voice, nor a violin, nor a flute, that was—

" By jove ! it can't be ! it isn't a whistle? "

To say that everybody was surprised

when a slip of a girl, in a quaint, old-fash

ioned gown which made her look like one

of Abbey's drawings, stood beside the

piano and began, without any preliminary

warning, to whistle, is to speak mildly.

She looked so unconscious, as if she had

forgotten all about her audience, that the

audience itself was half piqued. There

was a buzz of applause as the last note died

away, and Alec Forbes watched people

crowding about the girl, asking one another

who she was, or begging for an introduc

tion. He was not a man who cared to

share his individual tastes with the multi

tude, so he only stood looking on, while

Dolly talked pretty, broken German to

II err Wollkauft—who beamed benevolently

upon her through his glittering eye-glasses

—or looked up with frank, clear eyes to re

ply to some newly- presented admirer.

"They will turn her head," he said.

"People are such fools," and he was al

ready planning how he could carry her off

to some pleasant corner, where he could

make her talk to him as she did a few mo

ments since, without the interference of

the multitude, when his aunt approached.

" Now, Alec," she said, " this is not what

I intend you to do at all. No glowering in

corners, if you please, sir. 1 know your

tricks of old, and if you have your eye on

any especial person, you may as well resign

her to her fate, for I intend you to meet

every one of the thirty individuals here."

"Oh!" was the stifled exclamation

which Mrs. Gardiner fancied she heard.

But she was inexorable, and Alec Forbes

was obliged to content himself by putting

out his hand in congratulation as he passed

Dolly, saying in a low voice, " You see, I

was right ; you did do something after all."

Each of us has some day his own brief

hour of glory. Cinderella went to the

ball at last, and one winter night, in the

eighteenth year of her age, Dolly Tarleton

was a belle.

That it was a short lived triumph only

made the memory sweeter. What booted

it that Marian and Virginia told her, "It

made a girl ridiculous to talk continually

to one man ; that, of course, she did whistle

very well, but it wouldn't do to get a repu

tation for that sort of thing? Men didn't

really like a girl to be unfeminine. It had

been awfully good of Mrs. Gardiner to ask

her to take part in the musicale, but, of

course, it was only a whim, and the less

she thought of it the better."

People were beginning to ask the girls

for that sister of theirs, and when questioned

innocently as to whether they meant Louise,

Virginia or Marian, the reply was so fre

quently, "No; the little one who whistled

so beautifully at Mrs. Gardiner's," that, as

it would not do at all for Dolly to appear

in public yet, she was sent off to her grand

father's.

But still Dolly couldn't help seeing, as

she closed her eyes at night, the vision of

a softlv-lighted room, with brilliantly-

dressed people talking in a modulated

confusion, and among them there always

appeared a tall, dark man with the kindest

smile in the world.

CHAPTER III

FROM her winter retreat in the country

Dolly heard echoes of the gay world

in her sisters' letters, and the ever-recurring

name of Alec Forbes. They seemed to

see a great deal of him, which was hut

natural, as he was the nephew of their best

friend, although it does not happen that

nephews are always so amenable to their

aunts' wishes.

In this instance, however, there was a

happy combination of circumstances, and

it was soon taken for granted that Alec

Forbes was the property of the Tarleton

girls, only not as yet decided whether he

belonged especially to Louise, Virginia or

Marian.

"He is such a thoroughly first-rate fel

low," said his aunt confidentially to Mrs.

Tarleton. " People have called him a

flirt, but I don't think it myself. He is

rich, good looking, and he has been run

after, but he hasn't really been spoiled,

and he has the kindest heart in the world."

Mrs. Tarleton sighed and glanced at two

people strolling slowly through the square

overlooked by the house. They were Alec

Forbes and Virginia. The girl was all ani

mation and sparkle, her dark furs setting

off her rich color. She looked the beauty

society had pronounced her. But Mrs.

Tarleton would rather have seen her eyes

pensive, downcast and demure, for the tall,

lazy-looking fellow, with his hands behind

him. certainly could not be telling a love tale

to such a vivacious audience. Indeed,

Virginia was planning an expedition into

the country for some sleighing. The snow

was delightful now, packed and frozen

hard, and a party to the Tarleton country

house to stay a few days would be such a

lark—"doesn't Mr. Forbes think so?"

And Mr. Forbes did think so, agreeing with

more alacrity than was usual, and when he

left Virginia at her door, declining her in

vitation to "come in for a cup of tea,"

he asked her carelessly :

" By the way, Miss Tarleton, where is

your sister now—your youngest sister? "

"Who? Dolly? Oh! she is in the

country with grandfather," laughed Vir

ginia. " Dolly is a perfect child wedded

to outdoor life. 1 dare say she's coasting

in rubber boots and red mittens this very

minute."

Alec Forbes' short mustache scarcely

hid his smile as he turned away.

"Decidedly," he said to himself, "de

cidedly, Dolly has been sent to Siberia."

The evening that Alec Forbes had spent

in Dolly's company at the musicale was by

no means the only time he had seen her.

Mrs. Gardiner lost no time in taking him

to call upon Louise, and he had looked in

vain for the fourth Miss Tarleton. Then

he had boldly asked for her, and was told

that she was out walking.

He discovered that she always went for

a walk on certain afternoons in the week.

So Dolly was much surprised at being

joined in the square, in company with her

beautiful greyhound, by Alec Forbes, who

said in the most natural way in the world :

"Why are you never on view- in the

afternoons when I come to see you ? "

" I didn't know that you came to see

me," said Dolly surprised, but not dis

pleased. " Don't you know that I do not

receive ? "

" I can't understand how, having once

had the proclamation of emancipation read

over you, you can go back to servitude."

"Servitude ! " she exclaimed ; "it's really

freedom. Don't you think it's servitude

to have to pay visits, to go to teas, to dress

for dinner, to bore yourself in a hundred

ways, because it's 'society' ?"

He looked down at the piquant face be

side him with secret satisfaction. He de

lighted to make Dolly flash out like this.

"Calling the same pastime," he said,

"I had a wild idea those were the things

young women's souls hankered after."

" Why do you take young women in the

lump that way?" she said resentfully.

" Do you think we are all alike? "

" I think there are certain resemblances,

but every now and then one meets a start

ling anomaly."

"A freak of Nature," suggested Dolly,

smiling up at him.

"Yes, or a return to the original type,

the primeval woman."

"An example of atavism," replied Miss

Dolly carelessly.

He looked suddenly startled. " Gra

cious 1 " he exclaimed. "Much learning,

Miss Dolly."

"Would you lather I talked in words of

one syllable?" asked Dolly.

"No indeed, no! I beg your pardon,

only you are rather unexpected, you

know."

"I'm glad to hear it," said Dolly se

verely. "I should hate to be just like

everybody else."

"You need not be afraid," he said, toss

ing a pebble for "Max" to run after.

They had reached the park.

" I don't want to be eccentric cither,"

she protested with charming inconsequence.

"I don't care to have people say, 'That

queer Dolly Tarleton.' "

Alec Forbes laughed, but his mirth had

a ring of tenderness. " Let me catch any

body saying it," he growled, his eyes abso

lutely wrathful, whereat Dolly looked ap

peased.

It was rather strange that Dolly should

not have mentioned this walk to her sisters.

When he came again, however, to find

Dolly alone, deep in a German translation,

over which she accepted his proffered help,

they did know it. and it was not long after

this that Dolly's exile began.

Mrs. Tarleton had consented to her

daughters' giving a house party, and so a

gay bevy of men and maidens invaded her

father's old mansion, driving from town in

a great four-horse sleigh, whose bells and

the voices of whose occupants were heard

by an eager listener in an upper window

long before their actual arrival.

They literally took possession, and the

sound of light feet on the old staircases,

men's voices in the halls, music in the

evenings, when the merry party come in

doors from a long day's sleighing or skat

ing, transformed the quiet old house.

But for the most part in all these festivi

ties Dolly "didn't count." They begged

her to whistle, however, and she did so to

every one's delight. But Dolly was a shy

plant that only blooms in a congenial

atmosphere, and there, where she was

strictly "kept in her proper place," Alec

Forbes, seeing her fill the part of "the

Tarletons' little sister," could scarcely be

lieve her the same girl. Once or twice he

tried to approach Dolly, but she rather

eluded him, and the old frank manner that

existed between them seemed suddenly

and unaccountably to have disappeared.

But at last came a day when the party

broke up, and drove over to the station.

The train was late, and as it was heard to

whistle afar off Alec Forbes, who had been

rather silent on the way over, turned to

Virginia, saying :

" Miss Tarleton, I find I have left some

thing at the house, so if you do not mind I

will go back and try to find it. I can take

the next train if I miss this one."

Louise and Virginia did not at all approve

of this, nor did the rest of the party, and

suggested telegraphing and various other

expedients, but Alec eventually got his own

way.

"Alec Forbes is terribly spoiled," said

Marian; "even Mrs. Gardiner must

acknowledge that. When he has made up

his mind it's quite hopeless trying to

change him."

" W ell, I rather like it," returned Vir

ginia. " I like a man who knows his mind

and will have his own way."

Dolly had waited till the guests had all

gone, leaving the halls deserted; then she

stole down-stairs, and calling her dog,

curled up in a deep chair by the fire, and

w ith her hands idle in her lap, gazed into

the flames. Somehow, before very long,

the fire grew misty and blurred, and there

were tears on the interlaced fingers she put

up to screen her eyes.

Alec Forbes, tramping through the snow,

his head bent against the wind, passed, on

his way from the gates, the window of the

room where Dolly sat, and looking in and

seeing a slight figure in an attitude of utter

abandon, curls buried in the pillows of the

big chair, hands locked before her eyes—

his heart gave a great leap of happiness.

He stood irresolute one moment, then

opened the hall door very gently and en

tered. The sound in the dim room of

Dolly's sobbing made a curious tightening

come into his throat. She did not guess

that her trouble had a spectator until she

felt an arm about her, and heard a voice

that trembled from tenderness saying in her

ear :

" Dolly ! my darling ! my dear little girl !

won't you let me comfort you?"

It was a hard struggle for Dolly Tarleton

to yield, but some minutes afterward, when

she was standing in the window, with Alec

Forbes' arm about her, her pretty brown

curls against his shoulder, the greyhound

won the day by coming up to her and put

ting both paws upon her dress.

" Look, Dolly, won't you lock up,

dearest?" whispered a voice in her ear.

"Even 'Max' is pleading for me; you

can't resist him, can you ? "

And Dolly, who was the shyest of sweet

hearts, took heart of grace to look up

through her tears and say :

"'Max,' you ought to be ashamed of

yourself."

"You didn't come just because you

thought you had to love me—you did

not ask me because—because I was such a

goose just now?" she asked eagerly.

He laughed softly. "You darling," he

said; "yes, I really had to love you because

you were such a goose ; you don't mind,

do you? Why, Dolly, what must I say to

satisfy your pride? I don't care in the

least how abject 1 am, now that I have you.

Shall I kneel down here, in token of servi

tude, or anything like that?" he asked, his

eyes gleaming as he tried to see her face.

"No!" cried Dolly, "I think you would

look perfectly horrid kneeling."

"Bravo! so do I. This is ever so much

better."

"That's the last train whistling now,"

remarked Dolly inhospitably.

"You're not going to send me away

again, are you? "

"I didn't know," faltered Dolly, with

the suspicion of a laugh in her eyes,

"whether you ought not to go back—

whether the other girls might not want

you."

"My dearest Dolly," he began with the

utmost gravity, "if any other girls in the

world want me now "

But Dolly, with a return of her old spirit,

interrupted him.

"They can't whistle for you any way,"

she said.
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THE AUTHOR OF "GALLEGHER"

By Edward W. Bok

N April 1 8th last Richard Hard

ing Davis was thirty years of

age—a significant fact when

his wide repute as a writer is

considered. But he was born

in a literary atmosphere. A

boy could scarcely be the son

of Rebecca Harding Davis and of L.

Clarke Davis without inheriting some of

the literary genius of either parent. And

Richard Harding Davis has, just as his

brother, Charles Belmont Davis, has.

An only sister, Nora, completes this re

markably interesting family.

Philadelphia is Richard Harding Davis'

birthplace. His education began at the

age of nine at the Episcopal Academy in

that city. In 1882 he became a student

at Lehigh University. There he became

an enthusiastic foot-ball player, and there,

too, did his first writing as editor of the

college paper. He wrote a dozen stories

for the paper, and afterward collected

them, put them into a book and paid ninety

dollars to get the book published. It had

a limited sale—very limited. From Lehigh

he went to Johns Hopkins University for a

year, and there he wrote, reckoned pro-

FOUR FAMOUS YOUNG AUTHORS

Who Have Achieved Fame Before or in Their Thirtieth Year

 

RUDYARD KIPLING

By Alice Graham McCollin

TRONG personal affections, even

stronger love and habits of do

mesticity, an unquestioned gen

ius for narrative, literary abilities

of the first order, and a style

which is as incisive as it is

individual, should make any

man worth the knowing. Such a one is

Rudyard Kipling.

Rudyard Kipling was born at Bombay,

India, on December 30, 1865. Through

his mother he can trace his connection

with three nationalities, the English, Irish

and Scottish, while his father, John Lock-

wood Kipling, although an Englishman by

birth, is of Dutch descent. Mr. Kipling,

Senior, went to India many years ago, where

he became the head of the Mayo School of

Art at Lahore, and where he remained un

til a year or two ago, when he returned to

England.

 

JOHN KENDRICK BANGS

By William McKendree

MONG the leading humorists of

America Mr. John Kendrick

Bangs has enjoyed an enviable

distinction for many years. He

was born in Yonkers, New York,

in 1862. His father was Francis

N. Bangs, one of the most prominent

lawyers the bar of New York has known,

and his grandfather was the Rev. Dr.

Nathan Bangs, a minister of renown of the

Methodist denomination, the historian of

his church and the first editor of its publica

tions. Mr. Bangs has inherited a leaning

toward literature, a keen but kindly insight

into human nature, and very unusual

energy and power of application.

A few years ago, when about to deliver

a lecture in the city of his residence upon

"The Evolution of the Humorist," Mr.

Bangs said in introducing himself, in de

fault of a presiding officer: "I was born

 

'THE ENGLISH MARK TWAIN"

By Frederick Dolman

EROME KWATA JEROME has in

his time played many parts.

He has been a railway clerk,

an actor, a newspaper reporter,

a school teacher, a short-hand

writer and a solicitor's clerk.

Surprising as some of these changes of

occupation must have been to his friends,

probably none surprised those who knew

him best so much as his latest change of

all from the ease of literature to the bustle

of journalism.

During that period of Mr. Jerome's life

when he was " everything by turn and

nothing long " it is to be feared that he was

not always able to consult his own choice.

For when but a lad Mr. Jerome's father, a

colliery proprietor, was ruined by the flood

ing of a mine, and the boy became depend

ent on himself. For several years he had

a hard struggle to find even the means of

subsistence. In each new vocation there

was only fresh disappointment, the cause

and the consolation probably being alike

attributable to Mr. Jerome's deep intenst

in subjects far removed from the prosaic-

task of "making a living." He took his

poverty as philosophically as he has since

 

fessionally, his first story, "Richard Carr's

Baby," a tale with foot-ball tendencies. It

appeared in "St. Nicholas."

In 1887 the young student returned to

Philadelphia and became a reporter, taking

assignments from several newspapers and

earning the princely salary of seven dollars

a week. Then he started a dramatic paper

called "The Stage." When the Johnstown

flood occurred Davis went to the scene and

reported it. Soon after his return he went

to England with the All-Philadelphia

Cricket Team, and upon his return re

mained in New York, connecting himself

with the " Evening Sun. " In one day he be

came famous. Mistaken by a bunco-steerer

for an Englishman, an impression which a

very English-made suit of clothes, a bundle

of sticks and umbrella, and a hatbox cov

ered with labels helped to color, he held the

man in full daylight on Broadway, shouted

lustily for help, had the man arrested,

wrote the account of it for his paper, and

from that day the name of Richard Harding

Davis has been familiar to every New

Yorker. Then he wrote his famous "Van

Bibber " tales. Next came "Gallegher,"

a success from the moment it appeared

in "Scribner's Magazine," although it had

been refused by three editors. Now it has

sold sixty thousand copies in book form.

Then followed in quick succession "The

Other Woman," "An Unfinished Story,"

"My Disreputable Friend, Mr. Raegan,"

and the other short stories that have made

his name so familiar to thousands.

In 1890 Mr. Davis became editor of

" Harper's Weekly." This position he

held for a year, and then traveled in the

West, with "The West Through a Car

Window " as the result. Then he went to

London and described life there, return

ing only to pack his valise and start for

Egypt and write of "The Rulers of the

Mediterranean." With this his thirst for

travel was satisfied, and he resumed his

direct connection with " Harper's Weekly,"

of which he is now associate editor.

Mr. Davis' portrait here given is an

excellent likeness. He is well, almost

magnificently built, standing six feet high,

weighing one hundred and eighty pounds,

and with a physical strength that manv

envy. He has a frank, boyish manner

about him, and is conscious of his success,

as is only natural and quite pardonable,

but he is not so in any obtrusive way. His

manner of talking is quick, his laugh is of

the heartiest, and he is an ideal companion.

Popular in society he is sought by every

one, and lionized generally. But with ail

his success he is conscious only of a desire

to give to the reading public a book or a

story that will be superior to the last.

When but five years of age, following

the necessary custom of English residents

of India, his parents sent Rudyard to Eng

land, where he was educated. It is claimed

that the pathetic experience of Black Sheep

in Mr. Kipling's story of "Baa Baa Black

Sheep" is a brief but unfortunate portion

of autobiography. The lad was educated

at the United Services College, at West

ward, Ho, North Devon, where he received

from his schoolmates the charming so

briquet of "Giglamps," owing to the fact

that he wore spectacles. At college he

was a leading member of the literary and

debating society, and associate editor of

the school newspaper. About this time,

too, he earned his first pen money, for a

sonnet which he wrote for the London

"World." At the age of sixteen he re

turned to India, where he entered upon a

journalistic career, with more of literature

about it than belongs to most of its kind.

In 1889 he came to America, where he

hobnobbed with newspaper men in most of

the prominent cities, studied the many dif

ferent phases of life, and in the fall went

back to London, taking with him, it is

claimed, the very manuscripts which after

ward made his fame and which had been

rejected by American publishers. The pub

lication of these stories, followed by their

favorable review in the London "Times,"

and a full description of their author, his

place, hours and habits of work, in Edmund

Yates' " Celebrities at Home " in the Lon

don "World," gave Mr. Kipling the intro

duction he needed, to English people, and

in the intervening five years his fame has

spread wherever his books have traveled.

On January 18, 1892, Mr. Kipling was

married at All Soul's Church in London to

Caroline Starr Balestier, a sister of C. Wol-

cott Balestier, the young American novelist

who died abroad in 1892, and with whom

Mr. Kipling wrote in collaboration. Mrs.

Kipling is small and slender with dark

brown eyes and hair. She was educated

in Rochester, New York, where she was

born. Mr. and Mrs. Kipling have one

child, a daughter, born in December, 1892.

Since their marriage Mr. and Mrs. Kipling

have made their home in Brattleboro, Ver

mont, where they have built a charming

country house, which, from its mountainous

situation, has been named "Crow's Nest."

In appearance Mr. Kipling is short,

squarely built, broad shouldered, with

black hair and mustache. His eyes are

the Irish gray blue and are shielded always

by either spectacles or glasses. He is fond

of fishing and of horses, but is little or

nothing of an athlete. His Vermont neigh

bors give him a cordial liking, which is

grateful to both the man and the author.

in and have resided in Yonkers for a num

ber of years; have braved the perils of life

in this community, and have endured,

without a murmur, the privations common

to all of us." These words, if otherwise

unimportant, indicate the uneventful course

of his private life.

While an undergraduate of Columbia

College Mr. Bangs was a contributor to

the "Acta Columbiana," and one of its

editors.

Upon leaving college he entered the

office of his father, but after a year or two,

feeling himself irresistibly drawn toward a

literary life, he gave up the study of law.

He then became associate editor of " Life,"

where, in addition to his editorial work, he

contributed the " By the Way" page and

an almost incredible quantity of original

matter.

In 1887, while he was still connected with

"Life," "Roger Camorden, a Strange

Story," his first work to appear in book

form, was published. It was a striking

story of hallucination, and was reasonably

popular and successful. In the same year,

in collaboration with his classmate and

friend, Mr. Frank Dempster Sherman,

he wrote "New Waggings of Old Tales,"

a series of humorous and satirical parodies.

About this time he retired from "Life,"

and in 1888 he wrote "Katharine, a

Travesty," for the dramatic association of

the Ninth Company, Seventh Regiment,

N. G., S. N. Y. Although a travesty of

" The Taming of the Shrew," the construc

tion of which it followed rather closely, it

was really a comic opera, with a good li

bretto, full of quaint sayings and quips and

songs, and through it Mr. Bangs became

more widely known. The following year

" Mephistopheles, a Profanation," was writ

ten. In 1891 appeared " Tiddledywink

Tales," the first of his books for children.

It has been followed by two other children's

books, " In Camp with a Tin Soldier " and

"Half Hours with Jimmie-Boy."

In 1893 " Toppleton's Client," a novel,

was published in London. "Coffee and

Repartee," published last year by the

Harpers, has been the most successful of

his books for older people.

Mr. Bangs is a frequent contributor of

jests and verses and short stories to the

periodical press, and for several years has

been editor of the humorous departments

of the publications of the Harpers.

Personally, Mr. Bangs is very popular,

and while his good humor, his wit and

his kindly nature have endeared him to

his intimates, his practical ability, his in

dustry and his good sense have gained him

the respect of all with whom, in any way,

he has come in contact.

taken prosperity, gratifying as often as he

could his love for the drama by a visit to

the pit or even to the gallery of the theatre,

and afterward talking of the play and the

players with a few kindred souls.

It was from such humble beginnings, by

the way, that the now influential Playgoers'

Club in London came into existence ; Mr.

Jerome and one or two friends started the

club while he was still busily engaged by

day in a solicitor's office and by night as

dramatic critic for a small w'eekly paper.

It is very interesting to hear Mr. Jerome

tell how at one time the writing of a great

play seemed to him the only thing worth

doing in the world, and how in his devo

tion to this idea he would dog the foot

steps of theatrical managers with the manu

scripts of his dramas and comedies.

As the event has proved, none of these

mixed experiences have been wasted. Mr.

Jerome has himself related in "The Idler"

how, in his brief experience as an actor in a

third-rate provincial company, he found the

material for the little book which first

started him on a literary career, "On the

Stage—And Off." And it was clearly the

varied experience of men and things which

had been crowded into a few years which,

with his keen eye for humor, enabled him

before the age of thirty to make a reputa

tion with two such books as "The Idle

Thoughts of an Idle Fellow" and "Three

Men in a Boat." Mr. Jerome is one of

the few men who are younger than they

look—he has not yet celebrated his thirty-

third birthday. "Barbara," the pathetic

little play which first gave him the ear of

the play-going public, was written before

he was eighteen; "The Idle Thoughts"

was put to paper in the course of the next

year or so, and "Three Men in a Boat"

was written when he was about twenty-six.

When the success of "The Idle Thoughts"

brought him some degree of affluence, Mr.

lerome left the solicitor's office and en

sconced himself with his bright and sympa

thetic young wife in a cozy "flat" overlook

ing the river at Chelsea. It was at the top,

I remember, of a very high building which

was without an elevator, but people would

cheerfully undertake the toilsome ascent

for the sake of a cup of tea in the Jeromes'

delightful rooms. About three years ago

Mr. Jerome chose for his residence one of

the semi-rustic villas which, with their

walled-in gardens, render St. John's Wood

so attractive. In this house I have spent

some very- pleasant hours, Jerome every

now and then bringing out some quaint

saying, and as the sly humor plays about

the fair face that indicates his Scandinavian

ancestrv, 1 am reminded that I am. ird< ed,

in the society of the English Mark Twain.
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Thikd Paper—THE BOY IN THE OFFICE

By Edward IV. Bok

 

^ HE parents of the boy who

is earning three or four

dollars per week in

an office are naturally

full of anxiety for his

future. More particu

larly is this true of the

mother. She watches

him as he leaves the

house to go to his desk each morning, and

after a year or two she wonders why her

boy's salary is not increased. " He is such

a good boy," she reasons to herself, or tells

some friend, " I am sure he deserves more

money than he receives." This is the pa

rental belief, and it is a natural one. But

to be "a good boy " in the home does not

always imply a helpful boy in the office.

One does not necessarily follow the other,

yet it must be confessed that domestic in

fluences play an important part in the suc

cess of the boy in the office.

SO far as possible every parent should try •

and see that his or her boy gets from

the very start into that particular line of

business for which he seems to have either
a natural bent or taste. An uncongenial ■

position is just as distasteful to a boy as it

is to a man, and it is always a fatal mis

take to turn a boy away from his natural

inclinations. If his mind seems to be that

of a lawyer it is far better that he should

be put into a lawyer's office from the start.

By being office boy in such an office, and

climbing up, he knows just what every

position calls for, and ten chances to one

he will treat his employees better, when

he becomes a practicing lawyer himself,

than if he had not had the experience. I

am a strong believer in the theory that a

man should be an employee before he be

comes an employer, and if he can pass

through every position in the same busi

ness from the office boy's desk up, in which

he afterward starts for himself, he will be

the gainer for it.

THE advancement of a boy when in an

office is necessarily slow, and a great

deal of patience is necessary, especially on

the side of the parents. If they become

impatient the feeling is quickly imbibed

by the boy, and he becomes impregnated

with that most fatal of all beliefs to a boy—

that he is not appreciated by his employer.

When a parent, by word or action, instills

that belief in a boy, he impresses upon

him the first wrong lesson in life. Promo

tion from errand or office boy to the next

position is very tedious work, and it is

slow because there is a wide gulf between

the office boy's desk and the next position

above it. At the same time the office

boy's desk is the only one in a business

house which is absolutely transient in its

character. A man may remain a stenog

rapher, a clerk, a bookkeeper, a cashier,

all his life, but the office boy's desk is just

what it indicates : the starting point of

graduation.

After a boy passes his sixteenth year

he is supposed to pass from under his

mother's care to that of the father. But it

is before his sixteenth year that the average-

boy begins or passes through his experi

ence as office or errand boy. Hence, the

responsibility of impressing correct princi

ples in a boy's mind rests with the mother.

If, for example, punctuality is an un

known quality in a household, it is not

likely that a boy will reach his desk punc

tually. In fact, he cannot do so. He is

dependent upon the home machinery for

rising and getting his breakfast. When I

was an office boy I was always at my desk

at eight o'clock, but the fact that I was

there was not due t > myself in any sense.

It was because my mother saw that I rose

in time, had my breakfast in season, and

left the house in plenty of time to reach the

office. In that way the value of punctu

ality was impressed upon me. It is. indeed,

the first essential of success in the life of an

office boy. Rushing into the office at five

minutes after eight, or whatever may be

the hour set (or the boy, is bad, since it is

just as possible to reach the office five min

utes before the hour.

ANOTHER point in a boy's habits that leads

to success in which the mother plays a

part is in the neatness of his dress. No

employer expects a boy earning three or

four dollars per week to be dressed in the

immediate fashions. But he has a right to

expect that his boy be neatly dressed. No

matter how poor we are, there is no ex

cuse for any one wearing soiled linen. A

clean collar and shirt should be made pos

sible for every boy. Wherever possible,

too, mothers should early train their boys

to the wearing of cuffs, since they do much

to impress cleanliness. A clean pair of

cuffs adds a great deal to a boy's appear

ance. As we feel so do we work, Every

man has experienced the comfortable feel

ing that arises because of the fact that he

was wearing a new suit of clothes, and the

increased interest in his surroundings and

work because of this feeling. Our clothes

unquestionably affect our feelings, and our

feelings affect our work. If a boy feels

clean and is neatly dressed he will do bet

ter work than if he is allowed to go to his

office morning after morning with his

clothes unbrushed, his face and hands only

half washed, and his hair carelessly combed.

Neatness does much for a boy in the eyes

of his employer, and it costs nothing except

a little pains. An employer likes to see

the people in hi. office as well dressed as

their circumstances allow, and it pleases

him to see his office boy, when he sends

him on errands to other business houses,

make a good appearance.

Editor's Note—This scries of " Before He is
Twenty " aims to give in five articles the wisest sug
gestions on the five phases of a boy's life most per-
plexitis to parents. The first two articles were
printed in the April and June issues of the Journal,
and treated of :

The Father and His Rov, . By Robert J. Rnrdctte
When He Decides, . By Prances Hodgson Burnett

IT is in the home life that a boy must have

1 formed for him the habits that will win

him success in the outer world, and here

everything depends upon the parents, and,

as I said before, particularly upon the

mother. It is she who can strike the wrong

or the right key for a boy's whole day in

the manner in which she sends him from

home. If, in the morning, he is scolded

for this, and scolded for that, he will start

the day wrong, and show the effects of it

in his work during the entire day. If, on

the other hand, he goes from a bright,

sunny home with his mother's kiss as his

last good-by, depend upon it the day will

be bright for him. His spirits are affected

just as he starts the day. It is sad enough

that so many boys must be sent out into

the world to earn money at too young an

age, but if this must be so, the hardships

can be lightened for them. Again and again

have I seen boys going to their desks in the

morning with red, swollen eyes and a look

that betokened anything but a pleasant

home-leaving.

I am inclined to believe, too, that our

boys do not, in a great many cases, receive

from their parents that degree of sympa

thetic interest in their work that ought

to be extended them. If a boy feels inter

ested in his daily duties and the people

with whom he conies into contact, he nat

urally likes to talk about them over the

dinner-table or during the evening at home.

Parents who enter into a proper spirit of

this interest on the part of a boy are the

exception rather than the rule. They look

upon their boy's going out into the world

as a dire necessity, and once he reaches

home they do not like to be reminded of

it. This is better in theory than it is in

practice. If a boy, filled with an ambition

to become a factor in the business world

which is yet all so strange to him, fails to

find a sympathetic audience in his father or

his mother, his enthusiasm receives a blow.

Parents should remain quiet factors in

their boy's success in the office—not visible

ones. Some mothers—and fathers, too—

have a way of too directly entering into

their boy's lives, and visiting the office

where he is employed. As a rule, employ

ers resent this, and their resentment is a

just one. Sometimes circumstances make

it possible for parents to meet their boy's

employer in a pleasant and natural manner,

and under such conditions the meeting can

be made advantageous. But going to the

office, and trying to advance the interests,

is unwise. Interference is resented by the

employer, as I have said, and it is injurious

to the boy, since it is far better for him to

feel that hi- stands for himself in the busi

ness world, and that he cannot rely upon

any one's assistance. The employer feels

the home influence indirectly, and it counts

far more than if the father and mother be

came a visible quantity. A good home

training has a way of making itself appa

rent under all circumstances.

UPON the boy himself, of course much

depends—the largest part, by far. If

he is taught one thing at home and does

another when away from home, then the

consequences are his own. A boy suc

ceeds in an office just in proportion as he

carries himself and shows that he is deserv

ing. It is folly to say that an office boy is

a unit in the eyes of his employer. He is

not. A capable office boy has his value to

an office—just as much value as has a good

bookkeeper—and every employer realizes

this fact. The boy in the office is far more

in the eyes of his chief than he ofttimes

imagines. An office boy is always looked

upon by an employer as a possibility. He

is ever hopeful that the boy may show those

qualities which will justify him in giving

him more responsible work. The willing

ness upon the part of the employer to ad

vance the boy in his office is present.

Neither boy nor parent need have the

slightest fear on this ground. The whole

point rests upon whether the boy justifies

the interest of his employer.

NOW I shall not say that a boy will suc

ceed just in proportion as he is honest

and truthful. This must go by inference.

Everything in the business world depends

upon honesty and truthfulness. Without

these foundation stones no business can

live. 1 do not say that a boy should be

honest, truthful and faithful. 1 say he

must be. But to be simply and solely what

those three qualities mean will not win him

success. He must be something more.

The average office boy does just what he

is told to do. There lie stops, and just

there he fails. Now running errands can

be made an art just as well as scores of

boys now make it a hardship both to them

selves and to their employer. The streets

of our large cities are filled, during busi

ness hours, with office boys. For the most

part they are a deplorable sight. It is the

exception to see a boy going along the

street doing what he is sent out to do, and

doing it in a businesslike manner. The

average boy shuffles along as if it were an

absolute impossibility for him even to pick

up his feet. He must strike every sign and

post he meets on his way. He must throw

something at every dog he sees. He

makes a stopping-place of every candy-

stand and fruit-cart. If he is not yelling

he is whistling. He believes that every

empty truck or wagon is especially made

for him to steal a ride upon. Now such a

boy is more often seen on the street by his

employer, or by some one who tells that

employer, than the boy imagines. We do

not expect our boys to be men, but we do

expect that when sent on an errand, they

will do that errand as well as they can, and

behave themselves when they are doing it.

Errand-running is the first test of a boy's

character. If he can attend to errands well

he will make an impression that w ill be

valuable to him.

WHEN a boy is sent on an errand he

should realize and feel that, for that

moment, he is the representative of his

employer, and see to it that his employer

is represented by him and in him in the

most creditable manner. When he re

ceives his employer's message he should

listen to it well, and for the moment dis

miss everything else from his mind, and

concentrate his thoughts upon the one

thing expectetl of him. He should try to

enter into the emergencies of a case and

ascertain what will be expected of him if

he finds it impossible to deliver his mes

sage. He should try to be something more

than a messenger boy, pure and simple.

Having his message well in mind, let him

go straight to his destination as quickly as

possible, and as quickly return. Business

men always appreciate dispatch in a boy.

Politeness, also, should be a living rule with

every boy. Few things count for more in

business or impress themselves so strongly.

It is well for a boy to look upon every man

he meets, in or out of his office, as a pos

sible employer. A boy should strive to

make an impression upon every business

man he meets, not knowing what day he

may be beholden to that man. Eittle acts

of politeness on the paU of a boy, such as

invariably removing his hat when he comes

into an office, or touching his cap when he

meets men whom he has seen in the street,

go a long way, and are not overlooked

even by the busiest men.

In his work in the office, a boy should,

above all things, be thorough. If his chief

duty is to copy letters let him study the

letter-press and its implements until he

makes an art of what so many boys make a

failure. Much depends upon the clear copy

of a letter sometimes. If a boy is di pended

upon to sweep the office and keep it clean

let him devote his every energy to doing it

well. An office neatly kept is a very' strong

recommendation for a boy to his employer.

The employer may, in the boy's eyes, not

seem to notice that his room is always clean

and neat, but depend upon it he does. He

may not speak of it; he may have an en

tirely different and more substantial way of

showing his appreciation. Even in cases

where an employer may not be neat him

self he appreciates neatness in others. A

boy should always take care to keep his

own desk and special little domain look

ing as neat as possible,

'THE average office boy makes his greatest

1 mistakes when he has any leisure mo

ments. While he is kept busy he may be

the best boy his employer feels he has ever

had. But it is during those moments

which come to every boy in an office when

he has nothing to do, that he commits those

lapses which undo for him everything he

has done for himself during his busy mo

ments. There are few things that are moi e

irritating to an employer than to see his

office boy sitting at his desk doing abso

lutely nothing. Then it is that the average

boy either sits drumming on his desk with

his fingers, whittling with his knife, idly

gazing out of a window, or talking and

laughing with others who have work to do.

These things are very fatal to a boy's suc

cess. A boy should see to it that he has

very few moments in which there is net

something for him to do. If there is noth

ing just at his fingers' ends let him look

around and see if there is not something

he can do which he has put off during busy

seasons. But let him kei p himself busy,

doing something no matter how insignifi

cant. To read books is a good habit in its

way, and yet 1 have never been able to feel

that reading belongs to business hours cn

the part of a boy or any one else. I believe

the mind of a boy who reads a newspaper,

if he can find nothing else to do, is in bet

ter condition for business than the boy w ho

reads a book, and I care not what may be

its character.

IT is not unlikely that through this article

I I shall reach the eyes and ears of thou

sands of office boys, either directly or

through their parents, and in these closing

words 1 will write even more directly to

them than I have in what I have said above.

The chance exists for every office boy to

begin a successful business career just

where he is to-day, even though he is tam

ing but three dollars per week. It is not

the salary you earn, my lad, nor the position

you are now in that means your success,

but it is what you give to your employer

for that salary, and what you make of your

position that will count. Never be afraid to

give teio much for the money you receive.

Be the first at the office in the morning,

and the last to leave at night. Don't have

your hat all ready to snap up and run for

the door the moment the clock points to

the hour of closing. Let your employer

see you at your desk when he goes.

Never fear an extra half hour or hour. A

little extra faithfulness after business hours

counts for much.

Whatever is given you to do, no matter

how trilling it may seem, do it thoroughly.

Do it as if it were the only art of the w hole

day. If it is only the mailing of a letter,

mail it in a street letter-box if you think

it will be collected sooner than if it waits

for the carrier to collect it at the office.

Be at your desk as much as you can ; be

away from it only when it is absolutely

necessary.

Don't ] lay ; don't fool at the office ; you

are not pa'el for that. Don't stay out at

lunch longer than is necessary. Don't feel

that you must be out a full hour simply be

cause you are entitled to it. Rather take

less than just exactly all or more.

Ask to be "off" only when necessity,

such as sickness or death, demands it.

Rather lose a picnic or an excursion than

lose one point with your employer.

Don't eat during business hours ; have

neither candy, nor apples, nor nuts in your

desk. A luncheon hour is given you, and

time, too, in which to eat.

Don't cut out pictures and decorate your

desk or the wall near you with them. An

office is a business place where everything

should lead to business, and not to things

that belong more to your h< me than to

your office.

Don't sulk because your mother sends

you to bed early. She does it that you

may be fresh in the morning, and better

able to do a gooei day's work. You need

all the sleep vou can get.

Be truthful'. Don't think "a little lie"

won't hurt. It will, just as much as a big

one. Liars, small or large, never make a

success in business. Stick to the truth,

even if you lose by it. Vou w ill gain by it

later. I?e able to look everybody straight

in the face.

Keep your boy friends away from the

office. They have no business there, and

you have no right to have them there.

Your employer pays you to receive his

callers—not yours.

Be polite te> everybody—to the peddler as

well as to your employer's best customer.

Politeness costs nothing, and is more val

uable than many things that cost much.

Do your very best in everything. When

you do that you do all you can, but be

sure it is your very best. Then will many

things come to you, and you will soein out

distance other boys w ho do as little as they

can, or only do things in a half-hearted

way. Never mind w hat other boys do—be

you thorough in everything. If you are

that you have the key to success.

* * * The next article in the series of.

" liefore He is 'I unity " will treat of " A

Hoy's Evenings and Amusements," by Mrs.

Burton Harrison—herself the mother of

beys whom she has successfully trained.
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ONE and me got to

like Buxton very

much. We met

many pleasant

people, and as

most of them had

a chord in com

mon, we was

friendly enough.

Jone said it made

him feel sad in the smoking-room to see

the men he'd got acquainted with get well

and go home, but that's a

kind of sadness that all

parties can bear up under

pretty well.

I haven't said a word yet

about Scotland, though we

have been here a week,

but I really must get some

thing about it into this letter.

I was saying to Jone the

other day that if I was to

meet a king with a crown

on his head I am not sure

that I should know that

king if I saw him again, so

taken up would I be with

looking at his crown, espe

cially if it had jewels in it

such as I saw in the regalia

at the Tower of London.

Now Edinburgh seems to

strike me in very much the

same way. Prince Street is

its crown, and whenever I

think of this city it will be

of this magnificent street

and the things that can be

seen from it.

It is a great thing for a

street to have one side of it

taken away and sunk out of

sight so that there is a clear

view far and wide, and vis

itors can stand and look at

nearly everything that is

worth seeing in the whole

town, as if they was in the

front seats of the balcony in

a theatre, and looking on

the stage. You know I am very fond of

the theatre, madam, but I never saw any

thing in the way of what they call spectac

ular representation that came near Edin

burgh as seen from Prince Street.

But as I said in one of my first letters, I

am not going to write about things and

places that you can get much better de

scription of in books, and so I won't take

up any time in telling how we stand at the

window of our room at the Royal Hotel

and look out at the old town standing like

a forest of tall houses on the other side of

the valley, with the great castle perched

up high above them, and all the hills and

towers and the streets all spread out be

low us, with Scott's monument right in

front, with everybody he ever wrote about

standing on brackets, which stick out

everywhere from the bottom up to the very

top of the monument, which is higher than

the tallest house and looks like a steeple

without a church to it. It is the most

beautiful thing of the kind I ever saw, and

I have made out, or think I have, nearly

every one of the figures that's carved on it.

1 think I shall like the Scotch people

very much, but just now there is one thing

about them that stands up as high above

their other good points as the castle does

above the rest of the city, and that is the

feeling they have for anybody who has

done anything to make his fellow-country

men proud of him. A famous Scotchman

cannot die without being pretty promptly

born again in stone or bronze, and put in

some open place with seats convenient for

people to sit and look at him. I like this ;

glory ought to begin at home.

LETTER NO. XXI

Edinburgh.

JONE being just as lively on his legs as he

ever was in his life, thanks to the

waters of Buxton, and I having the rheuma

tism now only in my arm, which I don't

need to walk with, we have gone pretty

much all over Edinburgh, and a great place

it is to walk in, so far as variety goes.

Some of the streets are so steep you have

to go up steps if you are walking, and

about a mile around if you are driving. I

never get tired wandering about the old

town with its narrow streets and awfully

tall houses, with family washes hanging out

from every story.

The closes are queer places. They are

very like little villages set into the town as

Queen of Scots, walking along Prince

Street with a parasol over her head. We

were sitting in the reading-room of the

hotel, and on the other side of the room was

a long desk at which people was sitting

writing letters, all with their backs to us.

One of these was a young man wearing a

nice light-colored sack coat with a shiny,

white collar sticking above it, and his black

derby hat was on the desk beside him.

When he had finished his letter he put a

stamp on it and got up to mail it. I hap

pened to be looking at him and 1 believe I

stopped breathing as I sat and stared.

Under his coat he had on a little skirt of

green plaid about big enough for my

Corinne when she was about five years old,

and then he didn't wear anything whatever

until you got down to his long stockings

and low shoes. I was so struck with the

feeling that he was an absent-minded per

son that I [lunched Jone and whispered to

him to go quick and tell him. Jone looked

at him and laughed and said that was the

Highland costume.

Now if that man had had his martial

plaid wrapped around him and had worn a

Scottish cap with a feather in it and a long

ribbon hanging down his back, with his

claymore girded to his side, I wouldn't have

been surprised, for this is Scotland and

that would have been like the pictures I

have seen of Highlanders. But to see a

man with the upper half of him dressed

like a clerk in a dry goods store, and the

lower half like a Highland chief was enough

to make a stranger gasp.

But since then I have seen a good many

young men dressed that way. I believe it

is considered the tip of the fashion. I

haven't seen any of the bare-legged dandies

yet with a high silk hat and an umbrella, but

I expect it won't be long before I meet one.

 

' While the loose hook swung around and nipped him in his ear"

if they was raisins in a pudding. You get

to them by alleys or tunnels, and when

you are inside you find a little neighborhood

that hasn't anything more to do with the

next close a block away than one country

village has with another.

We went to see John Knox's house, and

although Mr. Knox was pretty hard on

vanities and frivolities he didn't mind hav

ing a good house over his head, with wood

work on the walls and ceilings that wasn't

any more necessary than the back buttons

on his coat.

We have been reading hard since we

have been in Edinburgh, and whenever Mr.

Knox and Mary, Queen of Scots, come to

gether I take Mary's side without asking

questions. 1 have no doubt Mr. Knox was

a good man. but if meddling in other

people's business gave a person the right

to have a monument, the top of his would

be the first thing travelers would see when

they come near Edinburgh.

When we went to Holyrood Palace it

struck me that Mary, Queen of Scots, de

served a better house. Of course it wasn't

built for her, but I don't care very much

for the other people who lived in it. The

rooms are good enough for an ordinary

household's use. although the little room

that she had her supper party in when Rizzio

was killed, wouldn't be considered by Jone

and me as anything like big enough for our

family to eat in. But there is a general air

about the place as if it belonged to a royal

family that was not very well off, and had

to abstain from a good deal of grandeur.

If Mary, Queen of Scots, could come to

life again 1 expect the Scotch people would

give her the best palace that money could

buy. for they have grown to think the world

of her, and her pictures blossom out all

over Edinburgh like daisies in a pasture

field.

The first morning after we got here I was

as much surprised as if 1 had met Mary,

We often see the Highland soldiers that

belong to the garrison at the castle, and they

look mighty fine with their plaid shawls

and their scarfs and their feathers, but to

see a man who looks as if one half of him

belonged to London Bridge and the other

half to the Highland moors does look to me

like a pretty bad mixture.

I am not so sure, either, that the whole

Highland dress isn't better suited to Egypt,

where it doesn't often rain, than to Scot

land. Last Saturday we was at St. Giles'

Church, and the man who took us around

told us we ought

to come early next

morning and see

the military service

which was some

thing very fine,

and as Jone gave

him a shilling he

said he would be

on hand and watch

for us, and give us

a good ] >lace where

we could see the

soldiers come in.

On Sunday morn

ing it rained hard,

but we was both

at the church be

fore eight o'clock,

and so was a good

many other peo

ple, but the doors

was shut and they

wouldn't let us in.

They told us it

was such a bad

morning that the

soldiers could not

come out, and so

there would be no

m i 1 i t a ry service

that day. I don't

know whether

those fine fellows thought that the colors

would run out of their beautiful plaids, or

whether they would get rheumatism in their

knees, but it did seem to me pretty hard

that soldiers could not come out in the

weather that lots of common citizens didn't

seem to mind at all. I was a good deal put

out, for I hate to get up early for nothing,

but there was no use saying anything, and

all we could do was to go home, as all the

other people with full suits of clothes did.

Jone and I have got so much more to see

before we go home that it is very well we are

both able to skip around lively. Of course

there are ever and ever so many places

that we want to go to, but can't do it, but I

am bound to see the Highlands and the

country of the "Lady of the Lake." We

have been reading up Walter Scott, and I

think more than I ever did that he is per

fectly splendid. While we was in Edinburgh

we felt bound to go and see Melrose Abbey

and Abbotsford. I shall not say much

about these two places, but 1 will say that

to go into Sir Walter Scott's library and

sit in the old armchair he used to sit in, at

the desk he used to write on, and see his

books and things around me, gave me more

a feeling of rcverentialism than I have had

in any cathedral yet.

As for Melrose Abbey I could have

walked about under those towering walls

and lovely arches until the stars peeped out

from the lofty vaults above, but Jone and the

man w:ho drove the carriage were of a dif

ferent way of thinking, and we left all too

soon. But one thing I did do : I went to

the grave of Michael Scott, the wizard,

where once was shut up the book of awful

mysteries, with a lamp always burning by

it, though the flagstone was shut down

tight on top of it, and I got a piece of moss

and a weed. We don't do much in the

way of carrying off such

things, but I want Corinne

to read the "Lady of the

Lake," and then I shall

give her that moss and that

weed and tell her where I

got them. I believe that

in the way of romantics

Corinne is going to be more

like me than like Jone.

To-morrow we go to the

Highlands, and we shall

leave our two big trunks in

the care of the man in the

red coat who is commander-

in-chief at the Royal Hotel,

and who said he would take

as much care of them as if

they was two glass jars filled

with rubies, and we be

lieved him for he has done

nothing but tak* care of

us since we came to Edin

burgh, and good care, too.

LETTER NO. XXII

KlNLOCH RANNOCH.

IT happened that the day

we went north was a

very fine one, and as soon

as we got into the real

Highland country there was

nothing to hinder me from

feeling that my feet was on

my native heath except that

I was in a railway carriage

and that I had no Scotch

blood in me, but the joy of

my soul was all the same.

There was an old gentleman got into our

carriage at Perth, and when he saw how

we was taking in everything our eyes could

reach, for Jone is a good deal more fired

up by travel than he used to be—I expect

it must have been the Buxton waters that

made the change—he began to tell us all

about the places we were passing through.

There didn't seem to be a rock or a stream

that hadn't a bit of history to it for that old

gentleman to tell us about.

We got out at a little town called Stnian,

and then we took a carriage and drove
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thirteen their friends to help them shoot without

at the end costing them anything."

lew strong Jone is pretty hard on sport with killing

ive had to in it. He does not mind eating meat but

on. And he likes to have the butcher do the killing,

lembering But I reckon he is a little too tender-hearted.

:e Bled" But as for me I like sport of some kinds,

f. especially when you don't have your pity

at least a or your sympathies awakened by seeing

sverything your prey enjoying life when you are seek-

oil for we ing to encompass his end. Of course by

use, and I that I mean fishing.

n as many There are a good many trout in the lake,

likes, but and people can hire the privilege of fishing

to do and for them, and 1 begged Jone to let me go

which he out in a boat and fish. He was rather in

liat unless favor of staying ashore and fishing in the

c coffee so little river, but I didn't want to do this. I

jlor as his wanted to go out and have some regular

lake fishing. At last Jone agreed provided

1 beautiful I would not expect him to have anything

,'ely Loch to do with the fishing. " Of course I don't

/en miles, expect anything like that," said 1, " and it

it can be. would be a good deal better for you to stay

:ome here on shore. The landlord says a gilly will

onnets. I go along to row the boat and attend to the

vhere it is lines and rods and all that, and so there

dress like won't be any need for you at all. and you

that it is can stay on shore with your book and

vear kilts, watch if you like."

iven up to "And suppose you tumble overboard,"

said Jone.

1 is about "Then you can swim out," I said, "and

ing here is perhaps wade a good deal of the way. I
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>ne looked at him and said that was the Highland costume "

which he don't suppose we need go far from the

n and rest bank."

grouse on Jone laughed and said he was going too.

And what " Very well," said I, " but you have got

id shot, or to stay in the bow with your back to me

the house, and take an interesting book with you, for

i;s, he has it is a long time since 1 have done any fish

ing, and 1 am not going to do it with two

I said I men watching me and telling me how I

rs a pretty ought to do it and how 1 oughtn't to. One

shoot one will be enough."

insider all "And that one won't be me," said Jone,

t place he " for fishing is not one of the branches I

rly in the teach in my school."

le, and to I would have liked it better if (one and me

e heather had gone alone, he doing nothing but row,

neighbor- but the landlord wouldn't let his boat that

then he way and said we must take a gilly, which,

A ground as far as I can make out, is a sort of sport-

the whole ing farm hand. That is the way to do

:n he saw fishing in these parts.

nffing the Well, we started, and Jone sat in the front

breakfast with his back to me, and the long-legged

ivilege of gilly rowed like a good fellow. When we

the moor got to a good place to fish he stopped and

wind and took a fishing-rod that was in pieces and

it him or screwed them together, and fixed the line

ous right all right so that it would run along the rod

Mid creep to a little wheel near the handle, and then

existence, he put on a couple of hooks with artificial

ineaky as flies on them, which was so small 1 couldn't

lg behind imagine how the fish could see them,

nd some- While he was doing all this I got a little

stomach fidgety because 1 had never fished except

i, and do- with a straight pole and line with a cork to

that stag it, which would bob when the fish bit, but

jmetimes this was altogether a different sort of a

I the sun thing. When it was all ready he handed

ous right me the pole and then sat down very polite

I let in its to look at me.

Now, if he had handed me the rod and

jrets a lot then taken another boat and gone home,

perhaps I might have known what to do

for their with the thing after a while, but I must say

' said I, that at that minute I didn't. I held the

lien ever rod out over the water and let the flies

jney that dangle down into it, but do what I would

rty stags they wouldn't sink, there wasn't weight

'noceros, enough on them.

nd shoot "You must throw your fly, madam."

A game said the gilly, always very polite ; "let me

or vears, give it a throw for you," and then he took

ould ask the rod in his hand and gave it a whirl and

a switch which sent the flies out ever so far

from the boat, then he drew it along a little

so that the flies skipped over the top of

the water.

I didn't say anything, and taking the pole

in both hands 1 gave it a wild twirl over

my head, and then it flew out as if I was

trying to whip one of the leaders in a four-

horse team. As I did this Jone gave a

jump that took him pretty near out of the

boat, for two flies swished just over the

bridge of his nose, and so close to his eyes

as he was reading an interesting dialogue

and not thinking of fish or even of me,

that he gave a jump sideways, which, if it

hadn't been for the gilly grabbing him,

would have taken him overboard. I was

frightened myself and said to him that I

had told him he ought not to come in the

boat, and it would have been a good deal

better for him to have stayed on shore.

He didn't say anything but I noticed he

turned up his collar and pulled down his

hat over his eyes and ears. The gilly said

that perhaps 1 had too much line out, and

so he took the rod and wound up a good

deal of the line. I liked this better be

cause it was easier to whip out the line and

pull it in again. Of course, 1 would not

be likely to catch fish so much nearer the

boat, but then we can't have everything in

this world. Once 1 thought I had a bite

and 1 gave the rod such a jerk that the line

flew back against me, and when I was get

ting ready to throw it out again I found

that one of the little hooks had stuck fast

in my thumb. I tried to take it out with

the other hand, but it was awfully awk

ward to do because the rod wobbled and

kept jerking on it. The gilly asked me if

there was anything the matter with the

flies, but I didn't want him to know what

had happened and so I said, "Oh, no," and

turning my back on him I tried my best to

get the hook out without his helping me,

for I didn't want him to think that the first

thing I caught was myself after just miss

ing my husband—he might be afraid it

would be his turn next. You cannot im

agine how bothersome it is to go fishing

with a gilly to wait on you. I would rather

wash dishes with a sexton to wipe and look

for nicks on the edges.

At last, and I don't know how it hap

pened, I did hook a fish, and the minute I

felt him I gave a jerk and up he came. I

heard the gilly say something about play

ing, but I was in no mood for play, and if

that fish had been shot up out of the water

by a submarine volcano it couldn't have

ascended any quicker than when I jerked

it up. Then as quick as lightning it went

whirling through the air, struck the pages

of Jone's book, turning over two or three

of them, and then wiggled itself half way-

down Jone's neck between his skin and

his collar, while the loose hook swung

around and nipped him in his ear.

" Don't pull, madam," shouted the gilly,

and it was well he did for 1 was just on the

point of giving an awful jerk to get the fish

loose from Jone. Jone gave a grab at the

fish, which was try ing to get down his back,

and pulling him out threw him down, but

by doing this he jerked the other hook

into his ear, and then a yell arose such as I

never before heard from Jone. "I tokl

you you ought not to come in this boat,"

said I, "you don't like fishing and some

thing is always happening to you."

" Like fishing ! " cried jone. " I should

say not," and he made up such a comical

face that even the gilly, who was very

polite, had to laugh as he went to take the

hook out of his ear.

When Jone and the fish had been got off

my line, jone turned to me and said, "Are

you going to fish any more?"

" Not with you in the boat," I answered,

and then he said he was glad to hear that

and told the man he could row us ashore.

1 can assure you, madam, that fishing in a

rather wobbly boat with a husband and a

gilly in it, is not to my taste, and that was

the end of our sporting experiences in

Scotland, but it did not end the glorious

times we had by that lake and on the

moors.

We hired a little pony trap and drove up

to the other end of the lake, and not far

beyond that is the beginning of Rannoch

Moor, which the books say is one of the

wildest and most desolate places in all

Europe. So far as we went over the moor

we found that this was truly so, and I know-

that I, at least, enjoyed it ever so much

more because it was so wild and desolate.

As far as we could see the moors stretched

away in every direction, covered in most

places by heather, now out of blossom,

but with great rocks standing out of the

ground in some places, and here and there

patches of grass. Sometimes we could see

four or five lochs at once, some of them

two or three miles long, and down through

the middle of the moor came the maddest

and most harum-scarum little river that

could be imagined. It actually seemed to

go out of its way to find rocks to jump

over, just as if it was a young calf, and

some of the waterfalls were beautiful. All

around us was melancholy mountains, all

of them with "Ben" for their first names,

except Schiehallion, which was the best

shaped of any of them, coming up to a

point and standing by itself, which was

what I used to think mountains always did,

but now I know they run into each other

so that you can hardly tell where one ends

and the other begins.

For three or four days we went out on

these moors, sometimes when the sun was

shining and sometimes when there was a

heavy rain and the wind blew gales, and I

think I liked this last kind of weather the

best, for it gave me an idea of lonely desola

tion which 1 never had in any part of the

world I have ever been in before. There

is often not a house to be seen, not even a

crofter's hut, and we seldom met anybody.

Sometimes 1 wandered off by myself be

hind a hillock or rocks where I could not

even see Jone, and then 1 used to try to

imagine how Eve would have felt if she

had early become a widow, and to put my

self in her place. There was always clouds

in the sky, sometimes dark and heavy ones

coming down to the very peaks of the

mountains, and not a tree was to be seen,

except a few rowan trees or bushes close

to the river. But by the side of Loch

Rannoch on our way back to the village

we passed along the edge of a fine old

forest called the " Black Woods of Ran

noch." There are only three of these

ancient forests left in Scotland, and some

of the trees in this one are said to be eight

hundred years old.

The last time we was out on the Rannoch

Moor there was such a savage and driving

wind and the rain came down in such tor

rents that my mackintosh was blown nearly

off of me and 1 was wet from my head to

my heels. But I would have stayed out

hours longer if Jone had been willing, and

I never felt so sorry to leave these Gram

pian Hills, where I would have been glad

to have had my father feed his flocks, and

where I might have wandered away my

childhood, bare-footed over the heather,

singing Scotch songs and drinking in deep

draughts of the pure mountain air, instead

of—but no matter.

To-morrow we leave the Highlands, but

as we go to follow the shallop of the " Lady

of the Lake," I should not repine.

(Conclusion in September Journal)

*** Mr. Stockton's humorous recital of

" Pomona's Travels," which has been so

popular, was commenced in the December,

/Soj, number ofThe Ladies' Home Jour

nal. Single copies ofany of the issues can

be had at ten cents each. The entire set,

beginning with the first issue containing

'Pomona 's Travels" will be sent for So

cents, postagefree.

Immediately upon the close of " Pomona's

Travels" in the next, the September, issue

of the Journal, there will be commenced a

tzvo-part story by Mr. Stockton, entitled

" As One Woman to Another." After that

will be printed another short story by Mr.

Stock/on, entitled " Love Before Break

fast. ' ' Succeeding this there will be other

short stories by Mr. Stockton, all written in

his happiest vein.

 

A SUMMER ROSE

By Frances Courtney Baylor

'HAT so sweet as a summer

rose? Why, a sweet woman,

to be sure, any month or day

of the month in all the year.

The secret of the rose is that

of the woman too, and we

women should remember this

whenever we take one of these exquisitely

beautiful flowers into our hands and look

deep into its glowing heart, admiring its

beauty and rejoicing in its perfume.

This darling of Nature, with its exquisite

hue, its petals velvet, soft, veined, almost

translucent, smoother than marble, sen

tient, rejoicing apparently in its own life

and loveliness—this miracle of beauty with

its heart of gold, its breath of Heaven, has

its secret, has a word for you and a word

for me. It has been set in a harsh soil

perhaps, and had a bleak exposure. What

deep snows, what icy blasts, what nipping

frosts, what drenching rains, what scant

sunshine has it got in the past winter?

Silently, patiently, meekly has it received

them all, and in the depths of its lovely

nature, by a physical alchemy that has

the power of a spiritual principle, it trans

fuses them all into this thing of wonder

and delight, and pours its fragrance out

upon evil and good, high and low, young

and old, until it dies and drops back upon

the bosom that gave it life. It knows the

full sweetness of being sweet. It knows

the blessedness of giving prodigally its

best to all who approach it. It knows how

to make the world more fair and more

fragrant for even its short life, and gives as

much glory to Him "in whose hand is the

breath of every living thing." It knows

the deep joy that lies at the heart of pain,

and it has power to soothe by its beauty

and fragrance.

" Happiness, my fellow-creatures and

earth-bom companions, ' ' says this preacher,

who, like Chaucer's priest, follows itself the

law it lays down, " happiness does not

lie in anything we get, but in what we give.

Then let us imitate the rose and let every

life that touches ours in every day be the

brighter and sweeter for our existence if

only by a word—a breath of love. Let us

give to all alike, and give our best as does

the summer rose."
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HAND-PAINTED CHOCOLATE-SET

By Anna T. Roberts

 

HIS pretty chocolate-set

consists of five cups

and saucers—each

with a different dec

oration—the regula

tion pot, and a small

tray, on which the

pot is intended to

stand. The tray

makes a very pretty

cake-plate, and may be used for that pur

pose if desired. The designs are painted

directly on white china in the mineral

colors, the dainty little sprays and single

flowers contrasting harmoniously with the

rich gold employed in painting the handles,

scrolls and the fancy patterns between.

One will feel repaid for the time and labor

spent in decorating this chocolate-set, as

the result will be found most effective

when carefully executed. The designs

may also be used for the decoration of tea

 

CHOCOLATE-POT—VIOLET DECORATION (IlluS. No. 1)

or after-dinner coffee cups if desired, and,

with very little alteration, will be found to

be very pretty for the decorating of other

china articles as well.

DECORATION OF VIOLETS

AS violets are great favorites in china

painting just now they will form the

decoration of the chocolate-pot in Illustra

tion No. 1, chocolate-tray in Illustration

No. 2, violet sugar-bowl in Illustration No.

3, and cup and saucer in Illustration No.

4. Directions for painting them in the

mineral colors are as follows : The violets

to be laid in with a thin wash of deep

ultramarine blue and carmine No. 1 mixed

together ; shade with deep blue and ruby

purple. Some china painters prefer using

violet of gold with blue for painting violets,

but this color is very expensive, and I

think the colors I have given will be found

entirely satisfactory for decorating this ex

quisite chocolate-set.

COLORS FOR THE VIOLETS

IT will be well to make some of the violets

quite dark to give variety ; others,

again, may be painted in lighter tones of

purple. The colors must not be painted

heavily, or the delicate effect will be lost.

Put the tints on, after the under color

has thoroughly dried, in thin, transparent

washes. If this is not done the under

color will work up in the painting and ruin

your u'ork ; no amount of stippling will

give it its former smooth texture, and you

will have to wipe off all the color and be

gin painting your flower over again.

SOME FURTHER SUGGESTIONS

IF you wish satisfactory results—I speak

1 now to inexperienced china painters—

and if you observe these suggestions it

will save needless disappointment in the

end. The centres of the violets are

painted with silver yel

low and shaded with yel

low brown ; sometimes a

little orange dot is used

to bring out the effect

instead of the yellow

brown. Either capucine

red or deep red brown

mixed with silver yellow

will give the correct

shade for this. The

stems and leaves are laid

in with different shades

of green, making some a

bright yellowish green,

while others, especially

the larger leaves, are

painted in darker tones.

For the lighter ones use

apple green and a small

quantity of silver yellow,

shading with brown

green. For the dark

leaves chrome and brown

green will be found use

ful with brown 17 for the

darker accents. Vein and

outline some of the leaves

with violet of iron. The

lid, handles, scrolls and

the lace-like patterns be

tween some of the scrolls,

as well as the under edge

of the chocolate pot and

cups, are to be finished

with gold, which will give

a very handsome and rich

effect to the whole set.

A VIOLET SUGAR-BOWL

THE design for the sugar-

bowl in Illustration

No. 3 is intended to

match the chocolate pot,

tray and one of the cups

and saucers, so that a

whole chocolate-set can be carried out with

the violet decoration. If any of the other

flowers are preferred to the violets they can

be easily used, with very little alteration.

The violets are painted with carmine No.

1, and deep ultramarine blue, while ruby

purple and deep blue are the colors to use

for shading and painting the darker violets.

The centres of the violets are put in with

silver yellow, shading with yellow brown or

a touch of deep red brown. Silver yellow

and apple green are useful for painting the

stems and Tighter leaves ; these are shaded

with brown green. The darker leaves can

be laid in with brown and chrome greens,

with brown 17 added to these for the

darker touches. A wash of yellow brown

over some of the brighter leaves greatly

tones down the effect of the greens. The

handles, fancy knob on the lid, scroll-work

and lattice-work pattern between the

scrolls, are all finished with gold, like the

chocolate-pot.

THE YELLOW JASMINE

PAINT the flowers and buds on the cup

and saucer in Illustration No. 5 with

silver yellow, shading with yellow brown.

For some of the greenish tones in these

flowers a small touch of brown green may

be mixed with the yellow to give a good

effect. The silver yellow must be put on

delicately if a light shade is desired, as

yellows are apt to come from the kiln a

more brilliant tint if the color is put on

thickly ; it is well to remember this, for it

is much easier to darken the

color for a second firing than

have the tint come out a bright

crude yellow, which will be

found almost impossible to

tone down, and must be left as

it is, fired into the china and

cannot be rubbed off. Paint

the stamens of the jasmine with

yellow brown, with violet of

iron or brown 108 for the

darker touches. The leaves,

which are a dark glossy green,

are painted with chrome and

brown green, to which a small

quantity of deep ultramarine

blue has been added ; shade

with brown 17. Make the

calyx of the flowers, also the

stems, a lighter green than the

leaves ; apple green with silver

yellow, shaded with violet of

iron will be the colors to use

for this. This yellow jasmine

cup and saucer are very beauti

ful if the design be carefully carried out

and the colors carefully chosen and deli

cately applied.

CLOVER CUP AND SAUCER

PUT a thin wash of carmine No. 1 over

the clover blossoms, in Illustration

No. 6, to which a small quantity of flux

has been added ; this imparts a fine glaze

to the pink when fired, otherwise the car

mine will come out a dull shade of pink,

almost entirely without any glaze, but be

careful not to

use too much

of the former,

and see that

it is rubbed

down with the

palette knife

to a smooth

c onsistency

before using.

While the

color (car

mine No. 1) is

still wet, work

in a little

green, say ap

ple green, on

the shadow-

side of the

clover heads ;

do not let it

spread too

much into the

part catching

the light. Let

this dry, and

work up the

blossoms with

ruby purple

mixed with

carmine, us

ing a very

fine-pointed

brush. The

high lights

can be wiped

or scratched

out when fin

ished. The clover leaves are painted with

apple green and silver yellow, qualified

with gray No. 1, which gives a soft, pleas

ing tone, shading the leaves with brown

and chrome greens, also brown 17 or 108.

Paint some of the leaves a cool green ; for

this neutral gray and chrome green can

be used. The handle and under part of

the cup, also the scrolls and spider-webs,

are all to be done in gold, making a very

rich effect.

CORN-FLOWER CUP AND SAUCER

PAINT the little corn flowers on the cup

and saucer in Illustration No. 8 deli

cately with deep blue green (this is not a

green, as its name implies, but a bright

blue, much used in painting blue flowers) ;

shade with deep ultramarine blue. If the

color appears too bright a thin wash of

gray No. 1 will tone it down. The stamens

are painted with ruby purple. The leaves

are a soft sage green. These may be put

in with brown green or chrome green and

 

A VIOLET SUGAR-BOWL (IlluS. No. 3)

neutral gray. The calyx of the flowers,

stems and buds partake of a lighter green ;

for this shade apple green and silver yel

low can be used, shading with violet of

iron. Finish the handle, under part of the

cup, scrolls and stars with gold.

MANETTA-V1NE CUP AND SAUCER

THE flowers of this vine, shown in Illus

tration No. 7, are a bright scarlet,

with a yellow edge at the top of each

flower. Use for this silver yellow, while

 

TRAY OR CAKE-PLATE—VIOLETS (IlluS. No. 2)

capucine red, shaded with deep red brown,

can be used for painting the rest. The

leaves are rather cool in tone, which con

trast pleasantly with the brighter tints of

the flowers, and set them off to greater

advantage. Brown green, shaded with

violet of iron or brown 17, can be used for

painting the leaves ; chrome green and

neutral gray can also be used for some of

the leaves in shadow. The handles and

edges of cup and saucer to be done in gold.

 

VIOLETS (IlluS. No. 4) YELLOW JASMINE (IlluS. No. 5) CLOVER (IlluS. No. 6) MANETTA-V1NE (IlluS. No. 7) CORN-FLOWER (IlluS. No. 8)
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JTENESS IN TWO COUNTRIES

Bp Grace EUery Channing

E hear a great deal—

and j u s 1 1 y—of Ital

ian courtesy. Those

who have dwelt

in all the countries of

Europe willingly con

cede the palm for

gracious manners to

the gentle race " who

use the 'si.'" An

nself upon " gentilezza"

The worst you can say of

> that he is " mal-educato"

-using, as they do, educa-

e of refinement, breeding,

: clumsily confusing it, as

ruction merely.

ne Italian gentilezza is a

id genuinely beautiful thing,

twenty-four hours in Italy

the gracious reply to the

ready greeting, the cour-

and smiling attention which

i the mere humdrum of life,

anter, for instance, to hear

. conductor, "Signora, favor

icket, " than to have a rough

you with the blunt demand,

And there is something very

o, in the ready relation be

ll boy's hat and his hand, in

io long a part of the race that

a instinct in the individual, by

niest gentleman can do the

g gracefully and as if it were

tural thing. Yes, all this is

autiful and striking, but there

de to it which Americans can-

3 forget.

iccused of a national boastful-

is something we should be very

d in making our national boast,

the breeding, the courtesy, the

ithout rival or parallel of our

men. Against the land of gen-

I the native courtiers who inhabit

oncho among nations" with its

de of barbaric Americans may

> head fearlessly, for a land of

ve paladins ! The final test of

eness must always be the bearing

onger to the weaker, the power-

2 less powerful. And the finest

national courtesy is the respect

lage the men of a nation yield to

:n. Measured thus, no men in all

:1 are so truly gentle and chivalrous

merican men. No women receive

r like the consideration of the

in women.

for a moment at the courteous

lian. It is perfectly true that even

an boy is never surprised out of his

rs. If you—a." signora"—run upon

the angle of the stairs or a street

, he flashes out of your path, and his

>mes off with a speed and grace

do not inhere in the American

hat or nature. But it is equally true

if you—an overladen laundress or

stic—chance to encounter him so, he

mite as probably push ruthlessly past

less than no courtesy. It is true that

alian gentleman will do you a gallantry

service, if he be inclined, with a charm

datable by no other, but he will, and he

i, sit unmoved in car or tram and let

clamber in or out with your heavy

:manteau or arms full of packages with-

lifting a finger in your aid. He will,

I he does, stand by the letter box con-

sing with a friend or simply fixing you

h a cool stare, keeping you waiting his

jd pleasure to post your letters,' and

;n you may do it as you best can. He

11. and he does, crowd by you on every

>ssible occasion where there is an advan

ce, or merely a seat to be obtained. He

ill do this not once, but twenty times,

ot to-day only, but every day. You are

nly a woman, what business have you

bout anyway? I leave out entirely the

ast class who, since you are a woman and

ibout, feel at full liberty to insult and an

noy you to a greater or less extent.

IT will be said that all this is the natural

outcome of the different position of

women in Europe and in America. Just

precisely ! It is the freedom of American

woman which has ennobled her in the eyes

of American man, and given her a status

and secured her a respect impossible to a

creature in a .state of tutelage. But what

matter for the origin? We are speaking of

the fact. And it is needless to discuss here

whether man's chivalry first gave woman

her freedom, or her freedom commanded

his chivalry. We are speaking of the fact,

and the fact is that she is ennobled and is

rapidly importing her freedom across the

ocean, where we may hope the chivalry will

follow. Thanks to the armies of our women

students, already the phrase "She is an

American" makes possible and safe,

though not always and altogether pleasant,

whatever degree of freedom you may

choose to take when you are temporarily

residing in Europe.

IT is interesting to learn how both men

and women appear to Italian eyes, and

it is doubly satisfactory to bolster up the

supposed prejudice of one's views by a

foreigner's. A clever and observant Italian

gentleman went from Italy to the World's

Fair last summer. He sent back his im

pressions, for which one American feels

personally obliged—they were more than a

little instructive.

He had hardly been out of port twenty-

four hours when his attention was dis

tracted from the saloon furnishings and the

luxurious appointments of the floating pal

ace by the omnipresent American woman,

and he began to study her—with commen

taries—on shipboard. How perfectly at

home she was, how always well dressed,

how gay and how graceful ; how merrily

she adapted herself to the inconveniences,

how calmly she ignored the discomforts,

how self-poised and self-possessed she was,

making herself agreeable to every gentle

man on board and taking admirable care

of her children. He began to ask himself,

he says, whether in the same circumstances

the ladies of his own land would have not

been a good deal irked by these days of

sea life ; whether they would not have suf

fered a good deal under the inconveniences,

and whether they would not, also, have

made us, their masculine companions, suf

fer also ? He concluded that the American

system of education possessed certain ad

vantages ; but he would not be understood,

he added hastily, as a loyal gentleman

should, for a single moment to elevate any

woman to a place in his admiration above

his poetic and adorable countrywomen.

Nevertheless there was something admira

ble in these Americans.

PRESENTLY he arrived in New York—

but first, so did a friend of mine, an

American woman, after a long European

absence. From force of habit she looked

about her for a facchino to take her hand

baggage. Not a porter was in sight ; she

had barely time to think to herself, "how

American," before two gentlemen hastened

forward and cordially insisted upon carry

ing her bags and bundles. That, too, was

" how American."

The whole tale of national differences is

in that nutshell. In Europe you might or

you might not find a facchino, but what is

certain is that no elegant gentleman would

disturb his mind about it. If facchini

were scarce he would crowd by you in

order to secure one first, if possible, and

then walk off leaving you to your destiny

and to your bundles.

To return to our particular Italian ; he

arrived in New York, promptly decided

that in the matter of customs "all the

world is one country," and then gave him

self intelligently to observing, admiring

and criticising the city. He had come

from the land of functionaries, in which

municipal guards with a great deal of

cocked hat, silver epaulette, dangling

sword and blue and scarlet pervade the

streets in pairs ; and one of the things

which first struck him was the small num

ber of policemen holding in order "the

immense and active city," and the high

respect shown for these few men, "dis

tinguished only by a somewhat ridiculous

cap" (one must own that the municipal

guards are prettier to look at), "and pos

sessing no arms—prevailing by a glance, by

a sign of the hand, by a single word."

BUT what seized above all the imagina

tion of this inhabitant of the land of

gentilezsa—himself of the gentlest, if his

letters may be unconscious witness for him

—was again the American woman and the

place she occupies ; incidentally he pays

this tribute to our American men :

"The women go about alone ; they have

their business, their life of work and of

effort, and they go ever numerous and ever

respected. They are sure always of a seat,

because the Americans, even to the lowest

classes of the people, compete to offer the

most comfortable place to a woman, and

that with a courtesy perfectly natural and

spontaneous. It is one of the so small

proofs of the respect which they have for

women here ; one of the so small grains

of incense burnt upon her altar, and this

sincere and continuous devotion to the

gentle sex is like a fine and delicate per

fume which does the spirit good and

strengthens it, and makes one pardon many

things in the character of the 'business

man.' Women work constantly in the of

fices of merchants, in the magazines of

public sale ; they hold posts of importance

and render services highly prized, while

the aureole of the most profound respect,

the most sincere regard surrounds them

everywhere."

So says our Italian, and perhaps only

the American woman out of America real

izes how well worth the saying it is, and

how true that the women of our own

country are at home treated always with

the courtesy and consideration which, as

women, they are entitled to.

IT has been my fortune—my good fortune

I consider it—to travel much upon the

American continent, and I never have re

ceived but one piece of discourtesy, and

that was from an Englishman, of whom—

never thinking he might not be a com

patriot—I was so ill-judged as to inquire

whether the car I had hastily boarded was

a through car or not. His reply after a pro

longed stare was, "There's a placard out

side." From my own countrymen I have

received nothing but courtesies and kind

nesses which linger in my memory indeed

like "a fine and delicate perfume, doing

the spirit good." To be an American girl

or woman traveling alone—or rather to be

a girl or woman in America traveling alone

—is to have, not one protector, but a score,

to be the particular charge of every man

who is traveling in your direction. I have

in mind such countless instances, not only

of the flowers gathered at momentary stop

ping places, the ice conjured up in hot

deserts, the cups of cold water in thirsty

places and warming comforts in cold ones,

all the numberless little daily miracles

perpetually operated in one's favor by

strangers, but also graver services in mo

ments of emergency. How many times a

lost pocketbook, an accidental detention

or a missed train has given birth to a kindly

conspiracy ; strangers opening their pocket-

books, setting in motion telegraph wires

and even trains, expending time and as

suming trouble naturally and simply as a

thing which belonged to them of course.

Thanks to the freedom with which even

our girls travel, such emergencies will^arise

not infrequently ; thanks to our men" they

may arise and no one be the worse for

them.

I do not mean in the least that there

are not Italian gentlemen capable of an

equal kindness. I do not forget that my

very entrance into Europe was made beau

tifully easy by the kindness of an Italian

gentleman who had lived long in America.

And that there are others who have fared

as graciously I do not doubt ; but the expe

rience of every hour forces one to the be

lief that this, which with us is courtesy so

ordinary as to be only remarkable when

missed, is still in' Italy courtesy extraordi

nary.

THE American woman, as she pokes and

elbows her weary way about among

these courteous signori, remembers many

things. She remembers how, let her enter

the busy post-offices of great Eastern cities

or rushing Western towns, she is ceded a

place and pushed to the front of a line of

driving business men, none too busy or

driven to wait for a woman ; how her let

ters are taken from her hands to be mailed,

her fare to be passed to the conductor, her

packages that she may climb into a car or

cross a muddy street ; how seats in elevators

and trams spring up for her ; how, at her

approach, in elevators, on the stairways of

hotels, everywhere, hats are quickly re

moved in silent homage of recognition that

she is a woman, not as in Europe some

woman, but simply a woman. Finally she

remembers that this is not true of any part

or portion of her country alone—that she

may travel over wide America, north and

south and east and west, and the shrewd

commercial Yankee, the rushing New York

business man, the languid Southerner, the

bluff and breezy Westerner, will all burn

for her these "little grains of incense"

before the altar of her womanhood. They

may be little but they stand for a great fact.

They mean that everywhere in her own

land she is an honored presence.

 

IT has been said that the American man

is the only man who can do a woman a

service without looking at her ; he is'also

the only man who can look at her as at

another individual soul, a creature related

to his mother, wife and sister, and not

merely the femelle de Vhomme. That is

not in the European man. He is gal

lant, he is flattering, he can be all that is

channing, he may nurse a poetic rH<e

of the young girl, the budding woman, he

may have an individual respect for some

individual woman or women he knows,

but reverence for womanhood as woman

hood is not his.

On the other hand this reverence, how

ever often desecrated, is, in American

manhood, making of many a rough, helter-

skelter schoolboy (who rarely knows where

his hat is anyway) a "brother of girls," in

the beautiful Arab phrase, and of many a

bustling, hard-worked business man "a

very parfait gentile knyghte " where women

are concerned. No one professes that our

men are perfect, in truth. We say only

that our men are far in advance of other

men in their treatment of women. Such

as it is that advance is their honor and our

glory, and ought to be matter of personal

pride to every boy and girl in the land of

which it is true. Patriotism does not mean

only devotion to one's flag, it means the

kindling love and enthusiasm for every trait

of national nobility and the burning shame

for every trait of national weakness. As

Americans, then, we may lift our heads

high, remembering that our land, which is

so often reproved for her faults of youth,

has been first among the nations of the

earth to fix her glory in the freedom of her

women and the chivalry of her men.

THE WOMAN WITHOUT FEELING

By Mary Johnstone

WITTY and sympathetic man

once said to me : " I would rather

marry a woman who looked feel

ings and had none than a woman

who had feelings and looked

none." Of course the saying

came more from his wit than his sympathy,

but I could not help feeling that there were

moments when I could agree with him,

although I have known the value and the

services of the woman with no feelings to

be underestimated.

My daughters have a friend—a woman

only a little past girlhood—whose company

is more sought after and relished than that

of almost any one I know. She has ad

mirers by the score and acquaintances

everywhere, and no wonder, for she is

cultivated, always cheerful, and will listen

to and rally the poorest talker. She is

asked to everything in the shape of a feast,

for she is the amusement and relaxation of

whoever may be about her. At the same

time, whenever her praises are sounded

the eulogy winds up with the inevitable

and disheartening tag, "After all, you

know, she has no feelings."

And this is perfectly true. Quick and

comprehending as is her smile, and grace

ful as is her glance while one is talking to

her, there is always the conviction that not

a trace of real interest is involved. If she

only had a heart the girl would be an

angel.

I like the old-fashioned word. And

when I have been alone with her I have

often wanted to say, "My dear, do be an

angel!" But she has no heart. If she

were to marry a foreigner and go abroad

to live she would leave us all without a

moment's regret. So her friends are vexed

with her want of feeling, and warn the

world against her.

And this is what seems to me unjust.

Take this girl as she is. Whether it is

her nature or not she never refuses the

challenge to be agreeable ; whatever her

own plans and likings are she never betrays

impatience when they are crossed. Her

companion may be plain, awkward and

tiresome, but her eye and her gay little

joke are never dulled for that reason. In

fine, she may be the incarnation of the light

which shines but does not warm, yet while

she keeps a whole circle in good humor by

her wit, as she does, it is a poor return to

gird at her.

Again, and speaking now of a widely

different type, I can call to mind older

women, often only the survivors of a more

rigid era—exact, severe, stern, unbending

and ruling their households with a rod of

iron. How little this generation under

stands them ! How little merit it allows

to the implicit faith in duty, the untiring

devotion to work, the almost fanatic hatred

of waste and self-indulgence, and the

Spartan maxims of life in which they were

brought up and which they still observe.

What has become of our eyes that we can

not see the beauty of such lives ? Why do

we no longer recognize their value? These

are not the women who have feelings but

look none ; they are without feelings at all,

according to the standards of our new,

diversified and exacting society.

I hear young girls saying that their grand

mothers or aunts, or what you please, don't

understand them, and, really, I think that

many older people than these schoolgirls

make just the same absurd complaint. I

can appeal with safety to every one : Who

has not known one of these same stern

women almost bring the dead to life by her

powers of nursing, or confront poverty

single-handed and maintain her family on

a beggar's pittance, or save a falling house

hold by simple economy and hard work ?

I shall be told that all these things are ad

mitted. But that is just the point, they

are not. If they were, the cry of "no feel

ings " would never be raised, out of very

shame. I know an old lady who has had

the misfortune to live a long life and to see

all her descendants grow up unable to

" understand " her. She is of the old, un

sparing sort, and they, artistic, original,

clever, modern people, have no place for

her either in their theories or their interests.

With these her notions can scarcely be ex

pected to agree either, yet the complaints

come not from her, but from them. They

are not complaints in words ; they are

complaints crystallized into entire disregard

for the old school, which does not, as it

cannot, wholly sympathize with them. It

seems to take an outsider, like myself, to

see what I do see, that without this erect,

white-haired ancestress, who is apparently

so separate from them all, wives and hus

bands both would have to teach them

selves the fortitude which she communi

cates merely by her presence ; their house

holds would be dragging on without the

strong axles, so to speak, which she put in

almost unnoticed for each newly-married

couple, and the whole family, now held

together in an unusual vigor, would soon

fail apart and be dispersed.

I believe there must be many such

cases. I have the deepest respect for these

strong, unbending characters who do not

conceal their utter intolerance of our self-

centred modern methods.
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MUD-IMPRISONED WOMEN

By John Gilmer Speed

fT has been truly said that

the common highways of

a country are at once the

means and the measure

of its civilization. This

being the fact it is most

astonishing that the

United States has in it the

worst system of common

roads of any country en

joying a stable govern-

ose who have thought upon

t subject it has long been con-

le wretched country roads in

ates entail upon the industries

e the most serious tax with

re burdened. Indeed, if there

:thod by which the weight of

could be computed I am per-

it would be found to be

all of the taxes levied by Na-

:, city and county laws com-

I yet the lawmakers in this

1 general thing treat this great

ane of only slight importance—

hat each neighborhood should

elf or permit to go unsolved.

;his indisposition on the part of

:ers lasts the road question is

> larger aspects to remain un-

e meantime much may be done

hitherto not enlisted in the

le road improvers to ameliorate

inditions now existing, for any

nprovement in the roads of a

ood teaches the people thereof

it mere arguments never could.

< the wives and the daughters of

rs of the United States. If they

he weight of their influence with

.vho are earnestly laboring to im-

condition of the common high-

.i a great advance will have been

he good cause.

erage American village twenty

s ago was about as unlovely as

During the last two decades,

, there has been a great and grati-

iprovement in the majority of

villages, and it may be that there

1 a similar improvement in odier

the country. But of this 1 cannot

ith personal knowledge. Now the

:ment in the beauty and the corn-

American villages is due almost

to the women who organized vil-

lprovement societies and worked

wise and cheerful zeal that produced

-ful results at small expense. These

s and improvements have made

life at once pleasanter and more

iome, for they have resulted in both

>roved social and material condition.

: first instance these women were

1 by social considerations entirely ;

iaterial betterment was but the in-

le corollary. The successes of the

in of American villages in improving

reets, the sidewalks, the shade trees,

wns and the drainage of their towns,

d encourage them now in coopera-

with the wives and daughters of

;rs to participate in the agitation for

r country roads, and to assist in the

ion of this most serious and sadly-

ected problem.

: the first casual glance it might seem

lany women that the betterment of the

mon roads was a subject for men en-

y, as men alone can work on the roads

as men are the chief users of the coun-

highways. But when the subject be

sidered a little and looked at from its

ial aspect it will be seen that women

o live in the country are vitally inter-

ed, for, as a matter of fact, they are the

:atest sufferers from the present roads,

ich in summer are merely streaks of

st and the better part of the rest of the

ar only stretches of mud. Dust is dis-

reeable and can be endured ; mud, bow

er, makes of the farmhouses of the land

isons from which escape is most difficult.

"'HE idea that the unthinking city people

L have is that no life is so wholesome

nd peaceful as that on a farm. It is peace-

il and it ought to be wholesome. But

inder existing circumstances it is not whole-

ome because it is too peaceful, too un-

:ventful. The household drudge with her

mending course of duties that makes one

lay but an unpleasant repetition of every

>ther day, if she be a woman of ambitious

pint and nervous temperament, is, under

he present conditions of her surroundings,

in imprisoned woman—a mud-imprisoned

voman. Than worry produced by a dis-

atisfied condition, there is no worse dis-

ase. This disease blossoms into full flow-
•x and grows with ever-increasing vigor so

on» as the condition that produced it is

naintained. We get used to monotony

ust as a convict in the penitentiary- gets

lsed to the undeviating course of his life.

Jut we like it no better after we get used to

t than the convict likes the life enforced

ipon him. We should, as quickly as pos

sible, liberate the mud-imprisoned woman.

IT would be unfair, unquestionably, to

argue that bad roads were entirely re

sponsible for this hard condition and the

sad consequences. But it is entirely within

the truth to say that the bad roads do more

to bring about that condition than any-

other tiling—more, indeed, than all other

things combined. This condition does not

exist in the agricultural sections of those

countries where there are good roads.

Agricultural France, Germany and Eng

land, notwithstanding the fearful burden

entailed by the great armies, which for

twenty years and more have been kept on

a war footing, are socially content and

healthy even though not materially so.

This is due to the fact that man's natural

and uncontrollable gregariousness is not

suppressed by impassable highways at

those seasons of the year when there is

some leisure for social intercourse. In

England and in France, notwithstanding

the density of the population, families five

miles apart are near neighbors and well

acquainted with each other. When they

feel inclined they can visit each other with

out hindrance, either riding, driving or

walking. But in America a visit of that

distance from home must be a matter for

consideration and preparation, and not a

mere matter of course, influenced by a

passing whim or a momentary inclination.

For the women of a farm to go five miles

from home with the country roads in their

present condition is much more of an un

dertaking than a journey from Philadel

phia to New York, and as a general thing,

when these infrequent visits are made the

time consumed in traveling over the

muddy roads is actually greater than in

the railway journey mentioned.

THERE are old fogies—they miscall them

selves old-fashioned—who argue that

because there have never been any better

roads in this country than the present high

ways, and because our grandfathers and

grandmothers got along pretty well in the

olden time that the necessity of better roads

now is imaginary rather than real. But

these dull folk miss the mark in this con

tention in the same way that they miss it

in many other regards. They forget that

the times since the youth of our grand

parents have changed. The development

of the railways, the extension of the elec

tric telegraph, the introduction of the tele

phone, and above all the growth of the

newspaper, have so quickened the life-

blood of the American people that they do

not seem to be quite of the same race as

their ancestors of sixty or seventy years ago.

There is a feeling of unrest in the very air

that we breathe, and this atmosphere—not

so charged, perhaps, with the elixir of

change in the country as in the towns, but

nevertheless full enough of it there—ex

tends over the whole countryside, and the

young men and young women look about

them with hate for the loneliness of their

surroundings and a longing for the lights,

the pavements, the crowds, the bustle, the

animation of the city streets. And what

is more, the strongest, the most venture

some, the most self-reliant, turn away from

the old homesteads with their outlying

fields and their wretched roads hub-deep

in mud, and flock to the towns and cities

already overcrowded with people seeking

the opportunities that come only to the

fortunate few. If the best be always taken

from the country and given to the towns

the result in a few generations will be most

deplorable.

BAD roads contribute more than any

other thing to this feeling of dissatis

faction among the young people ; the de

parture of the young people makes farm

life more tiresome and less cheery than it

was before. It seems inexplicable that

American lawmakers, when these facts

have been pointed out to them over and

over again, should still persist in regarding

the road problem as unimportant. But

they do so regard it, and it is necessary

before any progress can be made toward

better things, to recognize that they do.

When we have reached this stage we are

at the point where women individually and

collectively, that is, each woman acting on

her own account and all women working

in cooperation, can effectively assist in the

solution of one of the very gravest public

problems that confront the American peo

ple. The men of the present and the men

of the near future must be educated to

know how grievously they are burdened

and hampered by the sorry roads which

connect village with village and farm with

farm. If the women of America will take

up this work of education the lessons will

be surely and profitably learned, and we

will not much longer be ashamed to have

our country roads compared with those of

other countries. And there could be no

better time than this for the women of

America to begin their intervention in this

matter. The home is where the best les

sons are learned. Let the road lesson be

taken up at once.

HUMAN slavery rested like a hideous

blight upon this country until one

woman so spoke that she aroused thou

sands of her sisters to feel as she did on the

subject. Then the minds of the men and

women became educated to comprehend,

and the consciences of them awakened to

feel the sin, the shame, the hideous injustice

of this barbaric relic, and emancipation

was inevitable. In this road reform we

need to use very similar methods to gain

success. If we can once enlist the women

on the proper side, and make them realize

that they are the chief sufferers from bad

roads, then we will have half won the battle.

A bad road in a neighborhood is a disgrace

to that neighborhood and a condemnation

of the civilization of the neighborhood

society ; it is cruel to both man and beast ;

it is a hindrance to material and social ad

vancement ; it is a menace to posterity.

Some Eastern peoples have reverence only

for their ancestors and worship their dead ;

in this Western world civilization demands

that we should reverence our ancestors and

also have wise forethought for those to

whom in the future we will bear the rela

tion, of ancestors. To them, though not

yet born, we have the gravest responsi

bilities. Not the least of these is that we

should attack this question of the better

ment of the common roads, instead of leav

ing it to them unsolved, as our ancestors

left it to us. With good, hard, well-

drained roads of easy grade as the rule,

instead of the rare exception in this coun

try, life in the agricultural sections would

be an entirely different thing. The fertile

fields would yield their golden plenty, and

the husbandman would gather a profit

with his crops ; the women and children

would be released from their dispiriting

captivity ; a wholesome content would re

place weariness and despair, and agricul

ture would soon be restored to its rightful

place as the most independent, the most

honorable and the most useful of all the

employments of man.

 

COLLEGE GIRLS' ROOMS

By Anna Isabel Willis

OR all sorts of striking and novel

devices commend me to the

rooms of college girls. I should

say some college girls, because

many inhabit rooms which are as

bare almost as the cell of a nun.

But if there is any new and easy

way of making much out of little, turning

plain things into pretty and re-creating gen

erally, the average college girl is sure to find

it. It is as natural to her to invent adorn

ments for her bit of a room as to construct

a ravishing costume for some " fancy dress

ball," or for the amateur theatricals with

which girls with a talent for acting delight

to amuse and edify their classmates and in

structors. It is these who arrange the folds

of a tennis net so bewitchingly that its

meshes snare many a word of admiration.

The inventive power of the young woman

who has a tennis net to find room for, sets

to work and the result is a graceful drapery

over the pictures, extending half way around

the room. Or it may be the net is arranged

as a frieze, looped at intervals with ribbon,

rackets being placed at corners. Possibly

there is a screen which serves to hide the

toilet-table, and the net may be disposed

over this, falling in long, clinging folds and

loops so as to be a real ornament to an

otherwise plain screen. Every college girl

should try to possess a screen as part of

the furnishing of her room ; it will serve

her in many ways and it may be said to be

almost indispensable.

Two young women once roomed together

at college in an almost hopelessly ugly

apartment, in which the distance from floor

to ceiling seemed to be greater than the

other dimensions. How to seem to lessen

the height was a puzzle which taxed the

resources of even these girls, but they

finally solved it by fastening around the

walls at the top a straight strip of dark

cambric, which answered for a frieze.

Upon this they pasted all sorts of colored

paper figures, mathematical, suggestive

and grotesque, and the effect was really

admirable. Fans make a good frieze or

upper wall decoration. Either the spread

ing kind or the round ones with handles

may be used. If ceiling adornment is

wanted three or four open fans of bright

colors may be arranged in a circle so that

their sticks all converge to the same centre,

one of these circles being placed at each

corner of the room, a foot or two from the

angle, a fifth in the centre.

Another successful bit of invention was

that which transformed a tennis racket

(out of season) into a photograph holder.

The tiny card photographs which have

been so popular were stuck in the inter

stices between the strings, and, placed reg

ularly on the racket, looked very well.

The college "dig" does not decorate

her room. She has not time. Day and

night she is at her books, and the apart

ment she occupies goes unadorned and

undusted. It matters little, for she has no

time to make acquaintances or friends, so no

one but herself suffers. The bureau stands

in the worst light and back against the wall,

instead of being pulled out and placed

attractively comerwise. There are no pic

tures on the walls, no ornaments about and

no cover for the plain study table. I always

feel sorry for freshmen at college, un

less their homes are very near. If they

come from a distance they must come with

only a limited stock of room adornments,

because they have no means of knowing

what sort of furniture and carpets they will

find. The color of walls and woodwork,

the spaces available for pictures, the size of

bureau and table tops are unknown to

them, and the only way to do is to live in a

plain room and wait until the first vacation

to stock up with the things required.

Suppose a room at college contains

simple and necessary furniture of walnut,

oak or cherry, including bedstead, bureau,

washstand, chairs and study table, also a

bookcase or set of shelves. The college

girl at once softens the light from the

high window by a half curtain of Madras,

lace, scrim, cheese-cloth or silkoline. If

she wishes to be very economical she

does not buy a rod and rings, but procures

on some ramble a pole of slender white

birch, from which she suspends her curtain.

It looks very pretty, too, and adds to the

jaunty air which the room will have when

she has arranged it to her liking. Next she

attacks the bureau, setting it aslant in an

attractive position and a good light. If she

is addicted to scarfs she will drape one

over the glass. In her few leisure moments

she constructs a burtau-cover of dotted

Swiss, perhaps the figures in it being worked

over with colored silk to match the lining

of cambric. If she is very particular she

sews the Swiss carefully to the lining, but—

surely it is no secret that college students

are "rushed to death"—oftener she pins

it hastily together, and it answers just as

well for her temporary home. Perhaps she

will prefer a bureau covering of linen orna

mented with drawn-work or outline stitch

ing, or a set made of dark felt with diag

onal bands of contrasting plush, stitched

on with gold silk. Another scarf is draped

over an easel, on which stands a picture-

framed, if the term's allowance will admit,

if not, without. Either way it is an orna

ment. Some cat-tails, Florida moss and

dried grasses are arranged over pictures on

the wall. If she is clever she generally

improvises pretty and inexpensive frames

for her photographs, and everywhere they

are in evidence.

Her books do not nearly fill the book

case but this does not daunt her. She puts

all the volumes at one side, and across the

top of the case fastens a pole of birch bark

or a light cane, from which she hangs a

curtain to match that at the window.

There is a vacant space by the door,

which a chair does not fill. There is noth

ing else in the room to put there, but the

inventive young woman has brought a flat-

topped trunk with her. It is put in the

unfilled space, the top being slightly

padded ; a cover of cretonne with a plaited

valance is put on it ; two unused pillows

are also covered with the same, a big ro

sette of the stuff being sewed in each cor

ner, and behold ! a neat little couch or

divan. Her steamer chair is fitted up

with cretonne-covered cushions to match

the couch, and a head-rest of the same

stuff is tied on with ribbons. Over the table

is spread a cloth of plain or decorated felt,

or an ornamented scarf, and her pens, pen

cils, ink-bottles, etc., are arranged thereon.

Here, also, are placed her fancy pen-rack,

paper-weight, cutter and writing tablet, if

she fortunately possesses them. If the bed

stands in the room she studies in, the col

lege girl covers it each morning after mak

ing it with a spread of dark cretonne or

flannel, and draws slips of the same over

her pillows, setting them at the ends and

back of the bed. Now she has a truly

luxurious lounging place. Her chairs are

made comfortable with cushions and gay

with ribbons, her tennis cap hangs jauntily

over one picture-frame corner, her oar—if

she be a member of some boat crew—

stands against the wall, and on the broad

window seat is placed a fancy pitcher filled

always with something from out-of-doors,

daisies, field grasses, wild roses or gorgeous

leaves, each in its season, and all delight

fully fragrant and reminiscent of pleasant

rambles in the woods or by the mountain

side.

" It must look like a junk shop," some

one says contemptuously. Well, what if it

does ? It pleases its occupant, and she is

the only one who has to live there. She

likes careless comfort, and though a trifle

bizarre it certainly is attractive, and seems

and feels like home to her. It is her own

and only resting place, and lovely in her

eyes.

There is only one danger : that our col

lege girl may get more into her room than

she can properly take care of. If she has

the time, and chooses, there is no objection

to her occupying all or half of Saturday in

sweeping, brushing off cushions, dusting

pictures and ornaments, and shaking out

scarfs, rugs and bureau-covers. But it is

not right to have more than she can keep

clean, nor so much that she has to neglect

her studies in order to make her room neat,

and here is where she must bring her com

mon sense to bear on her surroundings.

Nothing is more daintily refined than a

young girl's room that is carefully cared

for, but there is sometimes another and a

less pleasant side to the picture.
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THE BROWNIES AT NEWPORT

By Palmer Cox

 

summer

brought

around the days

So noted for

the golden blaze

That soon makes people seek the shade

As through the town they promenade,

Still hoping blessings may bring ease

And rest to those who planted trees,

The Brownies met as evening shade

Was settling on the dewy glade.

Said one : " This is the time of year

When people of some means appear

To weary of their homes in town,

Or work, perhaps, that weighs them down,

And closing up their doors they seek

For pleasure on a mountain peak,

Or turn their steps in haste to reach

The joys found at an ocean beach."

Another said : " We something know

About the sea, for years ago

We proved the trials, less or more,

Of those who venture from the shore,

But all the same there is a charm

About the sea that will disarm

The ready fears that whispering stand,

Saying ' praise the sea, but keep on land,'

So I advise without delay

We start upon our seaward way,

 

Not to a point or shaky pier

Where few convenient things are near,

But to some place of high estate

Where wealthy people congregate,

Will aiways answer like a goad

To start the Brownies on the road,

The miles and leagues that

must be crossed,

However rough or well embossed

With stumps and stones, by

Brownies bright

Are counted naught but matters light.

And soon the band so bold and spry

The fashionable port drew nigh,

And stood to view the buildings grand

That stretched along the famous strand

Where mingling thousands

through the day

Disport themselves as best they may.

But night it was, and they could boast

The right of way, and tliat's the most

That Brownies care for ; well endowed,

Their wants are few, their spirits proud.

Retire betimes, and shut your door,

And they'll not ask a favor more.

Upon themselves be sure they'll wait,

And think it not beneath their state.

They'll find their way to every shelf,

Nor ask your servant nor yourself

To set the table, pass the cake.

Or use the corkscrew for their sake.

Said one: " It's pleasant to abide

In towns where care is Laid aside,

Where every thought of morrow lies

In some sport-yielding enterprise.

Here beauty reigns,

and rules

the hour

While

circling

subjects

own

her

power.

Here

wealth

and

fashion

tread a

measure

And life

is one

sweet

draught

of

pleasure.'

Another

said:

"While

here

we'll try

The surf, that now is rolling high,

For if I guess the time aright

We've reached the middle point of night,

And much we Brownies have to do

Ere dons the East

its purple hue."

Few minutes passed away

before

The band stood on the

sandy shore.

Nor did they listen

long with care

To hear what waves were

saying there.

Some threw their outer

clothes aside,

Some as they were

rushed in the tide.

And rather than be last

to breast

The wave that came with

foaming crest

 

 

To study fashions, bathe and pose,

Or ride in traps and tallyhoes."

A little speech, a hint or two

Of pleasures that are ever new

Wet every tag and stitch of dress

Their scanty wardrobe did possess.

More chanced to find a fair supply

Of costumes that were left to dry,

And soon their tiny forms were lost

Within the garments wrapped and crossed

And gathered to take up the slack

That showed in front and at the back,

And at the sides and feet as well,

Where cloth in great abundance fell.

Sometimes the largest suit on hand

Fell to the smallest in the band,

And here and there he wildly flitted

To find a robe that better fitted,

While others cared not for the size,

But, though enveloped to the eyes,

Were just as pleased that happy hour

As if it fitted like a dower.

How fortunate are Brownie kind

Who make the most of what they find,

And pass along their given way

As lively as the bees in May.

Some spent the time they had on hand

In learning how to boldly stand

And tread the water there with ease,

While more it seemed to greatly please

To lie and float upon the wave

As buoyant as a chip or stave.

More dived so deep they brought their head

In contact with the ocean's bed,

And had they not been fitted out

To be through life well knocked about.

But great mishaps to still survive,

Some scarce had left the place alive.

Thus gifted in a manner high

By nature, well may mortals sigh

And gravely ponder on

their fate,

Their slighted race and

hampered state.

The band has cause to bless

the star

Or planet that shed

lustre far

Through empty space and

midnight shade.

When they on earth their

entrance made.

No bathers fresh from

dusty nooks

Where calicoes, or shoes,

or books.

Engage their minds from

day to day,

Could plunge with Such

a great display

Of joy into the billows

white,

That broke upon the beach

that night.

The wave that tries the

vessel's side

When rolling on the

ocean wide,

Makes oaken timbers creak

and bend

And sweeps the deck from

end to end.

Could hardly force the

Brownie band

To quit the sport they had on hand.

Down like a fish into the swell

The rogues would soon themselves propel,

There out of sight and sound be lost

To every friend, till wildly tossed

Upon a crested wave they'd rise

To greet the rest with joyful cries.

Could mortals but have gained a peep

At them while in that rolling deep,

They would have been surprised, no doubt.

To see the way they splashed about.

There's not an art to swimmers known

But cunning Brownies make their own.

They swim like dogs, and swim like fish,

And swim like serpents if they wish,

Where using neither hands nor feet

They wriggle through each wave they meet.

In ways would make a person sigh

Who scarce could keep a nose or eye

Above the flood, however fast

His feet and hands through water passed.

Said one : " 'Tis not in rapid strokes

Or kicks behind that Brownie folks

 

Put all dependence, as you see,

But in peculiar gifts that we

Could freely use if no set rules

Were practiced in the swimming schools."

Another said : " 'Tis not alone

In water that our skill is shown,

But on the skate or wheel as well,

Or prancing horse, as stories tell,

We hold our own in every case,

And far excel the ' human' race."

Time moves along, though ringers light

May catch at moments in their flight,

Though back the dial's hand we bring

Or check the pendulum's honest swing,

The sun is far beyond our sway

And opens wide the gates of day.

So even Brownies don't neglect

To pay the minutes due respect,

But shape their actions to agree

With time that moves so fast and free.

That night offered many a freak

Of which the Brownies long will speak,

For many a ride and many a run

And swim they had ere sport was done

And they retired from beach and lawn

And roadway at the flush of dawn.
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JFTER reading Pendennis

I went to Vanity Fair,

which I now think the

poorest of Thack

eray's novels—crude,

heavy-handed, carica-

tured. About the

same time I reveled

in the romanticism of

Henry Esmond, with

its pseudo-eighteenth century sentiment,

and its appeals to an overwrought ideal of

gentlemanhood and honor. It was long

before I was duly revolted by Esmond's

transfer of his passion from the daughter

to the mother whom he is successively

enamored of. I believe this unpleasant

and preposterous affair is thought one of

the fine things in the story ; I do not mind

owning that I thought it so myself when I

was seventeen ; and if I could have found

a Beatrix to be in love with and a Lady

Castlewood to be in love with me I should

have asked nothing finer of fortune. The

glamour of Henry Esmond was all the

deeper because I was reading The Specta

tor then, and was constantly in the com

pany of Addison and Steele, and Swift and

Pope, and all the wits at Will's, who are

presented evanescently in the romance.

The intensely literary keeping, as well as

quality, of the story I suppose is what

formed its greatest fascination for me ; but

that effect of great world which it imparts

to the reader, making him citizen, and if he

will, leading citizen of it, was what helped

turn my head.

This is the toxic property of all Thack

eray's writing. He is himself forever

dominated in imagination by the world,

and even while he tells you it is not worth

while he makes you feel that it is worth

while. It is not the honest man, but the

man of honor, who shines in his page ;

his meek folk are proudly meek, and

there is a touch of superiority, a glint of

mundane splendor in his lowliest. He

rails at the order of things, but he imag

ines nothing different, even when he shows

that its baseness, and cruelty, and hypoc

risy are well nigh inevitable, and for most

of those who wish to get on in it, quite

inevitable. He has a good word for the

virtues, he patronizes the Christian graces,

he pats humble merit on the head ; he has

even explosions of indignation against

the insolence and pride of birth, and purse-

pride. But, after all, he is of the world,

worldly, and the highest hope he holds out

is that you may be in the world and despise

its ambitions while you compass its ends.

I SHOULD be far from blaming him for all

this. He was of his time; but since his

time men have thought beyond him, and

seen life with a vision which makes his

seem rather purblind. He must have been

immensely in advance of most of the think

ing and feeling of his day, for people then

used to accuse his sentimental pessimism

of cynical qualities, which we could hardly

find in it now. It was the age of intense

individualism, when you were to do right

because it was becoming to you, say, as a

gentleman, and you were to have an eye

single to the effect upon your character,

if not your reputation ; you were not to do

a mean thing because it was wrong, but

because it was mean. It was romanticism

carried into the region of morals. But I

had very little concern then as to that sort

of error.

I was on a very high aesthetic horse,

which I could not have conveniently

stooped from if I had wished ; it was quite

enough for me that Thackeray's novels

were prodigious works of ait, and I ac

quired merit, at least with myself, for

appreciating them so keenly, for liking

them so much. It must be, I felt with far

1 ±ss consciousness than my formulation of

the feeling expresses, that I was of some

finer sort myself to be able to enjoy such a

fine sort. No doubt I should have been

a coxcomb of some kind, if not that kind,

and I shall not be very strenuous in cen

suring Thrackeray for his effect upon me

in this way. No doubt the effect was

already in me, and he did not so much

produce it as find it.

In the meantime he was a vast delight to

me, as much in the variety of his minor

works, his Yellowplush, and Letters of

Mr. Brown, and Adventures of Major Ga-

hagan, and the Paris Sketch Book, and the

Irish Sketch Book, and The Great Hog-

garty Diamond, and the Book of Snobs,

and the English Humorists, and The Four

< ieorges, and all the multitude of his es

says, and verses, and caricatures, as in the

spacious designs of his huge novels. The

Newcomes, and Pendennis, and Vanity

Fair, as well as Henry Esmond, and Barry

Lyndon.

There was something in the art of the

last which seemed, and still seems, the

f irthest reach of the author's great talent.

It is couched, like so much of his work, in

the autobiographic form, which next to the

dramatic form is the most natural, and

which lends itself with such flexibility to

the purpose of the author. In Barry Lyn

don is imagined to the life a scoundrel of

such rare quality that he never supposes

for a moment but he is the finest sort of

gentleman ; and so, in fact, he was, as

most gentlemen went in his day. Of

course, the picture is overcolored ; it was

the vice of Thackeray, or of Thackeray's

time, to surcharge all imitations of life and

character, so that a generation apparently

much slower if not duller than ours, should

not possibly miss the artist's meaning.

But I do not think it is so much surcharged

as Esmond ; Barry Lyndon is by no man

ner of means so conscious as that mirror

of gentlemanhood, with its manifold self-

reverberations ; and for these reasons I am

inclined to think it is the most perfect

creation of Thackeray's mind.

I DID not make the acquaintance of Thack

eray's books all at once, or even in

rapid succession, and he at no time pos

sessed the whole empire of my catholic,

not to say, fickle affections, during the

years I was compassing a full knowledge

and sense of his greatness, and burning in

cense at his shrine. But there was a mo

ment when he so outshone and overtopped

all other divinities in my worship, that I

was effectively his alone, as I have been

the helpless and, as it were, hypnotized

devotee of three or four others of the very

great. From his art there flowed into me

a literary quality, which tinged my whole

mental substance, and made it impossible

for me to say, or even wish to say, anything

without giving it the literary color. That

is, while he dominated my love and fancy,

if I had been so fortunate as to have a sim

ple concept of anything in life, I must

nave tried to give the expression of it some

turn or tint that would have reminded the

reader of books even before it reminded

him of men. It is hard to make out what

I mean, but this is a try at it, and I do not

know that I shall be able to do better un

less I add that Thackeray, of all the writers

that I know the most, is the most thor

oughly and deeply imbued with literature,

so that when he speaks it is not with words

and blood, but with words and ink. You

may read the greatest part of Dickens, as

you may read the greatest part of Haw

thorne or Tolstoy, and not once be reminded

of literature as a business or cult, but you

can hardly read a paragraph, hardly a sen

tence of Thackeray's without being re

minded of it either by suggestion or down

right allusion.

I do not blame him for this ; he was

himself and he could not have been any

other manner of man without loss, but

I say that the greatest talent is not that

which breathes of the library, but that

which breathes of the street, the field, the

open skv, the simple earth. I began to

imitate this master of mine almost as soon

as I began to read him ; this must be, and

I had a greater pride and joy in my success

than I should probably have known in any

thing really creative ; I should have sus

pected that, I should have distrusted that,

because I had nothing to test it by, no

model ; but here before me was the very

finest and noblest model, and I had but to

form my lines upon it, and I had produced

a work of art altogether more estimable in

my eyes than anything else could have

been. I saw the little world about me

through the lenses of my master's specta

cles, and I reported its facts, in his tone

and his attitude, with his self-flattered

scorn, his showy sighs, his facile satire. I

need not say I was perfectly satisfied with

the result, or that to be able to imitate

Thackeray was a much greater thing for

me than to have been enabled to imitate

nature. In fact, I could have valued any

picture of the life and character I knew

only as it put me in mind of life and char

acter as these had shown themselves to me

in his books.

At the same time, I was not only read

ing many other books, but I was studying

to get a smattering of several languages

as well as I could, with or without help. I

could now manage Spanish fairly well, and

I was sending on to New York for authors

in that tongue. I do not remember how I

got the money to buy them ; to be sure it

was no great sum ; but it must have been

given me out of the sums we were all

working so hard to make up for the debt,

and the interest on the debt (that is always

the wicked pinch for the debtor ! ) we had

incurred in the purchase of the newspaper

which we lived by, and the house which

we lived in. I spent no money on any

other sort of pleasure, and so, I suppose,

it was afforded me the more readily ; but I

cannot really recall the history of those

acquisitions on its financial side. In any

case if the sums I laid out in literature

could not have been even comparatively

great, the excitement attending the outlay

was prodigious.

I KNOW that I used to write on to Messrs.

Roe, Lockwood & Sons, New York,

for my Spanish books, and I dare say

that my letters were sufficiently pedantic,

and filled with a simulated acquaintance

with all Spanish literature. Heaven knows

what they must have thought, if they

thought anything, of their queer customer

in that obscure little Ohio village; but

he could not have been queerer to them

than to his fellow-villagers, I am sure. I

haunted the post-office about the time the

books were due, and when I found one of

them in our deep box among a heap of

exchange newspapers and business letters,

my emotion was so great that it almost

took my breath. I hurried home with the

precious volume, and shut myself into my

little den, where I gave myself up to a sort

of sensual joy in it. These books were

always from the collection of Spanish

authors published by Baudry in Paris, and

they were in saffron-colored paper covers,

printed full of a perfectly intoxicating cata

logue of other Spanish books, wnich I

meant to read, every one, some time. The

paper and the ink had a certain odor which

was sweeter to me than the perfumes of

Araby. The look of the type took me

more than the glance of a girl, and I had a

fever of longing to know the heart of the

book, which was like a lover's passion.

Sometimes I did not reach its heart, but

commonly I did. Moratin's Origins of the

Spanish Theatre, and a large volume of

Spanish dramatic authors, were the first

Spanish books I sent for, but I could not

say why I sent for them, unless it was be

cause I saw that there were some plays of

Cervantes's among the rest. I read these

and I read several comedies of Lope de

Vega, and numbers of archaic dramas in

Moratin's history, and I really got a fairish

perspective of the Spanish drama, which

has now almost wholly faded from my

mind. It is more intelligible to me why

I should have read Conde's Domination of

the Moors in Spain ; for that was in the

line of my reading in Irving, which would

account for my pleasure in the History of

the Civil Wars of Granada ; it was some

time before I realized that the chronicles in

it were a bundle of romances and not veri

table records ; and my whole study in

these things was wholly undirected and

unenlightened. But I meant to be thor

ough in it, and I could not rest satisfied

with the Spanish-English grammars I had ;

I was not willing to stop short of the offi

cial grammar of the Spanish Academy. I

sent to New York for it, and my book

seller there reported that they would have

to send to Spain for it. I lived till it came

to hand through them from Madrid ; and I

do not understand then why I did not per

ish from the pride and joy I had in it.

BUT, after all, I am not a Spanish scholar,

and can neither speak nor write the

language. I never got more than a -good

reading use of it, perhaps because I never

really tried for more. But I am very glad

of that, because it has been a great pleasure

to me, and even some profit, and it has

lighted up many meanings in literature,

which must have always remained dark to

me. Not to speak now of the modern

Spanish writers whom it has enabled me

to know in their own houses as it were, I

had even in that remote day a rapturous

delight in a certain Spanish book, which

was well worth all the pains I had under

gone to get at it. This was the famous

picaresque novel, Lazarillo de Tormes, by

Hurtado de Mendoza, whose name then

so familiarized itself to my fondness, that

now as I write it I feel as if it were that of

an old personal friend whom I had known

in the flesh. I believe it would not have

been always comfortable to know Mendoza

outside of his books ; he was rather a ter

rible person ; he was one of the Spanish

invaders of Italy, and is known in Italian

history as the Tyrant of Siena. But at my

distance of time and place I could safely

revel in his friendship, and as an author 1

certainly found him a most charming com

panion. The adventures of his rogue of a

hero, who began life as the servant and

accomplice of a blind beggar, and then

adventured on through a most diverting

career of knavery, brought back the at

mosphere of Don Quixote, and all the

landscape of that dear wonder-world of

Spain, where I had lived so much, and I

followed him with all the old delight.

I DO not know that I should counsel

others to do so, or that the general

reader would find his account in it, but I

am sure that the intending author of

American fiction would do well to study

the Spanish picaresque novels ; for in their

simplicity of design he will find one of the

best forms for an American story. The

intrigue of close texture will never suit our

conditions, which are so loose and open

and variable ; each man's life among us is

a romance of the Spanish model, if it is the

life of a man who has risen, as we nearly

all have, with many ups and downs. The

story of Lazarillo is gross in its facts, and

is mostly "unmeet for ladies," as most of

the fiction is in all languages before our

times ; but there is an honest simplicity in

the narration, a pervading humor, and a

rich feeling for character that give it value.

1 think that a good deal of its foulness was

lost upon me, but I certainly understood

that it would not do to present it to an

American public just as it was, in the trans- '

lation which I presently planned to make.

I went about telling the story to people, and

trying to make them find it as amusing as

1 did, but whether I ever succeeded I can

not say, though the notion of a version with

modifications constantly grew with me,

till one day I went to the city of Cleveland

with my father. There was a branch house

of an Eastern firm of publishers in that

place, and I must have had the hope that

I might have the courage to propose a

translation of Lazarillo to them. My

father urged me to try my fortune, but my

heart failed me. I was half blind with one

of the headaches that tormented me in

those days, and I turned my sick eyes

from the sign, "J. P. Jewett & Co., Pub

lishers," which held me fascinated, and

went home without at least having my

much-dreamed-of version of Lazarillo re

fused.

I AM quite at a loss to know why my read

ing had this direction or that in those

days. It had necessarily passed beyond

my father's suggestion, and I think it must

have been largely by accident or experi

ment that I read one book rather than

another. He made some sort of a news

paper arrangement with a book store in

Cleveland, which was the means of enrich

ing our home library with a goodly number

of books, shopworn, but none the worse

for that, and new in the only way that

books need be new to the lover of them.

Among these I found a treasure in Curtis's

two books, the Nile Notes of a Howadji,

and the Howadji in Syria. I already knew

him by his Potiphar Papers, and the ever-

delightful reveries which have since gone

under the name of Prue and I ; but those

books of Eastern travel opened a new

world of thinking and feeling. They had

at once a great influence upon me. The

smooth richness of their diction ; the

amiable sweetness of their mood, their

gracious caprice, the delicacy of their sa

tire (which was so kind that it should

have some other name), their abundance

of light and color, and the deep heart of

humanity underlying their airiest fantastic

ality, all united in an effect which was dif

ferent from any I had yet known. As

usual, I steeped myself in them, and the

first runnings of my fancy when I began

to pour it out afterward were of their flavor.

I tried to write like this new master ; but

whether I had tried or not, I should prob

ably have done so from the love I bore

him. As I have hinted, he was already a

favorite of mine, and of all the young

people in the village who were reading

current literature, so that on this ground

at least I had abundant sympathy. The

present generation can have little notion of

the deep impression made upon intelli

gence and conscience of the whole nation

by the Potiphar Papers, or how its fancy

was rapt with the Prue and I sketches.

These are among the most veritable liter

ary successes we have had, and probably

we who were so glad when the author of

these beautiful things turned aside from

the flowery paths where he led us, to battle

for freedom in the field of politics, would

have felt the sacrifice too great if we could

have dreamed it would be life-long. But,

as it was, we could only honor him the

more, and give him a place in our hearts

which he shares with Longfellow alone.

THIS divine poet I have never ceased to

read. His Hiawatha was a new book

during one of those terrible Lake Shore

winters, but all the other poems were old

friends with me by that time. With a sis

ter who is no longer living 1 had a peculiar

devotion for his pretty and touching and

lightly humorous tale of Kavanagh, which

was of a village life enough like our own,

in some things, to make us know the truth

of its delicate realism. We used to read it

and talk it fondly over together, and I be

lieve some stories of like make and man

ner grew out of our pleasure in it. They

were never finished, but it was enough to

begin them, and there were few writers,

if any, among those I delighted in who

escaped the tribute of an imitation. One

has to begin that way, or at least one had

in my day ; perhaps it is not possible for a

young writer to begin by being himself;

but for my part, that was not half so

important as to be like some one else.

Literature, not life, was my aim, and to

reproduce it was my joy and my pride.

I was widening my knowledge of it

helplessly and involuntarily, and I was

always chancing upon some book that

served this end among the great number

of books that 1 read merely for my pleas

ure without any real result of the sort.

Schlegel's Lectures on Dramatic Literature

came into my hands not long after I had

finished my studies in the history of the

Spanish theatre, and it made the whole

subject at once luminous. I cannot give

a due notion of the comfort this book af

forded me by the light it cast upon paths

where I had dimly made my way before,

without much sense, but which I now fol

lowed in the full dav.
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A FRIENDLY LETTER TO GIRL FRIENDS

*IH—By Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney

 

EAR girl friends: It has

been the fashion with cer

tain lecturers to put a pre

lude to their stated topic

of some current or casual

suggestion, of which they

would disburden them

selves, or by whose means

they would touch a passing mood or need,

before taking up the solid earnest of their

regular subject. These impromptu bits

will flit across our most orderly pro

grammes of thought, feeling, action ; some

times, perhaps, they are worth seizing at

the critical instant by the sprack sprink

ling of a little ready salt upon their tails.

I WAS just about to sit down and take up

my talk of books where I left it last

time when I was called to look at a light

swing-door which a carpenter was hang

ing for me at the head of a staircase. The

high space overhead had been filled with

pretty paneling, the door itself having a

flass panel at the top. Now, the moment

glanced at it I saw, and said: "That

glass is not set evenly. It is nearer the

top on one side than on the other. It

makes the whole thing look askew."

Then the carpenter arose in his rectitude

of square and level and explained unto the

walrus: " It couldn't be helped. You see,

ma'am, the ceiling above isn't quite level.

1 had to make my panels square, and when

1 came to the door, and made my measures

from edge and edge—four inches and five-

eighths top and bottom—it came so. It had

to come somewhere—can't crowd glass,

you know. It is just three-sixteenths of an

inch out of level at the top, as you say, but

'twasn't possible to help it, and I guess

nobody else will notice it." "I shall

notice it as long as I live in the house," I

answered with the severe persistence of a

walrus. " I shall have to hang a curtain

over it. Why wasn't everything square

from the beginning? " And I walked away

thinking my own words over.

"Things weren't quite level at the be-

gining, and the difference had to come

somewhere." If I could make that a les

son in life beforehand, to you girls, I

wouldn't care for my out-of-plumb glass-

light. It would even be a pleasant thing

to look at, thinking that by recompense

some little initial crookedness, and after

inharmony, might be spared in some

woman's lifetime. Set your beams of

character true : cover them in every stage

of work and shaping, of use or ornament,

with even-measured perpendiculars and

levels ; and then, whatever in growth of

building follows and depends, will be true

fitted to the true ; nothing can go awry.

Otherwise, there must come and show

somewhere an ugliness, a falseness ; your

house will have a visible, telltale flaw in it.

That is what out of plumb means.

EVERYTHING we do is a part of house

building, so talking of that is not

talking aside from anything. A little more

about it will bring us to where our concern

with books conies in again. " House" is

one of the great words of the Word ; it

signifies dwelling and dwelling place. Life

building is the framing of the "house not

made with hands," the habitation that

endureth. Every individual builds his

own ; from threshold to gable and ridge-

beam, all his work, act, motive go gradu

ally into it ; it is his, and he is to abide in

it. The congregation of the houses of

them who have built unto eternal life—the

beautiful communicating ways and neigh

borhoods among them—are the homes and

societies of the blessed ; they are the

Heavenly city and the golden streets.

We are put here to begin from the

foundations, which must be laid in the

earth, yet of the solid, piled, cemented

rock. Exact to the horizon must be set

the sills ; straightly perpendicular must

rise the corner posts toward the zenith ;

parallel between must be planted every

stud from stage to stage of the upgrowing ;

level must lie the cross-beams, joists and

girders ; at perfect angles must join tie-

beam, rafters and ridge-pole—to complete

the frame in symmetry and righteousness.

The rock wall underneath is truth. The

timbers are the principles that rest upon

it, that shape and outline, span, support.

They settle what the house is to be in

form, capacity, proportion. You cannot

go beyond them, or aside from them, in

any outer case or finish. You cannot

make a chamber in the house that is not

first underlaid and pillared with them.

They fashion your ideal, measure out your

plan. A life without fixed, substantial

principles is not a house. It may be a mud

noveU a tent, a cabin. The log-cabin,

perhaps, stands type of sturdy beginnings

of principles only, whose fittings and de

velopments had to wait. They were better

than form and finish only without founda

tion ; paper houses, pasteboard boxes.

* Mrs. Whitney's former letters appeared in the
Journal for December, lSi;, an 1 March, 1894.

DOORWAYS and window-ways. Will you

not make these on the sunny ex

posures—toward the noblest, most beauti

ful outlooks ? You will not aspect your

house to the bitter north, or against a cold,

shadowing, overglooming hillside. Your

own incomings and outgoings, your wel

coming entrances for friends, shall be cheer

ful and sheltered in pleasant southwest

nooks, under protecting porc hes ; and the

windows, the openings forth for eye and

thought, the takings in of wide world pic

tures and of Heaven gleams—ah, these

shall be always on the fairest sides, where

there are the broadest, grandest scopes of

earth and sky ! The best light must come

in, the gladdest vision must reach out, by

them. Are not these once more our read

ings? Are we not back again, naturally,

to written words, as chief, perhaps, as typi

cal, at least, among them ?

BOOKS -are as windows, set north, east,

west, south, in the house we have to

stay in. We are walled and limited in

whatever earthly habitations, but there are

embrasures and casements, through which

we may command great stretches of the

world beyond—see out upon wide waters

or slopes of grand, distant hills ; at least,

behold the blue above and the greenness

close around ; or, if nothing else, the

walls that hold neighbors' lives, and have

also doors and windows. There is human

movement, human event ; there are fire

light and lamplight that disclose pleasant

interiors ; there are shadows on the blinds ;

sometimes there is a moving candle in the

deep night, or the dim, low shining in a

sick-room. Sometimes, alas !—and yet not

all, alas, but with some rose of hope and

sweetness twisted in—there is cr£pe upon

the door.

And there is something strange and

magical about these windows, whose clear

panes are sheets of lettered paper. Once

opened forth they multiply their lights ; the

frames are flexible ; the walls themselves

give way and lend more space ; a little

four-glassed sash grows into a splendid

mullion, with rows and tiers of added trans

lucent plates, through which, by magnifying

and telescopic power—for some of them

are mighty lenses—we see far, strange

things and people, hidden places, alien

characters, remote conditions, brought

close and made minutely visible. Nay,

even the very stars come down, and arctic

solitudes reveal themselves, and we scan

the inmost thought and reason of men's

minds in age-long sequence. But these,

indeed, are "other stories."

HOW much we know of Swedish, Ger

man, Russian life that was all unde

clared to us fifty years ago ! How we

penetrated, long since, into London slums

—that foretold to us what was coming

among ourselves, to be our own work and

problem—and into queer, commonplace

middle and lower class nature and habit—

yes, and into meaner vulgarities and ab

surdities of high place also—that were

patent enough, but only half recognized

till Dickens and Thackeray threw their

search-lights upon them ! Such windows

have been opening ever since, and now

there is hardly a tenement court, or a fac

tory village, a mining camp, a far-off ranch,

a fisher's island, a mountain settlement, or

inmost luxurious sanctuary of withdrawn,

exclusive elegance, that has not been made

free to us, explicitly shown, thrown wide

for our entrance and scrutiny.

WE have lived through every stirring

epoch by the swift turning of thin

leaves. Books are to history what the

long-distance telephone is to intercourse of

speech. Imaginative annals group periods

and nationalities in their series. "Give us

Scandinavia," we say, for instance, and

behold, Scandinavia has been made near

and homely to us in literature that has

come to our reach since I can remember.

It began to be known and talked of in frag

ments, here in America, when I was very

young. The first recollection I have of it

is Frithiofs " Saga." Somebody gave me

that, as quite a thing to know of and read,

in my early teens. I did not care a bit

about it then. The old Icelandic and Nor

wegian myth was too far off for me, and

Tegner's poetizing was beyond my appre

ciation. [The same friend, by the way,

used to ask me, debonairly, to " give him

something from 'Trovatore,' or a sonata

of Beethoven's—the " Pathetique," by

example—in piano recital, when I had only

got as far, by the simple tuition of the day

for beginners, as little two-strain melodies—

the "Swiss Waltz" and "The Campbells

are Comin'," that used to make my family

circle desire disparagingly that the valorous

old Scotch clan would kindly try the other

thing.] But I bravely did the best I could

with the "Saga"; taking the mental pre

scription as I might a pharmaceutical one,

" for my good," and in like manner got a

certain reward and benefit. The tonic

roused a relish in me.

AND the song story was always as a whiff

and sense of strange sea-air, and wild,

craggy nature that came again afterward

to flavor the delight in quaint, strong sim

plicities breathed through tale and verse

from Sweden, Norway, Denmark : F'redrika

Bremer's, Hans Christian Andersen's,

Mrs. Carl^n's, Bjomstjerne Bjomson's , in

the works of English pens that have found

brave and beautiful suggestion in those

rugged realms and ways : Miss Martineau's,

especially, in "Feats on the Fiord"; and

in the vigorous, sweet, hereditary homeli

ness of to-day, given us through Margaret

Howitt's bright record of her "Twelve

Months in Sweden" ; Edna Lyall's noble

delineation of "A Hardy Norseman," and

Black's romances of the Northern isles.

Once gather a few bits like these in mem

ory and fancy, and is there not a wintlow

broken through that never shall be blinded

in again ? They have made us thus much

more cosmopolitan for having read them.

They affiliate us with all the grand life that

came to our own shores with Leif Ericsson

and his compeers, and prepare us to ac

knowledge and comprehend our link with

it in far-back New England history and

relics.

Another group reveals to us old Ger

many, ranging its pictures all along the

line of time, until they overtake and blend

themselves with modern showings, con

temporaneous with ourselves, but differ

entiated by all that came down the years

out of ancient forests and tribal barbarisms,

through strifes and hardships, and stern,

uncompromising revolutions and reforms,

to make a people of a grand, deep nature,

and touch their daily ways with a racy

primitiveness all their own. It was in the

early days of our War of the Rebellion that

we read "The Schonberg-Cotta Family."

I remember how two or three of us sat one

summer afternoon—and one of us was the

lovely and lamented author of "The Lamp

lighter "—at a village sewing meeting,

where work for the Sanitary Commission

was being done, and talked over the

thoughts and incidents of that old Reforma

tion time, when Luther was nailing his

theses to the cathedral doors, and at quiet,

humble firesides the great kindling of the

true Gospel Word had begun to lighten

and warm where hearts and homes had

suffered and waited, doubted and pondered,

until a brave hand and voice dared stretch

forth and declare that the Truth of God

was given to all ; when bits of the New

Testament were treasured in secret, and

people tremblingly and eagerly compared

the church decrees and dogmas with the

simple acts and utterances of the Christ.

To enter into that remote, yet intimate ex

perience, was to begin again with Christian

revelation, to receive it in its first glad

freshness. The old words stood forth in

pristine glory. We turned to our Bibles,

as if we had just got them, to see what

they really meant and had for us. It was

new baptism. This was what a story

writer could do. Ardently we followed

afterward in all of Mrs. Charles' books that

came, her illustrations of history in home

and individual interests.

LATER we have had the fascinating

volumes of Lucy Ellen Guernsey :

"Lady Rosamond's Book," "Lady Betty's

Governess," "Through Unknown Ways,"

" Loveday's History," and the rest, which,

if any of you have not read, you have an

unexplored delight awaiting you ; a vision

of the past, in which you will deliciously

lose the present, and your own identity ;

vou will live a great, strong life of earnest,

inmost realities.

In this same order of literature are the

fine works of Mrs. Barr. She gives us, in

a like way, atmosphere, representation,

immediate touch. She makes us part and

parcel with everything : with courtly ways

and folk, or among rude, simple fisher

people ; she puts our very hearts into the

place and emotion of theirs ; her realism

thrills all through with human character

and passion ; she ties us fast in her en

chantment with a " Bow of Orange Rib

bon." And Mrs. Austin ! Why, we are

all Plymouth Rock Pilgrims, or Pilgrims'

kith and kin, whether our fore fathers and

mothers came over in the Mayflower or

not, when we get into her marvelous chap

ters of Old Colony record, transcripted

into living, every-day words and deeds in

their particulars ; from the deaths and

burials, the betrothals and weddings, the

battles and hidings and escapes, to merry

Barbara Standish's quips and gibes, and fair

Dame Alice Bradford's stately, simple,

bountiful entertainments. I must not leave

out, in these rapid and rather rambling

mentions, a set of stories, most delightful

in their reproduction of English life in the

last century—in the days of hoops and

patches, and gay river parties, and tea-

drinkings, and hazardous stage-coach

journeyings, and hospitalities of dear old

squires, and love-making in their country

houses and prim, sweet gardens—the books

of Mrs. Manning, who wrote "The House

hold of Sir Thomas More," "Maiden and

Married Life of Mary Powell." also "The

Old Chelsea Bun-House," "The Ladies of

Bever Hollow," " Mrs. Clarinda Single-

hart," and a dozen others. Look them out

if you do not know them ; if you do, read

them over and over again.

THE very crowd stops me ; the list is end

less ; the windows look so many

ways. For types and leaders take the

Kingsleys and Miss Yonge, with their clear

portrayals of epoch, character, environ

ment ; George Eliot, and our own Helen

Hunt, with their "Romola" and " Ra-

mona," their searching demonstrations of

tides and turning points, and principles

and laws, in the careers of nations and of

men ; Marion Crawford giving us, with

versatile power, Orientalism, interior Italy,

modem America ; Harriet Beecher Stowe,

prophetess and commissioned apostle of

the grandest gospel a nation ever rose

up to and wrought out ; Miss Mulock,

Charlotte Bronte, exquisite in character

ization, keen in vivisection, standing each

apart in her own preempted world of

genius ; Jean Ingelow, sweet and fresh,

strong and tender, in prose that is one

with her perfect poetry ; take the long line

of social writers, who unroll for us, as in

woven tapestries, exact with stitch and

tint in every detail, all that curiously and

vividly delights us in the manner and doing

of that last old century that seems so far

remote, and down through the teeming,

rushing hundred years that have plunged

us into the tumultuous now : Goldsmith,

Richardson, Mrs. Opie, Miss Burney, Miss

Austen, Miss Milford, William and Mary

Howitt, Thackeray, Trollope, Mrs. Gas-

kell, Mrs. Oliphant, Howells, Aldrich,

Mrs. Burnett, Miss Jewett and Miss Wilkins,

inimitable in their handling of the pecul

iarities, unique upon the planet of our New

England nooks and people ; take the

domestic and religious annalists : Miss

Yonge again, Miss Sewell; MacDonald,

with his heart-hold and insistence of God

and man relations, grand and intimate ;

the delicate life etchings of Juliana Ewing,

Mrs. Molesworth, Barrie—with nature and

pathos in them so simple-deep that you

can only by the same deep simplicity ap

prehend them ; bright, true, tender Saxe

Holme ; Mrs. Gilman, Mrs. Kirkland,

limners of old, kindly Southern plantation

life, and of brave, cheery pioneering in

our rich, wild, early West ; Mrs. Charles-

worth, with her "Ministering Children" ;

dear Mrs. Prentiss' "Stepping Heaven

ward" ; our growing host of American

women writers—dear girls, it is simply im-

fiossible for me even to enumerate ; the

ibraries are full ; turn in, as to a rich

garden, fall to, and find your own ! Only

keep your instinct high, and taste not, nor

even touch, the fruit of any tree that blos

soms with knowledge of evil !

BOOKS for amusement? They are for

far more than amusement. They are

for vital sympathies and understandings ;

human thought to human thought, hope to

hope, motive to motive. Life, and the

word of life, is the secret of all interest ;

the universe key, in things, events, persons,

scriptures. We, and all about us, are

syllables of an infinite revelation. They

may call it evolution, for a new name, if

they will, but it is what God tells us. of

ourselves and Him, all the same. He talks

to us with His fingers, because we are deaf

and dumb, in His creation and orderings,

in our very own nature, aspirations, efforts.

Our words and parables grow from His

vaster signs and meanings, and utter our

individual perceptions. All language, all

communication, is but fragmentary, drawn

from first language, which is that wherein

"day unto day uttereth speech, and night

unto night showeth knowledge," and in

which all things are told in parables, even

to the parable of human experience. Im

agination is not unrealitv. It is an imaging

of the true. Faith itself is an imaging, but

none the less an evidence. "That is ycur

conception," doubters say, "it is not

mine." Very well. That does not make

out mine a delusion. You have not got it,

that is all. Knowledge of some sort pre

cedes, underlies imagination. You can

conceive of nothing that you have not, in

whole or in part, witnessed or experienced.

You cannot even picture to yourself a

scene described which, if you analyze it,

does not resolve itself into features familiar ;

you cannot see a house, a room, in a story,

except as you construct it from something

you have known ; you suddenly wake from

the fiction to the consciousness. "Why,

here I am, where I have really been ! The

place always turns into one I knew be

fore!" You simply cannot imagine an

unreal thing. If it is thinkable it is true,

somewhere. And so I say imagination is

founded on all the realities we have ; it is

the mirrored reflection. The world we are

being born into is that from which we

read and reason in the things we see.

Another man, with John on Patmos, would

have seen only ragged rocks and misty

sea, where the Apostle, "in the Spirit,"

beheld all the awful panorama of the

Apocalypse.
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JEAUTY of body and face,

which is much to be de

sired, constitutes a letter

of introduction to the

people one meets, but

does nothing beyond

that. A woman who

seems to be beautiful

may become absolutely ugly by showing

herself to be ill-tempered, vain or mali

cious. Wrinkles upon the face are very

often the result of bad passions. The

mouth, my dear girl, draws down at the

corner from malice ; the eyes grow small by

the lids coming together when one is pos

sessed of a cunning curiosity ; the chin

doubles itself from gluttony, and the cheeks

incline to fold over when one allows one's

self to grow cross and to speak with shrill,

high notes. The strain that results from

speaking loudly causes the muscles of the

throat to over-develop and make it look

stringy and unfeminine.

So, first of all, she who would be charm

ing must remember that the woman who

allows her temper to control her will not

retain one single physical charm. It is

said that gluttony and anger will deform a

face. The greatest charm and the some

thing which we feel and yet cannot explain,

is what is best described as beauty of ex

pression. This delights the eye, but it

cannot exist where there are low, sordid

feelings, and where encouragement is not

given to everything that is high and noble,

pure and womanly. After one has culti

vated these virtues and made them one's

own, my dear girl, then it is necessary to

study the physical side of life. Fortunately

you are starting out in life with no inlierited

disease, and with everything in your favor,

therefore what remains for you to do is to

learn the laws of life, and to live up to

them. The treatment you give your body

shows, and so you must take special care

of the casket holding that jewel, your soul.

ABOUT YOUR BATH

YOUR skin and your eyes, my dear girl,

constitute the thermometer that tells

whether you are well, physically, or not.

If the first has little spots upon it, is dull to

look at and feels dry, and the second has a

glazed appearance, with yellowish whites,

then be sure it is time to think whether

you are living rightly from the physical

standpoint. Now-, what does your morn

ing bath amount to? Do you dab over your

face, whirl the cloth around your neck,

carefully bathe your hands, and then go out

of the bathroom fully satisfied that you are

quite clean ? There are thousands of girls

who consider this all that is necessary, and

yet. as the old darky mammy would say,

"That's nothing more than a lick and a

promise. ' ' There are few American houses

in which there is not a bathroom, and if

one is so unfortunate as to live in a board

ing-house where one has not a private

bath there will be wisdom in paying a little

extra for the privilege of having the bath

room to one's self at a certain hour, and

saving this on car fares. My dear girl, I

know exactly what this is, and it is not a

woman who has never lived in a boarding-

house who is talking to you. Therefore, I

say take five minutes to yourself and scrub

that tub out well with soap and water be

fore you get into it. I do not recommend

for any girl in this country a perfectly cold

bath. American women are inclined to be

nervous and are not over-strong, conse

quently the wisest thing to do is to plunge

into water that is tepid, and which, when

one gives one's self a thorough rubbing,

will not cause the much-to-be-dreaded

cold. This morning bath is taken for

cleanliness, and it is the only way, unless,

indeed, one stands up and is carefully

sponged, by which one can be sure of per

fect physical sweetness. Use soap ? Plenty

of it. But this soap does not need to be of

an expensive kind, and the wise girl is that

one who chooses the simplest quality and

one that is not scented. A hot bath, which

is desirable at least twice a week, should

be taken at night, and the tired girl will be

surprised to find, not only how restful it is,

but how perfectly delicious her own body-

feels when she lies down and her eyelids

gradually fall over the eyes weary of look

ing all the day long. The cheap napery

that is sold makes a good wash cloth, for

you must remember that, while the sponge

is desirable in the bath, something more

than a sponge is required to make one

absolutely clean. By-the-by, a light qual

ity of flannel, one combining cotton with

wool, is also desirable for a cloth. It is

only after one has grown accustomed to the

morning bath that one realizes all that it

means, how, in the best way it wakens one

up, mentally and physically, and starts one

out ready to begin the work of another day.

AFTER THE BATH

AFTER you have bathed and dressed your

self, putting on underwear sufficiently

warm, but not heavy, arranging your stays

so that they are well fitting but not tight,

and having a gown out of which all the

dust has been shaken, so that none of it

will seek a refuge in your skin, you go to

your breakfast. And what do you eat?

First of all, oatmeal, because you have

heard it is healthy Now, oatmeal is good

for a big, strong man who is out in the

open air a great deal ; for a woman who is

not, it, first of all, has a tendency to cause

a greasy skin, and in time to upset the

digestion. In addition, nine times out of

ten oatmeal is not well cooked—it is served

in lumps, whereas, when properly boiled,

it should be like good rice, each grain

being absolutely separate from the other.

Then, do you eat the oatmeal properly ?

More than any other food it requires to be

well chewed, or else it will solidify and

form an indigestible and heavy lump in the

stomach. Physicians say that oatmeal that

Ls swallowed whole is more to be dreaded

than meat taken in pieces at a gulp. If

you are really fond of a cereal then choose

cracked wheat, which is not as heating as

oatmeal, is more easily digested and is

more generally well cooked. That the

brawny Scotchman is a wonder of health

upon an oatmeal diet, is not denied, but he,

unlike you, is taking much exercise, and

spends nearly all his time in a wonderful,

bracing air. After this you elect to have

some fried beefsteak. In the first place

that should have been broiled, and the only

gravy about it should have been that which

comes from the meat itself. And then you

ask for a well-done piece. Oh, dear !

There you have made three mistakes. Beef

is not fit to eat when it is cooked until the

juice is gone out of it and it is dry —in the

way of giving you strength you might as

well choose sole leather for your breakfast

dish. It is always possible to ask, if you

wish to eat meat in the morning, for an

underdone bit and one which has no gravy

upon it ; but to keep you in good condition

I would advise your having as much toast

as you care to eat, and instead of meat one

or two soft-boiled eggs. You will not

find these heavy, and they are nourishing,

while, at the same time, they are helps to

one's digestion. It may be taken as a

good rule that to keep the complexion in

order, while one should eat good things

and encourage the appetite, all grease

should be avoided, as well as overdone

meats and any great quantity of sweets or

sauces. If one is inclined to be stout,

potatoes and all starchy foods are omitted

from the bill of fare, but for the slender

woman all foods of this kind are desirable.

Your dinner will neither build you up nor

make you comfortable unless you eat it

properly, and when I say properly, my

dear girl, I mean the exact opposite of the

way you usually eat yours. You must

cultivate eating slowly ; then your food

will be well chewed, will be easy to digest,

and during the time that you have been

eating your body will have been resting.

ABOUT YOUR WALKS

MANY of the books that I have read giv

ing suggestions about walking do not

hesitate to talk about five miles a day as be

ing proper exercise. Now there are a great

many of us who couldn't walk five miles

one day without being laid up for the next.

Personally, while I regard walking as good

exercise, I think it is more apt to do one

good when it is taken either with an object

at the end of the walk or in pleasant com

panionship. Over-quick walking is not

good for anybody, and the time to stop

walking has been reached before one gets

tired. Tennis, golf and croquet are all

healthy out-of-door games, and I advise

my girls to indulge in them as far as pos

sible, always with a proviso that their love

for the game does nut make them stay at

the sport too long, nor in their excitement

must they allow themselves to be too ener

getic. As 1 have never ridden a bicycle I

can say very little about it, only I cannot

believe that it is wise for one to overdo

any good thing, no matter how charming

it may seem at first. I wish that all my

girls would learn to walk well ; good walk

ing means neither to stride nor to hop,

but to place the front part of the foot

deliberately on the ground, allowing the

heel to follow, and then to take a step in

proportion to the length of one's legs.

Dancing, when one does not do too much

of it, and when it is limited to a well-aired

parlor in one's home, is a gentle, desirable

exercise. Much good may come from the

exercises in a gymnasium, but so many

young girls overdo athletics nowadays that

I almost fear advising them.

The Value of rubbing

THE old-time remedy, a thorough rubbing,

1 is now a fashionable one under many

names, massage being the usual one. A

good rubbing is the best remedy for the

tired body ; but that rubbing must be given

evenly and quietly and the patient must not

be allowed to talk. To the worn-out girl

who cannot sleep a few pennies are well

spent when this mode of gaining rest is

chosen in preference to opiates. The arms,

the back, under the knees and the fore

head should all have even rubbing, made

smoother by the hands of the rubber having

a little cocoa butter or vaseline upon them.

If one is fortunate enough to be with one's

own people then a sister, or, better still, the

mother, will be the masseuse. In addition

to giving one a good rest a rubbing tends

to develop the body and to make it more

supple. The rubber is advised to cultivate

a very even, impressive movement, but

while it suggests strength it must not be

rough, else sleep or rest will never come,

and excitement be the only result.

When the head and eyes are tired a sys

tematic smoothing of the hair, which, of

course, must be loosened and have all its

pins taken out, is a great relief. The eyes

may be rested by being dabbled with hot

water—remember, gently dabbled with an

old handkerchief, not with the water, and

not rubbed. " Rubbing " will irritate them

when the soft pressure of a good dabbling

will relieve them very much. As soon as

there is the slightest evidence of a weaken

ing on the part of the eyes go to a good

oculist. Economize as you will, but if you

can, keep your eyesight.

ABOUT YOUR MEDICINES

FF one is ill it is proper to go to a doctor.

« And the doctor should be sought at

the very beginning of the illness, so that a

cure may be the more quickly gotten.

However, there are various little medicines

that one may keep among one's belongings

for the little troubles that are certain to

come, and which are easily cured. For the

girl who suffers from indigestion there is to

be taken from April until September,

whenever it may be needed, for it is not rec

ommended for cold weather, the creamy

mixture of sulphur and molasses. This will

clear the eyes, make the skin white and

firm, and unless the trouble should be of

long standing put the stomach in good

condition. A something that is also rec

ommended for slight indigestion is the

drinking, just before breakfast, of a glass of

tepid water, in which a teaspoonful of

ordinary table salt has been dissolved.

Then, of course, amonjj your medicines

will be—and, by-the-by, it is rather odd to

count it a medicine—a rubber bag which

will hold plenty of hot water, and which is

used to warm your feet, or to draw away

the pain from any part of your body which

can be soothed by this heat. If you have

a slight inclination to rheumatism keep

two small flannel bags filled with coarse

salt, and when the pain first comes heat

these by putting them in the oven, and

then lay them where the pain is worst. As

they give a very dry heat they are to be

preferred to that which comes from the

hot-watt-r bag, for either rheumatism or

neuralgia. In a small bottle is myrrh, for

you will use a few drops of this in the

water with which you rinse your mouth,

making it taste well and smell sweet. I do

not believe in dosing one's self, but there

are some simple teas that are good to

take, and which every girl should know-

about, so that she may be permitted to

doctor herself for ordinary ailments. Very

often the best medicine is a day of rest. I

do not mean an idle day ; I mean one when

one deliberately goes to bed, if possible

sleeping most of the time, but at least not

talking, and certainly, as far as possible,

not thinking about one's worries.

THE MIND AND THE BODY

I WANT my girls to thoroughly understand

the close relation that exists between

the mind and the body. With the body

uncared for it does not seem as if the mind

could be in good order. And surely when

one has bad thoughts and bad manners the

body will cease to be beautiful. The best

motto for you to take in regard to your

body is "Be clean."

Many of us are unhappily handicapped

from birth by ill-health. Then all that we

can do is to try and keep as well as possible,

and to determine that the weakness of the

body shall not be reflected upon the mind.

When " one's back is bad and one's legs

are queer," then to make an effort to for

get this and to fill the mind so full of cheer

fulness that the looker-on will believe one

beautiful is the greatest heroism. My dear

girl, take care of yourself ; try and keep

well and cheerful. Few people die from

overwork. Many lose their good looks

from idleness and sulkiness. It is said

that it is better to wear out than to rust

out. Now you and 1 are not anxious to

do either in a hurry, but we will join hands

and resolve that, being happy, healthv and

wise, we will make ourselves, physically

and mentally, a joy to all those who love

us, or whom we love.

Editor's Note—Miss Ashinore's answers to hrr
correspondents, under the title of " Side-Talks with
Girls.'' will be found on page ao of this issue of the
Journal.
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Hand-Made

$1^00 For Dress

Perfection in
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in quality or

workmanship.

Illustration shows three of our new styles

—pointed and square needle toe button,

square needle toe lace, which are made

in this grade only. Sizes 2 to J, widths

AA to E.

Send for illustrated description of White'
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Send for catalogue.

MANUFACTURERS' SHOE CO., Jackson, Mich.

// You Want the Best

Buy from the originators of

"Our Combination

Extra Pair of Pants 0 Cfif)
Oll/l and Hat, alt match W

More than 20,000 Boys {ages 4 to /j)

wear them. Double-breasted jacket;

pants have patent elastic waist

bands and ncver-come-off but

tons. The materials

all-wool, wear-defying

great variety.

Indorsed by thou

sands of readers of

The Ladies' Home

Journal, buying

their Boys' Suits

from us each season.

Samples of fabrics sent free.
Combinations shipped C. O. D.,
with privilege of examination.

If You Cannot Wait /or '—P1**' "
age. weight, height of

hoy and size of hat, and inclose 96AO, 'and 00 cents
for postage and registering. Ifgoods do not satisfy
they may be sent back at our expense and we will
refund the $5.60. Address Dep't O,

Putnam Clothing House, Chicago

FOR MEN at

25 cents per pair

$1.38 per y2 dozen

$2.75 per dozen

Extra fine gauge, long

staple cotton, very elastic

and of great durability.

Fast black, tans and browns.
Extra high spliced heels, dou
ble soles and toes.

They are so good that

Chicago men buy thou
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year.

Made near Chemnitz, Ger
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Otherwise price would !*• 40
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THE ART OF DRESSING THE HAIR

By Isabel A. Mallon 

 

T is said of any animal

that when its hair ceases

to be glossy it is ill, and

the same may be said of

the hair of human beings.

When it is dry, brittle

and dull in color it indi

cates that its possessor is

in a bad state of health.

Therefore it becomes necessary when giv

ing advice upon the care of the hair to

advise that the general health be attended

to first. The most important point in the

care of the hair is that it be kept thoroughly

brushed. Just before going to bed if one

 

 

THE LOW PLAITED KNOT (IlluS. No. 3)

will give it one hundred strokes of the

brush, not only will the hair be kept

glossy, healthy and clean, but the body

will be developed and the arms will gain

strength. It must be remembered that

this evening devotion to one's locks must

consist of brushing the hair, and not let

ting one's brush give hard blows to the

scalp. Before you begin the brushing,

carefully disentangle the hair with a coarse-

toothed comb and after that use a brush.

Those women who have the most beautiful

hair almost invariably use a comb of gutta

percha, long, narrow and coarse.

The Fashions of to-day

THERE is no reason why every woman

should not wear her hair in the man

ner that is most becoming, for the styles

are many and each woman can choose that

one which suits her best. The woman

 

AN EVENING COIFFURE (IlluS. No. 4)

with very dark hair should never have it

very much crinkled or fluffy. If she can

wear it quite plain it will be well to do so.

However, if a plain style of coiffure should

be too severe let it be arranged in close

waves and full, not fri^/v, locks.

A STYLE FOR A BLONDE

THE blonde or brown-haired woman is

at liberty to arrange her hair after a

much-fancied fashion which does

not depend upon her having a

very great quantity of it. Nowa

days her hair is what used to be

called "crimped," but with every

change of fashion comes a new

name, and so it is spoken of as

"undulated." It is done with

the iron after the hair has been

carefully parted, and, of course,

every woman knows how much

more show can be made when

she has waving tresses.

The best instance of

this arrangement is

shown in Illustration

No. i. The hair is

carefully parted, waved

all over the head and

then is drawn down at

each side lightly and

allowed to rest just over

the top of the ear. At

the back it is very softly

coiled, the end being

turned over like a puff

and fastened with a

small tortoise-shell pin.

FOR A BRUNETTE

HE brunette who has

brushed her hair

until it is as glossy as

possible, shows, in Il

lustration No. 2, how she may

arrange it to the best advantage.

As her forehead is somewhat high

she cannot dispense with a sug

gestion of a fringe, and therefore

the coquettish single curl just in

the centre is pulled a little so that

it spreads at the end, although

the idea of the one curl is not

\ lost. The hair is then drawn

back very softly, and midway of

the head it is turned, made to

stand out in something not un

like a Psyche knot, although

about it, making a round outline,

the ends of the hair are twisted

in what used to be known as a

rope coil, which comes out most

effectively in black hair. Usu

ally a rope coil to be an absolute

success must be arranged by a hair dresser,

and this is the only objection to it.

THE PLAITED KNOT

LONDES have found that for daytime

wear the low, plaited knot is almost

invariably becoming. A blonde, whose

head is so shaped that a plain arrangement

of the hair in front will suggest flatness,

has the hair on top of her head cut

about half way back so that it is

only sufficiently long to turn over

once in soft little curls, best ar

ranged, by-the-by, by putting them

up in curl papers. At the sides the

hair is long enough to be brushed

back and then turned over toward

the front in a long, fluffy curl on

each side, that will give the length

necessary to the face and the shape

of the head. At the back the hair is

carefully braided and pinned some

what closely to the head with small

gold pins, as shown in Illustration

No. 3.

For evening wear there is a de

cided tendency to arrange the hair

quite high, so that ribbons, jewels or

whatever hair decorations one may

possess or find becoming, may be

used. A coiffure in vogue is well i f

shown at Illustration No. 4. The

hair is undulated and drawn back

very softly, while a few short locks

have been drawn forward and make

for the evening a fluffy, not frizzy,

fringe. The remainder of the hair is

drawn up and turned into a soft twist

that is fastened in a loop on one

side, the end being brought over, rolled

over the fingers and spread into a long

soft puff at the other side. The high rib

bon decoration with its glittering aigrette

is pinned on the side where the hair lies

flattest, and rises up, far above the soft

puff, secured in its position and making a

most effective, though it is quite a simple,

decoration.

Where a ribbon or jeweled coronet is to

be worn, and the hair must necessarily be

worn high, it must be very firm, so that

the tiara may not get out of place. The

fluffiness of a puff or a few short curls, no

matter how becoming, are not allowable.

The cutting of the hair in the back is en

tirely out of vogue, but the natural short

curls are usually made fluffy.

B

A\ISTAKES THAT ARE MADE

WHO of us is there who has not grieved

at seeing a friend, intelligent and

pretty, make herself look stupid and ugly

by an over-heavy fringe, frizzed like wool

and made to come down so far on the fore

head that there is a doubt as to her having

one? The mode of to-day permits, where

it is necessary, a soft fringe, but this is a

short one, allowing the forehead to show

and making the looker-on conscious of the

intellectual strength of the wearer. Who

of us has not seen with horror the friend

whose hair a month ago was a pretty

brown, appear with it made either a brassy

yellow or a fiery red that deceives nobody

as to its realitv? I cannot say enough

 

STYLE FOR A BRUNETTE (IlluS. No. 2)

against the bleaching or dyeing of the hair.

The complexion and the hair are always in

harmony, and when you interfere with

Nature and change the color of your hair,

you will suddenly discover that your skin

looks dull and faded. Gray hair, which

frequently comes to very young women,

should not be interfered with, as its ten

dency is to soften the face and make it even

younger looking than it is.

a few Last words

AS the workman cannot do good work

without good tools, be certain that

you cannot achieve good effects as far as

your hair is concerned, unless your brushes

are kept perfectly clean. This is very

easily done by giving them a bath three

times a week in ammonia and water. Al

ways let them stand on their bristles. Long

hair should be brushed, not with a brush

having short, stiff bristles, but one that has

long ones, only of medium stiffness, which,

while they go through the hair easily, do

not drag it out. The requirements for the

toilet-table, irrespective of the alcohol lamp

and iron, at least of that part of the table

intended for the hair, should consist of a

folding glass, which permits you to see your

 

A VERY SIMPLE STYLE (IlluS. No. 1)

hair from all sides ; not less than two good

brushes; two combs; plenty of the best

hairpins—cheap, rough ones will ruin your

hair ; a jar of vaseline and a box of quinine

capsules. These last are not to put on

your hair, but down your throat, taking

them, of course, by the doctor's orders,

but with a view, when you feel physically

very down, of bringing yourself up and

gaining for your hair the gloss that only

comes from good health. Truly, the art

of dressing the hair has for its first rule

this : take care of your health ; and the

second, brush and brush and never weary

of brushing; and the third, take the

trouble to find the coiffure that is most

becoming, individualize it and always wear

your hair in that fashion.

B. & B.

From Maine to California

this store receives hundreds of orders

daily from dressy women for

Suitings, Silks,

Fine Wash Goods,

Laces and Embroideries

and there must be reason for it—there is—

it's the large collection of choice goods

and the prices that bring them. Whether

you live in or near any of the large cities.

New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis,

New Orleans or San Francisco, write us for

samples—out of curiosity if nothing else—

and if you find, to your great surprise, as

you will, choice goods, belter styles and

color combinations at enough less money

than generally sold, then you'll be paid for

sending and we've made a new customer.

This store sells millions annually, and is

one of the great going retail establish

ments of America.

Spedalties for August: 1000 pieces Nov

elty Taffeta Silks, 65c, 75c, 85c. and $1.00.

Suitings, 25c. to $1.50. Fine Wash Goods,

1% to 35c. All these when seen will

compel attention.

Duchesse Jaconats 12%c.

32 INCHES WIDE

Daintiest and Prettiest Fine Wash Goods

for the price ever sold, and all women

that see them indorse the statement.

BOGGS & BUHL

Allegheny, Pa.

Three TTorM's Fair Medals for Best ClotMna

WII hFN Fall and Winter Weight

5 COMBINATION

Knee Pants Suits

Pot Boys, ages 4 to
15 years, are Ready

The price is only

Our Name is
Our Guarantee
fl's on
Every Suit

COAT

Two Pair PANTS

And CAP

to Match

Samples
of
Cloth
Sent
Free

Oar Fall Cata
logue is ready.
Sent FREE on
request.

 

These

Suits

are

STRICTLY

ALL-WOOL,

STYLISHLY

CUT and

WELL MADE

Bull sent C. (>. D., subject to Inspection, or send $5.00
and we will promptly express suit ; if ordered by mail,
send 15.50. Money refunded if suit is not satistartory.
In ordering send size of hat. Address Department 1 1

JAMES WILDE, Jr., & CO.

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

Qirls

who are seeking a superior school should

send for the catalogue of

Harcourt

Place Seminary

The catalogue free will be accompanied by

a book of Gambier views to those who

inclose four cents in stamps.

Gambier, Ohio

CONSERVATORY OF UT1CA, N. Y.

Music in all its departments ; languages, elocution, etc.
Celebrated European professors only, excepting the
greatest Anier- T\TTT\f CV MlPIT examiner
■can Musician, UUUi-C I £>UUIV. and lecturer.

Christian home, Beginners or advanced students re
ceived at aiiv time, and trained thoroughly as music
teachers and artists. Positions sought for graduates.
Advantage* without temptations of big cities. Five free
wi ekly classes. Thirty free concerts, recitals, lectures.
All KxpeitftvN Paid to each student who induces
others to enter the institution. Year begins September
10. In 1889, Ittti students; now. -WO. Catalogues sent tree.

KOriS LOMBARD. Director

Kenyon Military

Academy, Gambier, O.

71st year. This old and remarkably successful school

provides thorough preparation for college or business,

and careful supervision of health, habits and manners.

It is much the oldest, largest aud best equipped board
ing school for boys in Ohio. Illustrated catalogue

sent for four cents in stamps.

PAT MI^TRY What the lines In your
rAU'iio 1 iv 1 nandH mean is told in the

"(irnmniar of Palmistry," by Katharine
St. Hill. Sent postpaid for 75c. Henry
Altemus, Publisher, 513 Cherry St., Phila., Pa.

20th Edition — Postpaid for 25 cents (or stamps).

THE HUMAN HAIR
Why It Falls Off, Turns Urav and the Remedy.

By Prof. BARLEY PARKKR, F. R. A.S.
A.T. Lono A Co., 1013 Arch Street. Phllada., Pa.

" Every one should read this little book."—Aikmmun.

Latest Styles in Hair Goods

New Illustrated catalogue sent free.
ttoodssent by mail everywhere.

Best quality natural curly Bangs, In
ordinary colors, from 91.80 up.

French Hair Switches from $1.75 up.
Second quality Switches from (1.00 up.

s. c. hkck
Importer and Manufacturer

86 N. Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE HANGING OF THE CRANE

HelenBy Jay

 

 

S soon as the young

housewife has in

stalled her house

hold gods in her

new home she longs

in good old scrip

tural fashion to call

together her friends

and neighbors to

rejoice with her.

;t exactly how she shall celebrate " the

nging of the crane," however, is a prob-

m. She may give a large reception, and

1 establish a clearing-house for all social

oligations, or she may from time to time

ntertain a few friends until all have broken

>read in the new home. While circum-

tances must, of course, control individual

iction, still there are a few general rules

which may be safely followed by all young

homemakers. A little thought, for in

stance, will convince the most ambitious

that a large reception so soon after the

formal marriage festivities will not give as

much satisfaction as a few smaller social

functions arranged with tact and original

ity. While few can analyze the charm at

taching itself to bridal gifts and the trous

seau of the happy young wife, all women

at least have felt its power. To see and to

handle the dainty household plenishings

and the wonderful creations of the modiste

and milliner are pleasures which no girl in

a normal condition can surrender without

a pang.

The hostess, then, who wishes to give

the greatest amount of enjoyment to her

girlhood friends will entertain them in such

a manner that they can peer into every

nook and corner of the pretty, new home

and chat over the gifts and fancy-work to

their heart's content.

A LUNCHEON for the bridesmaids and

most intimate friends is a very satisfac

tory form of entertaining. If most of the

guests—as very often is the case in these

days of college education—were school

mates of the bride it is a very tactful thing

to combine the class flower with the favorite

blossom of the bride in the floral decora

tions, especially those used for the table. In

this way the ' ' days o' lang syne ' ' are grace

fully recognized in the new home life, and

old ties strengthened instead of weakened.

As far as possible, the young housewife

should aim at absolute purity in her table

furnishings, and avoid the vulgar use of

colored silk, satin or unwashable lace.

No matter what many fashion notes have

to say about the use of ribbon bows

and streamers dodging in and out of ropes

of smilax, the most dainty tables are cov

ered with cloths of heavy white damask

and doilies of linen embroidered in white

or some delicate tint of wash silk. A low,

silver 6pergne containing growing ferns or

cut flowers in the centre of the table, and

four silver Empire candlesticks or small

lamps, one at each corner, are all the dec

orations necessary. The shades of these

lights should match the flowers in the

epergne in color and should always have

mica protectors. These soften the glow

of the outer covering of silk or crfiped

paper and prevent the disagreeable in

cident of a burning shade, which is

altogether too common a feature of the

ordinary luncheon.

THE following is an excellent menu for a

luncheon, and one which will not make

too great demands upon the skill and re

sources of the inexperienced housewife :

Litlle Neck Clams on the half shell
Bouillon or Clear Soup

Mushroom or Chicken Patties
Lamb Chops with Green Peas
Green, or Vegetable Salad
Crackers and Cheese
Ice Cream and Cake

Coffee

This may, of course, be greatly elabo

rated, but it is as it stands easily prepared

and served. The fish dealer will send the

clams ready to be served, while a caterer

can furnish the bouillon, patties, ice cream

and cake. In this way it will be possible

for one maid to attend to the other details

of the meal and wait upon the table. Ap

propriate and dainty place cards may be

made of water-color paper, heavy white

vellum or kid, with these words of Long

fellow's in silver lettering outlined upon

them :

" Oh, fortunate, oh, happy day,
When a new household finds its placeplai

in,"Among the myriad homes of eart

" To say you are welcome would be superfluous,"

or :

" Now good digestion wait on appetite,
And health on both,"

or this paraphrase of an old song :

" Now I am married
You must be gay ! "

ANY woman accustomed to the use of the

brush can easily make these cards her

self. If economy is to be closely considered

these place cards may be made to do dou

ble duty as favors by making them in the

form of needlebooks covered with kid, to

match the flowers in color, with the letter

ing on one lid and the name of the guest

on the other. The tops of old su^cie

gloves can be utilized for the purpose, al

though scraps of the material can be pur

chased for a trifle at the shops where

gloves or slippers are made. Very dainty

favors to stand at each plate are miniature

cranes with pendent kettles holding the

flowers chosen for decoration. If these

are not desired little satin-covered slippers

may be substituted, or photographs of the

" ingle side " of the new home tied to cor

sage bouquets. While boxes or baskets

of bonbons may be used with propriety,

still, favors of flowers are always in better

taste. Souvenirs of greater value have long

since been relegated to the blind followers

of vulgar extremes.

WHERE a luncheon is too much of an

undertaking for the young house

wife an afternoon card party or musicale

may be arranged in its place. For either of

these affairs sandwiches, salads, ices, cof

fee and cake are all the refreshments nec

essary. Ices, cake and coffee may be

served without the more substantial edibles

if desired. If a card party is the choice of

the hostess " hearts" will be the most enjoy

able game. The tally cards may be cut in

heart shape, and the ices and little cakes

moulded in the same form. A heart-

shaped silver pin-tray makes a dainty first

prize, and "a new broom," in the shape

of a silver-handled velvet brush, is pretty

for the second. After the games or pro

gramme are finished the maid should place

large plate doilies on the little tables scat

tered through the parlors, and two tiny

dishes, one holding olives, if salads are

served, the other bonbons. The other re

freshments can then be easily served.

After they have been eaten a large tray

holding bunches of roses may be passed to

each guest.

""THE ushers and best man and other bach-

1 elor friends of the husband are most

pleasantly introduced to the new home by

means of a little dinner. A reception is a

great bore to most men, and they flee from

the afternoon tea as from a pestilence, but

as a class they enjoy the bright chat of the

dinner-table followed by a cozy smoke.

In giving such a dinner the young hostess

should remember the adage of the ancients :

" In asking mortals to dine with you never

invite less than the Graces nor more than

the Muses." Any number of guests, then,

between three and nine, will insure one

condition of a successful dinner. The

crowding of a table is not only uncomfort

able, but the average housewife does not

begin her housekeeping with large enough

supplies of table furnishings to successfully

meet the demands of many guests. This

dinner may be given to the bridal party,

including the bridesmaids, or to the most

intimate friends, as circumstances may de

cide. It is always, however, considered

an unwritten law of etiquette that the

young wife shall in some way entertain the

members of the bridal party together in

her new home at as early a date as possible

after her return from her wedding trip.

FOR such a dinner the following menu is

simple and easily prepared although

it may be greatly elaborated, granted that

the silver and china closets can stand the

strain upon their resources :

Little Neck Clains on the half shell
Soup Julienne

Soft-Shell Crabs or Boil eel Salmon with Tartare Sauce
Roast Chicken or Fillet of Beef
Mashed Potatoes or Green Peas
Salad of Tomatoes or Asparagus

Cheese and Crackers
Ice Cream

Black Coffee

The hostess should quietly indicate to

each gentleman the lady he is expected to

take out to dinner before the dinner is

served. Place cards may be like those

used for the luncheon, or plain white

squares with this lettering :

" 'Tis heart speaks to heart at one's own fireside."

Favors are unnecessary with the excep

tion of large corsage bouquets of, if it is

possible to obtain them, the same flowers

that were used at the wedding. Have bou-

tonnitres of the same flower for the gen

tlemen. The table decorations may prop

erly correspond in color with those used at

the wedding.

A white dinner is both appropriate and

dainty, and furnishes an effective back

ground for the display of the new silver.

IF the young homemakers wish to have a

genuine, old-fashioned "house-warm

ing" it may be given in place of these

smaller functions I have spoken of or in

addition to them. In either case care

must be taken to give the affair an in

formal character. The house should be

thrown open from attic to cellar, so that

all friends who feel inclined may inspect

its treasures. Friends of all ages should

be invited, and the occasion made to re

semble the old-time evening party, over the

decadence of which we hear so much la

menting. The hearth or open fireplace

should be decorated with smilax or holly,

according to the season of the year. A

fire of logs or coals should be laid ready

for lighting, and at as early an hour in the

evening as possible the guests should be

asked to witness the formal kindling of

the household fire. This may be done by

an older relation, generally of the hus

band's family, or by the clergyman who

officiated at the wedding. In any case

the clergyman may, with the greatest pro

priety, be asked to follow the quaint Ger

man fashion and bless the hearth of the

new home, to which, as the old German

prayer says, "the Lord is bidden as a

guest."

IF the new homemakers are musical the

house-warming may be rechristened

and called "the opening of the piano."

In this event the new piano, generally in

cluded among the gifts of a music-loving

bride, becomes the centre of attraction.

It may be turned with its face toward the

wall and the back covered either with a

curtain of brocade or a screen of flowers

and vines. Large bowls of roses or palms

may be placed among the lighted candles

or small flower lamps on the top of the

instrument. The lid should remain closed

until the friend to be especially honored

opens it formally, generally with a few

words of kindly greeting to the new home.

A musical programme may then be ren

dered, followed later by a little supper.

A Simple

Supper

for the little ones, always relished, and

very economical, is a bowl of broth

made of

 

Extract of BEEF

with crackers or bread broken into it.

Use ^ teaspoon ful of the Extract to

each pint of water. Can be prepared

over an oil stove or gas jet.

We issue a little book of " Culinary

Wrinkles," which is to be had for the

asking. Send name and address to

Armour & Company, Chicago

IN addition to these more formal affairs

the young housewife will often be

called upon to entertain guests for a few

days at a time or for longer periods. She

will add much to her future happiness if, as

soon as her home is ready to receive her

friends, she will provide herself with a

guest book, in which each stranger within

her gates shall be asked to write his name

and the date of his visit with some adden

dum in the shape of a sentiment or charac

teristic comment upon some event in the

home life. In the years to come such

a book grows priceless and becomes one

of the most treasured possessions of the I

household. It revives tender memories |

and accumulates autographs which the

years increase in value. No one will ever

speak of the incentive to conversational

powers of the souvenir spoon who has had

the good fortune to chat with some bright

hostess over the pages of her guest book. I

The housewife will be obliged to have such

a book made to order, as there are none

in the market. It should be gotten up

after a glorified similitude of the hotel

register, with the name of the family and

the date of the establishment of the home

in gilt lettering upon the lid. If any more

elaborate inscription is desired the follow

ing line from Pope is appropriate :

"Absent or dead still let a friend be dear,"

or, better still perhaps, this verse from the

old Scotch song :

" Should auld acquaintance be forgot
And never brought to mind,

Should auld acquaintance be forgot
And days o' lang syne ? "

or by the following :

" I count myself in nothing else so happy,
As in a soul remembering my good friends."

An inexpensive substitute for this more

elaborate book may be found in one of the

large blank books generally used by law

yers.

If the portrait of the husband or wife is

added to the store of household treasures

the unveiling of the same may be made

the occasion for the exercise of graceful

hospitality. Appropriate songs and recita

tions may be rendered by friends or pro

fessional elocutionists and musicians, and

a few dainty refreshments served. Such

an affair may take place either in the after

noon or evening.

The conclusion of the whole matter is

perhaps this : The young hostess that

would have her home an inspiration and

a joy to all who enter it must not blindly

follow the ways of others, but study to be

original in her methods of entertaining.

She should have her home a creation rather

than a copy. Above all, she should not

forget to entertain strangers, those to whom

life has not been kind. The members of

the unions and guilds for whom she is

working, as well as the boys and girls from

her class in the mission school, should not

be excluded from the new fireside. It is

impossible to commute the far-reaching

blessings of hospitality when exercised by

a tender-hearted, good woman. If she

wills, she can make her home a haven of

rest to all who enter its doors. That bride

is sure to have a happy home who holds

that home in trust as one of the gifts for the

use of which she must give an account.

Served ICED,

H'lni'.HIIHd is

Delicious,

Refreshing,

and

Invigorating

CORRECT FORMULA

for preparing CH0C0LAT-MEN1ER.

Take one of the six sticks (in each half-pound pack
age), dissolve in 3 table-spoonfuls of water, over a
fire, stir briskly until completely dissolved, then add
sufficient milk for 2 cups and boil for about five
minutes.—Water may be used in place of milk.

Put It on Ice until cool, and serve.

Chocolat-Menier Vanilla Chocolate—

must be exclusively used.

 

ASK VUl'K 1.1(1" l i; t'OK If he hasn't it on sale,
send his name and your
address to Menier,
American Branch, No.
86 West Broadway,
New York City, or 59
Wabash Ave., Chicago.

CHOCOLAT

MENIER

Annual Sales Exceed
33 Million Pounds

Unlike the Dutch Process

No Alkalies

OR

Other Chemicals

are used in the

preparation of

W. BAKER & CO.'S

Breakfast Cocoa

which is absolutely
pure and soluble

1 1 has more fhtm three times the
strength of Cocoa mixed with Starch,
Arrowroot or Sugar, and is fur more
economical, costing l«* than one cent

a cup. It is delicious, nourishing, and easily digested.

 

Sold by Grocers Everywhere

W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

"Much water goeth by the Mill that

the Miller knoweth not of."

People purchase goods their dealer

offers them, depending on his repre

sentations as to quality. The quality

of our product is such that once

used, always sought after.

Our Fruits and Vegetables in tin and glass,

"Pound for Pound" Preserves
Meat Delicacies

"Blue Label" Tomato Ketchup

are for sale by " up-with-the-times " grocers.
Is yours such ?

Ourpriced catalogue and souvenir
" From Tree to Table" tells you of
us and our products; if interested
write us. and we will post you.

CURTICE BROTHERS CO.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Delicate Cake

Easily removed without breaking.
Perfection Tin* rfijiiirc no
Teasing. We Bend 2 layer tlni
17 mall for 30 cents, or 3 for 45
cents. Write Tor circulars 10

Agent* Wanted. RICHARDSON MFG. CO., D St. Bint, N. T.

Eggs Without Shells

You are sure of having a good egg, boiled Just as you
like It, free from shells, by using t*

 

PREMIER

* the

EGG CUP

Made of fine china— will not erase. The eeg Is broken,
boiled and served in the same cup. If your crockery
dealer hasn't them, write us. " Kgg'' booklet free.
Premier Ess C'up t o.. Box !>., Hyrnniite, N. Y.
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SUBURBAN LIFE FOR WOMEN

By Florence Morse

 

 

TTRACTIVE advertise

ments in the daily

journals unite with

the huge sign-board

announcements in

calling public atten

tion to the fact that

this or that "Manor,"

"Park "or "Heights"

is peculiarly desirable

for villa plots. Tired of city life the man

of moderate means and his wife are filled

with rosy visions, and are sure, sooner or

later, to be smitten with what is known as

" country fever." They become suburban

residents, either building a house or leasing

one at a " bargain " ; and the refrain of the

song that they sing is: "Away from the

noisy, dirty city, out into the pure, health-

giving, life-prolonging air ! Away from

the small apartment at high rental and the

crowded dwellings of town, into the house

that stands by itself and has its own lawu ! "

rHE wife has been too much absorbed in

her clubs, teas and dinners, and she

welcomes the thought that at last she has

an opportunity to read everything from

Richardson and Fielding to theosophy.

To have plenty of leisure in which to im

prove her mind is a dream now realized.

The days are long, and she is far away

from trivial interruptions. She believes

that the primary and essential use of the

country is a playground for children. \n

this big out-of-door nursery her children

respond quickly to Dame Nature's touch,

and their cheeks begin to glow and their

flesh becomes firm in romping about the

limitless fields. To see cows, chickens

and growing vegetables, and to have plenty

of sunshine in every room, give pleasure

and fresh strength to the wife as well as to

the children, and when she thinks of all the

sources of joy with which she is surrounded

she wonders why large cities exist except

as places for husbands to make money in.

If the city home has been in a flat she

delights in the big, open cellar where pota

toes and apples may be stored, and thinks

of the time when small quantities of veg

etables were bought and packed away in

the kitchen pantries. She enjoys the fit

ting and furnishing. The little trips to

town are only less delightful than the re

turn to the country. " Isn't it good to be

on the way to our quiet, country home ? "

she asks her husband when they meet in

the railway station to take the train home.

There is great happiness, perhaps, in the

garden work for the husband, and this

pleasure finds its echo in the wife. To get

up an hour before breakfast and hoe and

rake or run the lawn-mower " gives a man

a tremendous appetite " ; to go out and

gather flowers still covered with dew for

the table could never be done in the heart

of the town. The singing birds are a

strong contrast to the ear-piercing cries of

the hucksters and the din made by the

heavy teams that crowd the city streets,

and sht is thankful that she is far away

from the rush and noise.

DURING the spring, summer and autumn

the house is filled with guests, and she

is full of plans for their entertainment. To

have room for all these young men and

maidens gives her untold pleasure when

she thinks of the one guest-room which

she used to have in town. Bachelors come

out and stay over Saturday and Sunday,

and are immediately struck by the thought

of matrimony, and they begin to plan for

marriage and a home in the suburbs, and

our suburban wife enjoys this confidential

planning as much as the bachelor himself

does. The whole scheme is talked over,

and ways and means are discussed so en

thusiastically that the single man willingly

persuades himself that living expenses are

less in the country than in town, and may

be led to propose to some fair, country-

loving maid before his income or " nest-

egg " is big enough to warrant the step.

Interest in the big town has gradually

lessened for our suburban woman. She

has begun to find pleasure in the doings

of the people about her. They are there,

as she is, to enjoy the fresh air, the sun

shine, the open fields and woods. Her

neighbors' children, their servants, the

little church, and the differences of opinion

in local matters are now affairs of real im

portance. She organizes and manages the

book club, is prominent in the church fair

and is on the hospital committee. She be

comes an active factor in the community.

This experience to a woman who has been

swallowed up in the multitudinous life of a

great city is a novel and delightful one.

She feels for the first time that she is exert

ing an influence and has a recognized social

position.

DRESS and fashions do not occupy the

time or place in her thoughts they

once did, and although she always derived

a feminine pleasure in dressing becomingly

and even fashionably, she feels that it is

her duty to be glad of a certain emancipa

tion from this slavery. The quick, nervous

manner of the city woman has entirely dis

appeared, and her friends, whom she oc

casionally sees in town, begin to be afraid

that this surprising calmness is due to a

loss of spirit and energy. When they

accuse her of this she smiles in a self-confi

dent way as she thinks complacently of the

linen whitening on the grass and the chil

dren shouting in the barn—strong, rugged

boys and girls. Every holiday and saint's

day is a feast day, and there is a frolic at

night, with Virginia reels on the broad ve

randa in the moonlight or in the big living-

room within doors. The nutting, the

gathering of autumn leaves, and all sorts

of out-of-door winter sports are full of keen

enjoyment to our suburban wife. All

phases of healthy, hearty, country life

strongly appeal to the woman whose heart

is wrapped up in her children and her

home. ____

ANOTHER woman of a different tempera

ment may enjoy the suburban life for

six months or a year, perhaps longer, but

the time finally comes when she misses

something in her own life. She is first con

scious of this when her husband brings

some of his friends out from town. Their

conversation seems like an unknown tongue

to her. They talk of the opera, of concerts

and of plays. They refer to some famous

dinner at which they were guests, and

speak knowingly of new books and their

authors whom they have recently met.

She is silent. Her knowledge of old nov

elists avails nothing at this modern authors'

tournament. She realizes that she is ab

solutely ignorant of the subjects discussed

in metropolitan life. Accustomed to the

never-varying monotony of suburban life,

the wife, when she finds herself altogether

out of the talk in the presence of brilliant

minds, grows melancholy and despondent.

It is men and things, she thinks, that must

be seen to keep alive that interest in human

affairs which is sure to grow dormant in the

country ; and weekly or even daily inter

course with country neighbors, who may

also feel the truth of it in a greater or lesser

degree, can never make up for this loss.

Her husband does not feel this as keenly

as she does, he is in town every day and is

constantly rubbing up against men with

new ideas, and she admits to herself that

her life has been moving along in one rut.

AT first invitations were accepted to din

ners in town or to the theatre. Then

the late trains were dreaded and a recollec

tion of the sleepy, cold drive of a mile or

two from the station between twelve and

one in the morning took from the evening

all its pleasure. To stay in town all night

involved an extra expense, and a feeling

that the house will surely burn down some

time when they are both absent deters them

from the extravagance and helps to keep

them at home more than ever. The suburb

an wife suddenly discovers that her friends

in town have decreased in number. She

is forgotten and not missed at most of the

social functions. City folks have no time

to hunt up country people, if the latter can

never find an opportunity for visiting them.

She has noticed that her friends do not

come out in the winter with such prompt

ness as they did in the summer and

autumn, and there are weeks when her

country neighbors are the only people

whom she sees.

Then, too, she finds that there is a

suggestion of antiquity about her gowns.

Although they are still good they soon

acquire a decidedly provincial look. " How

can it be otherwise," she reasons to her

self, " when 1 never see anything that is

stylish and pretty?" Too much depend

ence she cannot place on fashion plates ;

only actual contact with living figures in

well-made clothes can give to a woman

that indescribable touch in her own gar

ments, that vague something which "fem

inine " women each and all long for. The

shopping trips to town are now done in a

perfunctory way. So much is crowded

into a day that it is too full for enjoyment,

and she goes home tired, and, it must be

admitted, cross. Soon it is mostly done

by mail or by her good-natured husband.

More and more she stays at home. She

finds that the hurried breakfast and the

morning trains have something to do with

her discontent. Her anxiety lest her hus

band should miss his train grows greater

instead of less, and she comes to dread the

journey herself.

GROWING vegetables has proved a dis

appointment. Her husband is not

eager to get up and work an hour before

breakfast. The lawn and the garden are

given over to the gardener, and her toma

toes cost her twenty-five cents apiece.

For a long time she has known that it costs

more to live in the country. With the one

exception of house rent their living ex

penses have increased. The market is in

convenient and often unsatisfactory-. It is

far away and has not the variety she longs

for. To her astonishment she has learned

that the best of everything that grows in

the country is taken to the cities. She is

continually called upon to subscribe to a

fund for the benefit of a gardener, a coach

man or a street laborer who has broken an

arm, is paralyzed or in debt. She is ex

pected to do something "handsome" for

the church and hospital. She longs to be

lost in the big city, where there are no next-

door neighbors, and where she may choose

her friends. She will never admit openly

that she gossips, but she has noticed that

in the absence of other things to talk about

gossip flourishes in suburban communities

as nowhere else. One of her greatest dif

ficulties is in keeping servants. In the

city one or two maids were sufficient to do

the work of her house. In the country the

staff had to be increased as there is never

any end to the work in a country house.

The extra sweeping due to the tracking in

of dirt and mud in bad weather ; forty or

fifty windows to keep clean ; a dozen

lamps to fill everyday ; wood to be brought

up for open fires ; verandas to be scrubbed,

and a score of other duties make the work

seem limitless and greatly swell the ex

pense of housekeeping. The maids are

contented and happy until October, and

then they openly declare that they can

stand it no longer. " It is too lonesome."

The next week or two the suburban house

wife haunts intelligence offices that "make

a specialty of country help," and the mem

ory of some of those wretched interviews

will always remain with her.

IN the foregoing I have briefly sketched

the chief advantages and disadvantages

which a woman is apt to experience in

suburban as compared with city life. We

have seen, to summarize the matter, that

the country is a glorious place in which to

bring up children, and that this in a

mother's mind will more than outweigh

many discomforts which she may suffer

and many pleasures she may feel the loss

of ; that a new and very agreeable sense of

the importance of her position dawns

upon a woman whose opinion and aid are

wanted to further every social and philan

thropic scheme that is set afloat in the

village, bringing vividly to her mind the

thought that to be a queen in a hamlet is

better than a subject in town. There are,

moreover, certain modest luxuries which

are out of a woman's reach in town owing

to their cost, but which may be enjoyed

without extravagance in the country—a

horse and carriage, not a swell rig but a

comfortable buckboard, a tennis court,

a croquet ground and an abundance of

flowers, wild and cultivated. The oppor

tunity to entertain one's friends in country

fashion is another great attraction of suburb

an life, town hospitality, on the other hand,

consisting mostly in giving teas and din

ners, luncheons and receptions. In these

ways suburban life recommends itself most

strongly to women, and, as we have seen,

there are also many comparatively minor

advantages that ought not to be over

looked in this discussion of life in a sub

urban place.

ON the other hand the disadvantages of

suburban life for a woman are many

and important. If she happens to be of

an economical turn of mind, and expects

to save money for her husband by moving

into the country, she will be appalled by

the expenses of housekeeping arising from

the necessity of more servants, higher

prices at the markets, the bills for fuel,

subscriptions to local enterprises, railway

fares, luncheons in town and the like.

Added to this practical drawback, which

generally comes as a surprise to the woman

who imagined that everything was cheap

in the suburbs, are the rustiness of mind

owing to the scant opportunities for mental

and social diversion, the weariness of body

due to increased household cares, and to

the difficulty of getting and keeping good

servants, the gradual estrangement from

one's town friends, and the irreparable loss

of the " bargain counter," which, for some

unaccountable reason, is never stocked

with the things she wants on the days when

she is obliged to visit the city.

The ideal way in which to live, if one

could afford it, would be to have a home

in the country for four or five months in

the year, and to spend the rest of the time

in the city. The country in summer is a

thousand times more enjoyable to the

woman who has passed the winter and

spring in town than to her who has been

waiting many long, dull months for a

glimpse of the first bluebird. The change

of scene and of air twice a year is a splendid

tonic, and one is enabled to enjoy both

town and country when they are at their

best without becoming surfeited with the

delights of either.

" Lactated

Food

Saves

Babies'

Lives"

 

Lactated Food

Made Him Strong

"LaCrosse, Wis., Nov. 27, 1893

"I inclose a photograph of our child, a

strong, healthy, Lactated Food baby, than

whom you cannot find a better specimen of

strength and good health. Lactated Food

agreed with him at once, and he has grown

steadily stronger and healthier, until at

nine months he is a large, fat baby, and

although so large, can almost walk. Every

one thinks him much older than he is and

wonders what we feed him on. We have

used equal parts of Lactated Food and

condensed milk for the reason that we

cannot get good cow's milk. My wife

says to every one that Lactated Food is

(he baby food. j. c. VARNEY"

 

Lactated Food

Was the Only

Food that Agreed

With Her

"Kalamazoo, Mich., Nov. 28, 1893

"I send you to-day a photograph of my

baby, to whom I have given Lactated Food

for some time. Her health has improved

rapidly since she commenced to take it,

and she is very fond of it ; I expect to con

tinue its use through her second summer.

I had previously tried other foods, but

none seemed to agree with the child until

I used Lactated Food, which was origi

nally prescribed by our family physician,

Dr. Osborne. Yours respectfully,

"Mrs. W. C. DAVIS"

SPECIAL TO MOTHERS

If you men t Son this advertisement and Rend 4 two-
cent stamps ftir postage a 25-cent can of Lactated
Food will be sent FREE for trial. Address

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO., Burlington, Vt.
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N this realistic age,

when truth is the

standard for judging

all beauty in art or

fancy-work, pale

pressed flowers com

pare favorably even

with brighter paint

ed ones. If pressed

carefully, so that the

jutlines seem natural and the coloring

tvell-preserved, flowers, ferns and grasses

ire really very beautiful, and have, besides

:he charm, their "genuineness," as well

is the value of association with places

ind people, to recommend them. When

aressed between sheets of blotting paper,

:otton batting, or even between old news

papers, delicate sweet peas, frail, dainty

:orget-me-nots, daisies, violets, pansies,

Drim roses, poppies, lilies-of-the-valley and

scores of other flowers retain their color

wonderfully well. The cotton or paper

ibsorbs their moisture and excludes the

lir, and many of the blossoms are as

arilliant when taken out of the press as

when first cut. Flowers to be used for this

purpose should be gathered about noon-

:ime, when there is least moisture about

:hem, and put immediately and carefully

:o press, arranging them naturally and not

:oo thickly on sheets of paper. Put on a

leavy, even weight, and do not disturb the

lowers until dry, unless they are thick and

succulent, and such flowers are not recom

mended for pressing, as they are apt to

nould and lose their color. But if they

:empt you into pressing you will need to

:hange your sheets of blotting paper every

'ew days. Such pretty things as golden-

'od, oats, grains of all sorts, and grasses,

'etain their color without pressing, but are

n better shape for use upon cards, calen

dars, envelopes, books, etc., if pressed.

IVhen dry and firm in texture the flowers

should be laid carefully away in a box, be-

:ween sheets of blotting paper, until needed

'or making some pretty gifts or souvenirs.

SOUVENIR CARDS

DRETTY souvenir cards, to be kept in

» memory of any day, place or occasion,

jr to be given to a friend, may be made

irom plain bevel-edged white cards, large

snough to hold a dainty spray of pressed

lowers tied with a narrow ribbon in one

:orner. A drop or two of mucilage will

lold in place the leaves and lighter sprays

ivhich trail gracefully in a diagonal direc-

:ion across the top, leaving space in the

:entre of the card upon which to write the

signification of the flower used. Take, for

instance, a knot of clover blossoms and

grasses, and tie them through a corner of

the card with narrow, pale green ribbon ;

then in the centre write or print in fancy

letters the word "Utility," the signification

Df grasses. Or, tie a scarlet clover blos

som in with several four-parted leaves and

write beneath " Auf Gluck" "Good

Luck," " Bon Voyage," or some such

phrase. On the back of the card a quota

tion or verse descriptive of the flower used

might be written. You will find dozens of

them in your reading ; clip them and put

them away with the flowers. "Delicate

pleasures" is the significance given the

sweet pea, and nothing can be prettier for

cards than the odd, silvery green leaves,

curling tendrils and exquisitely-colored

blossoms of the sweet pea. Pansies, vio

lets, daisies and arbutus, every one will

immediately think r>f as good for use in this

way, and there is a world of sentiment and

fancy connected with them. Take, for in

stance, the pansy :

" Pansies for thoughts."

" I send thee pansies, flowers of remembrance."

" My thoughts of gold."

" Here's pansies, that's for thoughts."

Hosts of complimentary things have been

sung and said by famous people about the

violet. The finest one, from Shakespeare

—may his shade not haunt me—I once

mutilated in this way :

" Violets blue, for truth, dim
But sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes,
Or Cytherea's breath."

I have not often seen nasturtiums and

poppies used on such cards, but they are

extremely picturesque and pretty. The

nasturtium stands for bravery ; the poppy

for what—vanity or frailty? I bethink me

of somebody's lines :

" Pleasures are like poppies spread,
You seize the flower ; the bloom is shed."

The thin, silken texture of poppy petals

m ikes them press unusually well.

The writing upon these cards should be

neatly and plainly clone in black ink, me

tallic paint, or with liquid gold.

DAINTY LUNCHEON CARDS

A LITTLE girl who was lucky in finding

four-leaved clovers once devised some

pretty and original cards for her mother's

lunch party. The leaves were picked and

pressed in her books on her way to and

from school, and were afterward mounted

with the white of egg upon large corre

spondence cards. None of the cards were

arranged alike. Usually there would be one

large leaf and several smaller ones on each

card—all put on in a dainty, graceful way,

sometimes scattered, sometimes looking

as if growing from the root. The guests'

names were done in green water-color or

pastel, in rustic letters, and down in one

corner of the cards, in smaller letters, there

was always some pretty quotation or prov

erb such as the following :

" Better be born lucky than rich."

" Good luck to ye ! "

" Welcome as a four-leaf clover."

" Lead on to fortune 1 "

" Live in clover."

Handsome sets of such cards may be

made from glossy magnolia or ficus leaves.

These may be pressed so as to retain their

lustre a long time, or fresh ones may be

used. Either above or below the mid-rib,

but near the centre of the leaf, write the

names of the guests, putting the gilt on

thickly so that they will look as if em

bossed, and somewhere near, a comical

little Japanese sign or figure, or some de

sign from a Brownie book in gilt.

PRETTY AND USEFUL CALENDARS

AMONG the many pretty and useful cal

endars which have fluttered out as

heralds of 1894 none were daintier or more

welcome as gifts than the wild-flower and

blue-print species.

For a wild-flower calendar take twelve

sheets of white or cream Bristol-board

about the size of ordinary note-paper.

Somewhere near the centre of these glue

the calendar blocks for the months, or draw

them if you prefer. Pressed flowers char

acteristic of each month are then arranged

upon the leaves in a careless, artistic way

and fastened there by strips of gilt or silver

paper glued across the stems. The flowers

may be etched in India ink or done in sepia,

if one prefers and is something of an artist.

It is not difficult to find in the plant world

something pretty and typical of each

month. For January the bare, light twigs

of some tree, as beech, maple or mulberry,

with their rich, deep tints of brown, gray

or purple, curious little knobs of hidden

buds and bold, graceful outlines. Or the

month might be represented by twigs of

evergreen, such as balsam, fir or spruce.

February has a fuller flora, but pussy

willows or any light, fluffy, silvery willow

catkins are best of all, it carefully dried

and pressed. In March, hepaticas are

plentiful, and nothing could be lovelier.

April has blood-root, arbutus, apple-blos

soms ; May, daisies, white clovers and a

wealth of flowers; June, the wild, exquisite

sweet-brier roses ; July, maidenhair ferns

and scarlet hawberries ; August, grasses

and cardinal flowers ; September, golden-

rod and asters ; October, gay autumn

leaves ; November, fringed gentians and

pale yellow witch-hazel stars ; December,

holly and mistletoe.

Press and keep all these flowers carefully

as the months go by until the time comes

for making your calendar, when you can

use them either for a blue-print or a wild-

flower one.

DAINTY LITTLE BOOKLETS

IF you have never seen a wild-flower book

you can have no idea how pretty and

dainty they are, and what acceptable gifts

they make for friends who love mementoes

of places, are fond of flowers, or even

those who are in any degree poetic and

artistic. Any woman who has a summer

outing at the seacoast or among the moun

tains, or who has only an occasional day's

whiff of "green fields and pastures new,"

may collect flowers, grasses, ferns and

mosses enough to give her friends charm

ing surprises on birthdays or at Christmas,

"Wild Flowers of Colorado" was the

first wild-flower book, I believe. There

are a number of volumes in the series now,

and every woman who sees them is wild to

collect her own favorite flowers into simi

lar booklets. The flowers are arranged

singly or in groups upon the right-hand

pages, each one being laid upon the page

in the way in which it grew, with Nature's

own grace in lines and the curving of

stems. The coloring of the petals re

mains wonderfully fresh and clear, and

many of the pages are as handsome as fine

water-color paintings.

CLOVER, DAISY AND ANEMONE

IN these Colorado wild-flower books are

preserved many of the flowers which

Helen Hunt Jackson loved so well and

made so famous in verse : columbine and

prairie clover, daisy and anemone, gentians

and modest meadow-rue, everlastings as

silver}' as the Alpine edelweiss, ferns and

grasses, sprigs of kinnikinic from H. H.'s

own grave, and the Mariposa lilies of her

western stories.

If you are traveling in countries famous

for beauty or history, flowers plucked from

along the way, the most fastidious and in

tellectual of your friends would find pre

cious, if preserved in handy booklet form.

The books may be purchased all ready

for the flowers, or you may make them

yourself by taking choice unruled note-

paper for the leaves, and designing a pretty

decorated cover, with a few wild flowers

and grasses lightly sketched upon it, and

the title, "Wild Flowers from English

Meadows," or whatever the locality may

be, done in rustic letters.

Fasten the flowers upon the pages with

tiny strips of gold or silver paper wet with

mucilage, placing them across the stems

only—never over leaves or flowers. In one

corner of the page write the botanical and

common names of the flower, the place

where it grew and the date on which it was

gathered, as :

Leontopodium alpinum "j Summit of Mont Blanc

Swiss edelweiss j July 4th, 1894.

A patriotic American booklet would con

tain specimens from famous battlegrounds,

from Niagara, the Natural Bridge, Yo-

semite, arbutus from Plymouth Rock, etc.

BLUE-PRINT CALENDARS

THESE calendars are usually about the

same size as that given for the wild-

flower calendar, and for them the same

pressed flowers and arrangement of calen

dar blocks may be used. Not many peo

ple who receive these calendars as gifts

could ever guess how they were made,

although the work is really very simple.

Pressed flowers are placed on the clear

glass of a printing frame, such as is used

by amateur photographers. The calendar

is plainly marked on tissue paper and also

placed on the glass, the arrangement be

ing just that which is desired on the finished

page. A ferro-prussiate or blue-print paper

is then placed over the arranged material

and exposed to direct sunlight. The paper

is next washed in clear water, and the

pretty blue and white picture is finished.

The paper for them may be obtained from

any photographer, who will also do the

printing if desired. The ground color of

the calendar leaves will be rich blue, with

the picture of the flower in white and the

calendar month in pale blue. All the

variety one wishes may be secured by plac

ing the calendars in different positions upon

the leaves, and by different arrangements

of the flowers. The cost is trifling and

the result charming. Either of these cal

endars may be made larger, of course.

Where heavy sheets of Bristol-board, a

foot or two feet square are used, the panels

may be made very handsome and striking.

For these all the flowers need not be

pressed, and a greater variety may be se

cured. Bunches of wheat, rye, oats and

grasses, tied with white ribbon and gilded

in touches here and there are beautiful or

naments when used in this way ; and so

are sketchy acorn cups and saucers or

fluffy milkweed pods, partly burst and

showing their fluffy, silken, snow-white

contents, especially if the rough stems and

pods are gilded.

FROM ACROSS SEAS

OF course, a book containing flowers

from all the famous lands—thistles

from Scotland, shamrock from Ireland,

lilies from France and heather from English

moors—will be greatly prized, but the con

tents for books both dear and beautiful

may be gleaned entirely from home nooks.

Some friend of yours is traveling in far

away lands for her health. Think what a

pleasure it will be for her, as she sits in

her invalid chair, to turn the leaves of a

dainty volume fragrant with real wild

flowers from home ! Daisies and butter

cups marked "from the south meadow,"

anemones and hepaticas " from the north

woods," violets and blood-root "from

East River bank," sweet-fern "from the

upland pasture"—all the dear, familiar

places through which she once scrambled

with her playmates.

If you cannot have a whole season in

which to collect material, improve the bits

of time which chance to you. It is won

derful how many pretty things quick eyes

and nimble fingers can accumulate in a

short time. I heard of a young girl who

collected a handsome book full of sweet,

wild things in one day, even on that bare,

ledgy island of Appledore, among the Isles

of Shoals, and one of her pages I remem

ber as far more beautiful, with its tiny

scarlet sprays of pimpernel, than any

painting.

Choose for such booklets the delicate,

thin-petaled flowers with grace of outline

and beauty of form, rather than large ones

of thick, waxen texture. Some of the

latter are very beautiful, but it is difficult

to press them nicely.

Dwight Anchor

Cottons

For Shirts

Pillow-Cases

Sheets and

other Household

Necessaries

Made in

all the

Standard

Widths

 

DWIQHT ANCHOR MUSLINS

are of extraordinary weight and durability, are
easily washed and will remain soft and pliable.

Unbleached, Bleached or Half-Bleached

May be obtained through your dealer; if he has
none in stock, he can procure them for you from
any wholesale house.

MINOT, HOOPER & CO., Boston and New York

 

Lundborg's

Trio of Violets

is especially recommended

The high reputation of Lundborg's Per

fumes has been fully maintained by the

more recentlv introduced Toilet Waters

and Sachet Powders, which are becom

ing a necessity of every refined toilet.

Sachet Powder placed with linen, etc.,

gives a fresh fragrance, unattainable by

other means, and Toilet Water is a

luxurious addition to the bath, especially

in warm weather.

Lundborg's

Sachet Powders Toilet Waters

Violet, White Rose, Pansy, vinlst «,ul 1 ilarHelio-Violet and Heliotrope % lo,et al,d Lllac

For Sale Everywhere

BURNETT'S

LAVENDER SALTS

Invigorating

Refreshing

FREE FROM

LIQUID

and therefore not liable

to leak or stain

 

35 and 50 Cents

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS

or mailed direct on receipt of price by

JOSEPH BURNETT & CO., Boston, Chicago

"JACkOSE,"0^.?.

 

paid,

is the highest priced
and best perfume and
cannot be made for
less, order it from

Buck &

Rayner

EttnblWlicd 1SSH

State and
Madison Sts.

CHICAGO

They send 5 samples of Jacrose Toilet Prepara
tions (Hygienic), worth 75c, free with each order."

Russian Violets

On receipt of HO rents we will send von bv return
mall a package of It usslan Violet Sncliet Powder
for perfuming luces, handkerchiefs, letter iiuperand the

I corsage. Addkkss HEN. LEVY &■ CO.

1 French Perfumers, 34 West St.. HonIoii. Mass.

How

Often

An opinion is formed from the sta
tionery one uses.

BOSTON LINEN

BOSTON BOND and

BUNKER HILL
Writing Paper* ami Envelope* arc be
yond criticism. If not obtainable through
your dealer neurl * cms for sample*. 1

Samel Ward Co., liotton, Ms««.
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FOR HANDY FINGERS TO MAKE

A Group of Artistic Suggestions by Some Clever Women

 A SOFA-CUSHION COVER

THIS effective pattern for a sofa-cushion

cover is designed more particularly for

summer use. It should be worked on

ecru linen of the stout make now so popu

lar for artistic embroideries. The pattern

is in very open cut work. The cushion is

first covered with soft colored silk. The puff

around the edge is of the same, the linen

HE clever fingers of the modern

woman are almost a matter

of proverb among her con

temporaries, and the design

ing of work, whether useful

or ornamental, for these

fingers to accomplish is be

coming a matter of considerable difficulty

if the demand is that these articles shall

be novel.

The revival of the reticule, or outside

pocket, is a case in point. Its usefulness

has never been denied, nor its beauty ques

tioned. Its greater convenience over the

tiny triangles, which one dressmaker out of

every hundred is willing to place in a gown,

has never been doubted, and yet despite

both its acknowledged use and beauty its

readoption has depended upon the neces

sity for providing something new for femi

nine fingers to make and ornament as may

be seen from our illustration. Below are

also given some designs for dainty table

decoration.

OUTSIDE POCKET FOR STREET GOWN

A NOVEL idea for such a purpose is shown

in the accompanying illustration. It

is intended to be made up to match a cos

tume composed of plain and

brocaded or figured goods.

The back part of the pocket

is of the patterned fabric,

which is sewed over a firm

lining. The upper portion

is shaped in the manner in

dicated in the drawing, and

passed through a strap at

the waist, similar to that to

which chatelaines are at

tached, being turned over

and held in place with a

fancy button. The pockets

are made of the plain ma

terial and have an embroid

ered design worked upon

them. The pocket illus

trated is of gray, decorated

with shades of yellow, brown

and red. All the soft tones

of the figured goods are em

ployed in the embroidered

parts. The design chosen is

simple but very artistic. It

is composed mainly of small

round, berrylike forms,

worked in satin-stitch and

held together by flowing

lines. The initials, which

are solid and raised, are

worked upon the largest

pocket, which extends the

whole depth, behind the

smaller front pocket. The

tiny pockets above the

initials are intended to

hold tickets or small change, while the

others will take handkerchief, cardcase

and pocketbook. These outside pockets

will be found a great convenience in these

days when it seems almost impossible to

find a place in the dress skirt for one.

Mrs. Barnes-Bruce

A LUNCH-COVER OF WREATHS

SMALL flowers, in the form of wreaths

and festoons, are very popular for em

broidery on white linen, as they are so

dainty in effect. The illustration below

shows a floral design for a lunch-cover,

which consists of a wreath of violets,

forget-me-nots, daisies, etc., in the cen

tre, while semi-wreaths of the same

flowers form the decoration for the

corners, with tiny sprays of flowers

scattered lightly between. Embroider

the flowers in shades of violet, pink,

yellows, dull reds, etc., after the Dres

den manner, but care must be used in

selecting shades of silk that will har

monize well. The leaves can be worked

in varied shades of green. It would be

pretty to have a set of doilies to match the

lunch-cover, embroidered with the tiny

sprays of different colored flowers.

A PAINTED MILK-PITCHER

A CHARMING decoration for a china milk-

pitcher may be found in our illustra

tion, which shows the milkweed with the

pods bursting open, distributing the little

sjed vessels over the surface of the china.

The rough texture of the brownish-green

 

 

 

OUTSIDE POCKET FOR STREET GOWN

A DAINTY FLORAL LUNCH-COVER

pods contrasts beautifully with the silver

sheen of the down on the seed vessels,

which in Nature look like spun silk. If

painted directly on white china it will be

necessary to put in a few delicate gray

shadows. If a background

is desired a light blue,

gradually fading into a

brownish tone below,

would be extremely effect

ive. For this, deep blue

green can be used, working

in brown 17, or violet of

iron for the brownish tint.

A shade of violet, pink or

one of a light gray green

would also be pretty. The

stalks and pods may be

painted in varied shades of

brown green, violet of iron,

yellow brown and brown

17. The seed vessels are

put in with a dark brown,

say bitume or brown 17 ;

the white down is first

shaded with a delicate gray

and touched up with w hite

enamel, which will give a

raised appearance, or the

lines on the downy seed

vessels may be touched

up with gold if preferred.

In painting on china it

is well to remember that

the article to be painted

must be in good condi

tion and perfectly clean

and dry. As a general

rule when finished and

ready for firing, the work

should be two shades

darker than it is intended

to be after firing. Success

ful china painting of any

sort calls for a great deal

of discretion ; added to this comes con

scientious care. With these, and, of course,

skill, good results are possible.

Anna T. Roberts.

A SOFA-CUSHION COVER

being laced on to the foundation. The

work is executed in Roman floss one or

two shades darker than the covering. The

design is buttonholed in every part, then

cut out and the fillings put in with me

diaeval silk. Emma Haywood.

IMITATION OF ENAMEL

THIS new method of imitat

ing the costly enamel

painting is to be recom

mended because the decora

tion can be rapidly applied

to so many articles of orna

ment and use, while the

brushes and wax are easily

obtainable and very inex

pensive. Red and black

should be used only in the

best qualities of sealing-wax.

Put a bit the size of a hazel

nut into an old pomade jar,

or anything of the sort, and

cover with alcohol and let

dissolve from twelve to

twenty-four hours. It is the

right degree of consistency

if, when dropped upon glass,

it no longer runs, but re

mains stationary.

For lines and dotted pat

terns the finest water-color

brushes must be used ; fig

ures require larger ones.

If the articles to be orna

mented have narrow necks

the principal shapes can be

cut from paper, gummed

upon the outside and then

outlined with white wax.

The smaller leaves, tendrils,

etc., must be sketched with

white wax, which can be

easily washed off with the alcohol used to

clean the brushes, should any mistake be

made.

All bottles, whose pattern of dots is to

be put on in bright colors, must be under-

 

DESIGN OF MILKWEED FOR A MILK-PITCHER

painted with white, on which surface, after

it is dry, the most delicate patterns can be

readily executed.

Mary J. Sakkord.

Llama Fleeced Stripes

Polka P. K. Fleece

English Fleece n

ARE THE

 

MARK,

LATEST NOVELTIES

COTTON FLEECED

FABRICS

Specially Designed and Finished tor

LADIES'

House Dresses Undergarments
Invalids' Wrappers Night Gowns

Dressing Sacks Chamois Vests
Silk Dress Linings Underskirts, etc.

CHILDREN'S and INFANTS'

Cloaks Night Clothes
Underclothes

Carriage Robes and
Cradle Covers

 

Dressses
Bibs and

Aprons

Draperies and Embroideries, Portieres, Lambre
quins, Table Covers, etc.

In WHITE and all the LATEST COLORS

Sold by every Retailer in the I'nited States under
the "Dragon" Trade-Mark only.

Are you Interested

in Mexican

Drawn=Work?

If so, you should have our new book

by Mrs. S. E. Criss Wise, entitled

500Designs in Mexican Drawn-Work"

The designs are from

photographs of work

actually done.

Mailed, postpaid, on

receipt of

50 cents in stamps

James McCutcheon & Co.

14 West 23d St., New York City

When ordering mentitm The Ladie*' Hume Journal

Comfort in Sleeping

IS absolutely essential to health

THE COLUMBUS

SPR1NQ PILLOW

tnakeN a cool, com Curl able head rrst
for invalid* and d< ept 1 - generally.
Lighter, and as koR a* feMbcn.

, Keep* Itl ithape. Laced at each cud,
Ml*- Opened andI t ul to ^J^i rratilailo*. Clean, nobeleai.

Show 4on.tmrlloa. ofa^ fcnr, vermin proof. Superior

to the ordinary pillow, a* a npr1nff matire^ to the old feather bed.

Prices No. 1, 20x30, $2.00 ; No. 2, 22x30, $2.50
Sflnt, • \ |'i • -- paid, on receipt of price. Send for free booklet

COMl SHU S M'HIM. PILLOW CO., 44 Wrat Broadway, New York

On the face

and back of every

card of genuine

DeLong Patknt

Hooks and Eyes will

be found the words:

See that

 

hump?

RtCLAPA. IM*.

Richardson

& Pe Long Hros.,

Philadelphia.

 

It costs no more to put on

and you save several times the

expense of inferior binding and

frequent renewals

by using

Bias

Velveteen

Skirt Bindings

which last as long as the skirt.

Ask your dressmaker

and your dealer
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. Department devoted to a social interchange of ideas among Journal readers,
•ss all letters to Mrs. Lyman Abbott, care of The Ladies' Home Journal, 421-127

Street. Philadelphia.

 

LTHOUGH I do not like to fish

myself, I should like to

have the boys invite

me this summer to join

their fishing excur

sions. Then, as we

walked through the

woods and by the

brookside, or floated

on the lake or watched

the bob for the bite, I could,

perhaps, get the ear and the

sympathy of my companions.

1 was always fond of boys,

even at an age when it was not considered

proper to acknowledge it, and I have been

growing fonder as I have grown older,

and because I care so much for them I

have "great expectations" for them, and

I want them to be strong, clean and

chivalrous. Although nowadays there is

much talk of the self-reliance of women,

the moment any physical danger threatens

how quickly they fly for protection to the

vigorous, manly arm, and how noble the

response is even after there has been so

much of unappreciation and ingratitude.

It is said that fear for the future comes on

with increasing age, and perhaps that is

the reason that 1 look forward with some

foreboding to the next generation of our

boys, and I am anxious to have them

warned of danger.

* *

SINCE I cannot carry out my plan and talk

to the boys myself. I ask the mothers

and sisters and friends of the boys to do it

for me. I would tell them that we are

just as much in need of bravery now as in

more warlike times ; that manliness needs

to assert itself in demanding the right as

much as ever in this world's history ; that

victory should be as much a rallying cry,

and that patient, persistent, unflinching,

enduring battle, and united, unselfish, en

thusiastic devotion to a cause, should be

as glorious a demand upon our young men

as any which history records. It is well

said that "easy abdication is an indication

of weakness," and if our boys and young

men fail to use their power in sustaining

the kingdom of right it is because there is

weakness at the root of their characters.

Do you ask me what boys can do? Ah, I

should like to tell some boys I know how

to begin to-day. For mother and sister

they should be the truest knights, alert to

lighten the daily tasks, ready to defend

from every injustice and proud to acknowl

edge allegiance. Ah, if this required an

Arab steed and a coat of mail and an

engagement in some great tournament, it

would appeal to a boy's spirit, but when it

means hard knocks at homely tasks, and

" defense of old-fashioned ways," and

pride in possessing an obedient will, and

unselfishness in word and deed and thought,

then it is not so attractive. But this is the

kind of manhood the times are calling for.

God grant our boys have courage to an

swer well.

WILL you kindly clear this cloud for me? Should
a man and wife be members of the same

church ? After graduating I intend to marrv a young
man who, as well as his family, is a Methodist, while
I am an active member of the Baptist Church. It
would be hard for either of us to give up the church
of our choice. What agreement or compromise
should we make? I would like to have this per
plexity settled before we are married, as 1 think it an
important one. Bessy.

It is not necessary for a man and his

wife to be members of the same church,

but it is a great deal better for them to go

to church together. It is certainly hard

for one to "give up" her church, but I

should prefer that to giving up the com

pany of my husband. Fortunately the

church of which 1 am a member is pos

sessed of such a spirit that people of differ

ent denominations can enter its fold and

share its work very comfortably. There

are many families with us who have thus

compromised. I think it would be far

better for you both to decide which shall

be your common church home. If yours

is a Free Baptist Church it will be compara

tively easy, for the differences will not

make either church impossible for you both

to join. If it is not it will be much more

difficult, but if you are both more set on

being Christlike than on carrying out your

own will, if you place life beyond ceremony

and love as the "greatest thing in the

world," you will find it comparatively easy

to adjust these minor matters. For after

all, religion does not consist in any particu

lar form and ceremony, but "to do justly

and to love mercy and to walk humbly

with thy God."

MAY I come in for a little talk ? I am a young
woman who has been away from home for

over two years—my first experience—and at times I
am so lonely that when 1 notice the letters in this de
partment it makes me want to write. After coming
here, 1 look my letter from my home rector to the
rector of the church I wished to attend. He was
very kind and pleasant to me and promised to call,
which he has never done. Sunday after Sunday, for
the past two years, 1 have gone to church ; never a
soul has noticed me any more than were 1 a part of
the fixtures there, and only those who have gone
through a similar experience can imagine how lonely
1 do feel. At home the Sundays were always looked
forward to, but now I really dread to have them
come, for 1 feel that it is my duly to attend the church
service, and yet it does seem as though I could not
stand it much longer. Often I notice a sweet-faced
old lady who sits near me there, and do wish that
she would only speak to me. Do you think it would
be wrong for me to remain at home in my room on
Sundays rather than go to church under these cir
cumstances? I do wish that you would advise me
on the subject, for 1 have no one to whom I can go
for advice, and having been brought up to always
attend the service, it does not seem right to me to
remain at home. L.

Perhaps your experience has been pre

paring you to do some special work

for your Master. You may be an apostle

to the lonely. Suppose you go to church

next Sunday not expecting to be spoken

to, but with the determination to greet

some one else. Linger a little as you

enter the church and watch for a hesitating

stranger and give her a smile of welcome.

Did you ever think that perhaps you have

been so self-contained that you did not

invite cordiality ? I have some neighbors

in church to whom, with all my efforts, I

have not been able to give the friendly

salutation I have wanted to give. If, after

several efforts to do something for some

one in the church you have been attending,

you find the conditions so unfavorable as

to be utterly discouraged, would it not be

well to try some other church? It is un

fortunate your rector has not called upon

you, but I know something of the life of a

city pastor, and I know how impossible it

is for him to do what he longs to do.

There are some churches, I am sorry to

say, where friendly hospitality seems to

have no place, but were I to find myself

in such a one I know what 1 ought to do,

though I might not have the grace to do

it : I ought to set about introducing hos

pitality and cordiality in a quiet, unobtru

sive way by introducing myself, and by

endeavoring to make friends.

I AM a young man just completing my professional
course of study in a Normal school, and will soon

be ready to grapple with the realities of life. My
inclination would lead me to marry soon, and I be
lieve it would insure my professional success to do
so. The young lady of my choice is an instructor in
the school which 1 am attending. Kver since our
first introduction I have entertained feelings of the
highest regard for her, and these feelings have grad
ually ripened into a sincere and lasting affection. 1
have never spoken to her of my love nor shown her
any marked attention, thinking it might not be
proper, considering our relation as student and in
structor, yet 1 feel that my affection, if made known,
would he reciprocated. Is there anything in our
present relation which would make it inappropriate
for me to ask her company in attending entertain
ments, and showing her those marks of preference
usually shown by lovers ? I do not wish to deny
myself the pleasure if it is unnecessary under the
circumstances. l.S. N.S.

There is no serious reason why a mar

riage between yourself and your instructor

should not be a happy one. It is not usual,

and therefore you should be very sure that

you are not mistaken, that she can look up

to you as her protector and support. The

man should, I am sure, be the head of the

house—not a tyranny, not a despot, but a

kind, wise and strong master of the house.

To him all the household must be able to

appeal. He must be responsible for the

shelter, for food, for the raiment needed by

his wife and his children. If he is to be so

responsible he must have the right of

direction, and usually to make such a re

lationship possible the husband should be

the elder and not the pupil. I do not con

sider that a wife maintaining such a rela

tion to her husband is less than he or

beneath him in any sense of servitude or

ignominy. It has sometimes been said

that the wife is the heart and the husband

the head of the home. Neither has the

monopoly of wisdom or affection. This

will not answer your question definitely.

That I could not do. No one can settle

for another the problem of marriage, and

whether you should pay those attentions

which mark the lover depends upon the

certainty of your purpose. What the at

tentions should be can only be determined

by a careful regard to the circumstances ;

of course, you would not allow them to

subject your friend to annoying remark,

nor to interfere in any way with her posi

tion as instructor in the school in which you

are both endeavoring to do good work.

Can you not have a confidential talk on the

subject with the young woman herself?

I AM very much in love with the nicest young man
» in the world and have reason to believe that my
love is returned, but he is younger than I am and his
mother objects to the match, not only on that account
but because they are a proud family of better social
standing than our family, and I am not even an
heiress. Oh, why will people be so cruel? My
mother, being very poor and having many to look
after and provide for, is anxious to get some of us
girls married off, ami she is now trying to influence
me to marry a man who is older than I am and who
is wealthy and exceedingly fond of me. What shall
I do? Would it be wise to give up such a good
chance when I know that the man 1 love can never
marry me? Must I remain a burden upon my
mother's hands when I might make my wealthy ad
mirer as well as my own family happy ? L. I.

Why is it necessary to repeat that mar

riage without love is a sin? You have no

right—it seems to me I have said this many

times before—to marry one man when you

are " in love " with another.

IPRESt'MF. that you do not often hear from Man-
itobans. I am a genuine one, having been born

there and never having been outside ils limits. I
have thought that perhaps you would like to see
some flowers from here, as they are more than likely
very different from those that you have. It would
afford me a great deal of pleasure to send you some.
Do you not think it very wrong to laugh at and make
fun of " old maids," even though they may he a little
peculiar? Do you think there is anvthing wrong in
teasing people—for instance, in teasing a girl about
a certain man, or a man about a certain girl?

A Manitoban.

I should indeed like to see your native

flowers, and I should like some time to see

your home. Your questions are very easy

to answer. I think it is a great wrong to

laugh at "old maids." It is wrong to hurt

the feelings of any human being, and so-

called "old maids" are generally especially

sensitive. Often they have given their

youth, sacrificing, perhaps, a lover to a

father or mother or younger sisters or

brothers—heroines indeed, although un

known and unrecognized. Yes, too, I

think it is a " vulgar habit" to tease men

and women about each other. Not every

playful remark can be characterized as

teasing but it is dangerous to treat love

lightly.

WILL you please tell me how one is to become
proficient in "cotton-classing," and how one

can get a position to do it ? I am not able to teach
on account of my health, and I would rather he a
first-rate " l otton-classcr " than a second-rale any
thing else. . D. L.

W ho can tell our friend what this "cot

ton-classing" is and how she may become

familiar with it ?

THE following conversation recently over

heard carries its own lesson :

Unclk Charlie—Get out of my way

there, Willie, you are always under my feet.

Willie—.Mamma, when will I be old

enough to say, 'get out of my way' to

people?

Mamma—Why, what do you mean, Wil

lie?

Willie—When I hit somebody you

make me say, ' I beg your pardon '; when

folks hit me they say, 'get out of my way.'

Do they say it to everybody or only to

little boys?
* *
#

I WAS reading the other day this quotation : " Evil
is wrought by lack of thought as well as lack of

heart." I have wondered if it would not be a help
if others, as well as myself, would send some
suggestions concerning Ihougbtfulness or lack of
thougblfulness, or cite some instance which has par
ticularly interested them.

I am one of the "shut-ins," ami though I am not
able to visit or even bear the strain of callers with
out great fatigue, I long many times for a change of
scene. I sometimes say, " If I could only go a-visil-
ing without the visiting!" We have a very dear
friend living a short dislance from us who expects to
go away for a vacation this summer with her hus
band. 1 have been made very happy by her kind,
cordial invitation to me and my nurse and compan
ion to take possession of her home during her
absence. 1 think none but those who have been cir
cumstanced as I am can know what a pleasure it is
to anticipate such a change, anil if I am able to be
moved when the time comes I hope it will he a real
benefit to me. Cannot others who are planning for a
summer vacation at the seaside or mountains lend
their homes, just as they are, to some people who
need a change but are unable, forone cause or an
other, to have what they long for? They need not
necessarily select an invalid ; I believe there is many
a housewife wearied by the monotonous round of
domestic duties who would receive an impetus from
such a change, even though obliged to continue ac
customed duties in a new plat e. I make this sug
gestion hoping it may he the means of inspiring one
person—if only one—to make the most use of her
comforts and blessings by sharing them with another.

Onk of Your Rhadbrs.

Life would be eased of many of its hard

times if there were a more thoughtful use

of our possessions in providing pleasure

and restfulness for others. I saw at a

friend's house the other day a beautiful

picture which had just come home. It had

been loaned to an invalid for some months,

anil I wondered why such a pleasant way

of tloing a favor had not been thought of

by others, for I am sure it is a lack of

thought indeed and not lack of heart which

stands in the way. When the city house is

being closed for the slimmer, might we not

think of something in it which could be

doing service in our absence to some one

who cannot leave the "city's sights and

smells" for country rest and refreshment?

( >r might we not in some way allow that

large, airy, city house to be of some com

fort to some less fortunate friend who would

appreciate its spacious rooms and care for

it even as we would have it cared for, until

our return ?
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DAINTY STYLES IN LINGERIE

#y Isabel A. Mallon

 

T has not been so very long

ago since muslin was gen

erally used for underwear.

That it was thick, warm

and by no means easy to

arrange in a pretty way

was not thought of, and

if one suggested that in its

place linen or lawn should be used some

one else was always ready to announce

that both of these materials were more

expensive and more difficult to launder.

Nowadays we know that lawn or percale,

for the latter is frequently noted, is quite as

cheap as muslin, because of the greater

width, and that, as underwear is no longer

made stiff with starch, its laundering is

quite easy. The heavy embroideries that

wire once in vogue are no longer seen,

and if one wishes a garment to be very

fine, and yet simple, it is without trimming,

and its decoration is made by its being

well cut and perfectly sewed by hand.

The Favorite materials

AS I said before, the favorite material

for underwear, of course not counting

the flannel for petticoats, is either lawn or

percale. When the latter is chosen it usu

ally has a fine stripe or tiny dot of some

color on it. What are known as the cross-

barred muslins, which are, by-the-by, very

thin and quite inexpensive, are occasionally

used for nightdresses to be worn during

the summer, but this material is not noted

in any other garment. Occasionally a

light-weight cambric is selected for petti

coats, but lawn is given the preference.

Silk underwear has not the same vogue

it had some time ago, but it cajinot be

denied that if one can afford to wear it,

it is the most agreeable material imagin

able. Valenciennes, real and imitation,

fine torchon. M iltese and one or two speci

mens of plat lace are the trimmings pre

ferred. Most undergarments are made

dainty by the use of ribbons upon them,

and as the taking off and putting on of

these pretty adjuncts only occupies a little

time there is no reason, especially when

ribbons are so cheap, why every young

woman should not make her belongings

look as fine as possible.

FOR THE HOURS OF THE NIGHT

THE nightdress of to-day is made almost

like a dress. A full bodice, decidedly

long-waisted and very loose, but yet fitting

well, has the skirt gathered on to it ; the

joining is hidden under a two-inch band of

footing, through which a ribbon is run and

tied in sash fashion just in front. The neck

is cut out sufficiently low to allow a large

cape collar, which is made fancy by a row

of insertion and a full frill of lace. The

sleeves are fashionably full, are gathered

in at the wrist, finished with lace frills, and

then have, so that the sewing is all hidden,

a band of footing about each, through

which a ribbon is drawn and tied on the

outer side. Instead of buttons and button

holes the front of the bodice is fastened

with narrow ribbons that tie very easily.

This nightdress looks elaborate, is ex

tremely pretty, and only becomes expen

sive when it is bought ready made.

Simpler gowns are of lawn, made with a

yoke, and having a double Watteau plait

in the back, while the fullness in front is

gathered to the yoke. Square sailor

collars, or round cape ones, made of the

material and trimmed with lace, are very

decorative, and will do much toward mak

ing a perfectly simple gown look very

dainty. The best laundresses put no starch

in ni ghtdresses, consequently they wear out

before they tear out. The long shoulder

seam, and the full sleeve, which is ex

tremely comfortable, are noticed on all the

new gowns.

THE CHEMISE AND VEST

THE woven silk vest has almost entirely

usurped the place of the chemise. It

is very comfortable, does not give any

added fullness about the bust or hips,

launders easily and is not expensive. Still

there are those who prefer to wear a

chemise. Those shown now and then are

shaped to fit the figure, are decidedly long,

have the neck cut out in a round outline,

and the sleeves formed by the shoulder

straps. Sometimes they button on the

shoulder, but oftener a narrow ribbon is

encased about the neck, and the soft ma

terial is drawn in to lit closely. ' Very little

trimming is liked. Lace about half an inch

wide about the neck and armholes con

stitutes about all that is used, unless, in

deed, the hemstitching around the lower

edge of the skirt portion is considered a

decoration. I.awn or percale is almost

invariably used for this garment, and a

light weight of either fabric is chosen.

Occasionally linen is noted, and then the

only decoration is line hemstitching,

FOR PRETTY SKIRTS

EXCEPT for a greater fullness the petti

coats are cut almost exactly like the

dress skirt. Lawn or cambric is used for

them, although when thin white dresses

are worn petticoats of dotted muslin are

chosen, and being light tend to make the

whole costume very cool and pleasant.

The skirt of lawn with three ruffles, having

upon them a group of tucks on each side

of the lace insertion, and then below that

a lace edge, is one that can endure much

soap and water, and, not being over-

trimmed, is good form. The fancy for set

ting lace in the skirt itself no longer obtains,

and if anything the trimming, which is all

put on by hand, is simpler than ever before.

A ribbon belt is usually drawn through a

casing at the top, so that one may have

one's skirt belt as loose or as tight as may

be agreeable, and then, too, the doing

away with the old close belt, to which the

skirt was gathered, makes it much easier

to iron the petticoat itself.

Silk skirts have pinked ruffles, with lace

ones alternating. These are not made as

wide as the white skirts, for if they were

they would rustle so that they would be

counted in very bad taste. Perfectly plain

skirls have their ruffles hemmed by hand.

Indeed, handwork is commended on all

underwear, not only because it is prettier,

but because it will iron better.

THE FLANNEL PETTICOAT

THE flannel petticoat is a something that

should be worn all the year round,

its weight being graded by the warmth of

the weather. A very pretty light-weight

flannel comes with a creamy white back

ground, and hair lines of one, two or three

different colors upon it. This is prettily

trimmed with a knitted lace of white

Saxony, the design of which permits a

narrow ribbon to be run through it. These

knitted laces are very pretty, and very

much liked on the flannel petticoat. The

French /ingire, who specially approves of

all work done by hand, thinks that nothing

makes so proper a trimming for flannel as

this wool lace, which expert knitters find

so little trouble to make. Where a colored

flannel is used the lace matches it, and in

some instances, especially if a silk flannel

is used, silk, instead of wool, is used for

the lace.

The knitted flannel skirts, which give

one occupation all summer, are at once

pretty and warm, and are specially to be

commended to any one who suffers from

rheumatism, or from very cold limbs. In

making the flannel skirt do not have a

bulky hem about the lower edge, but, in

stead, turn up the material as if for the first

fold of a hem, and then baste over it on

the right side a two-inch-wide ribbon,

stitching this close to the edge so that there

is no danger of the flannel coming below,

and stitching it smoothly, also, at the top.

A similar ribbon put on the outside may

constitute the casing through which the

ribbon strings are run. Deft workers em

broider on this upper silk band the initials

of the wearer in silk the same color as the

flannel.

SOME OF THE OTHER GARMENTS

THE wearing of the corset cover is entirely

a . matter of personal taste. Very

many women wear it, and equally as

many do not. Dressmakers claim that a

bodice fitted or worn over a corset cover

is never the success that it is when the

corset cover is omitted. The only change

noticeable in them is that where a sleeve

used to be put in it is now left out, and all

trimming is omitted. The cover is cut to

fit the figure as closely as possible, and the

neck is either V-shaped or round. Per

sonally, as all of our bodices are lined, no

matter how thin the material may be, I see

very little use for the corset cover, but if

one does wear one it is right that it should

be made after the best design, which is the

very simplest. Very tiny buttons should

be used for closing, otherwise, when a thin

bodice is worn, their imprint is likely to be

seen. A somewhat heavy quality of per

cale is used for corset covers, unless, in

deed, one should elect to have linen. A

trimming seen on corset covers consists of

rows of lace set in the material lengthwise.

Percale, cambric and lawn are all used

for drawers. They are made somewhat

short and decidedly broad, and the trim

ming consists usually of groups of tucks

with insertion between and a full frill of

lace as the edge finish. The band has

been superseded by the fitted yoke, which

does away with any fullness about the

waist. Sometimes this is closed with

buttons, but oftener with tapes put in in

casing fashion, and starting, not from the

front, but from each side jest on the hip-

line.

for the Dainty foot

COTTON, lisle and silk stockings are all

worn. Many women, myself among

the number, prefer a cotton to a lisle thread

stocking, inasmuch as the twist of the

thread in the lisle ones irritates the soles of

the feet. Dark blue and black stockings

are liked for street wear, except when tan

shoes are worn, and then, of course, the

stockings match the shoes. The navy blue

stocking is usually chosen by those who

find that the dye from a black stocking

affects their skin. This is by no means

common, but the very minute it is dis

covered one should cease wearing the

black and select another color, or else wear

white, for one never knows to what extent

a skin disorder may go. With gray or

scarlet shoes or slippers the stockings are

chosen to match, and these may be gotten

in silk at a much lower price than is given

for black ones. Many women have dis

covered that the wearing of suspenders

pulls a silk stocking so that it " railroads,"

which means "good-by" to the stocking,

and so for this reason the wearing of the

garter above the knee is gaining in favor.

the prltty jacket

THE uses of the lawn, lace-trimmed and

beribboned jacket are many. One

can be assumed when the dress bodice is

laid aside while one takes a cup of tea or a

cooling glass of lemonade in the privacy of

one's own room ; or made in the most

elaborate fashion and worn over a white

skirt the jacket can appear at a home

luncheon where only the ladies and children

of the house are present. There is a fancy

just now for making the jackets decidedly

full, so that they may be drawn in at the

waist-line with a sash ribbon. Where a

high collar is the neck finish the fullness is

laid in fine tucks in front and a double

Watteau plait in the back. These are, of

course, sewed by hand, and are held in to

just above the waist-line, where a two-

inch band of footing is put around in belt

fashion, the ribbon run through it, and the

effect of a full skirt falling from under it

is the result.

Other jackets have round and square

yokes of lace with the fullness closely

gathered and sewed to them, while others

that have the neck cut out have the fullness

drawn under a band and then hidden by

the full frills of lace that outline the V or

round neck, as one may have chosen.

For the skirt of the jacket there is usually

the row of insertion set in with a group of

tucks as a contrast, and a deep lace frill as

a finish. Very often, in addition to the

lace yoke, lengthwise rows of insertion are

used and made to extend to the waist-line.

Pale yellow, blue, rose and heliotrope

ribbons are all noted upon the lawn jackets,

and, as is customary on all underwear just

now, the ribbon itself is the glossy satin.

Plainer jackets, intended simply to be worn

when combing the hair or during the

dressing hour, have no trimming. Small

pearl buttons are used in place of ribbon

ties, and if one wishes to confine the gar

ment at the waist long ties of the material,

hemmed by hand, are proper.

A Perfect corset

I AM continually being asked what stays

I would advise. Being an advocate of

the well-fitting, properly-worn corsets

can only say, in the first place, that I do not

believe in stays that are too tight, a some

thing that can never be said about an abso

lutely well-fitting one. Over-long corsets

are seldom desirable, inasmuch as they

turn over on the edges and the bones are

apt to press upon the abdomen in a way

that is not pleasant. A high-busted corset

should be selected for the woman who is

rather large, but for her who is slender a

lower one will be found to fit better and to

give a better shape. French dressmakers

all prefer a short corset. Never buy your

corsets too large in the bust. They simply

turn over and make an ugly lump, and do

not. as you expect, appear to increase the

size of the bust. Even if one buys cou-

tille corsets a silk lacing should be gotten,

as, not only will it last longer and be found

to draw with greater ease, but it will not.

like the round cotton lace, imprint itself

upon the back of your bodice. The gauze

corset is comfortable for summer wear,

and if a good quality is gotten one should

be able to wear it an entire season. Per

sonally, I do not think there is any econ

omy in buying a cheap corset, as the bones

will break and the material fray before it

has absolutely adapted itself to one's shape.

A FEW LAST WORDS

EVERY woman of refinement would rather

have fewer gowns than feel that she

had not sufficient underwear. It must be

remembered that simple underwear is

always ladylike, but one wants to have

plenty of it, and that plenty in good condi

tion. There is no necessity for three or

four dozen of each garment, as, possessing

this number, many will grow yellow await

ing their turn to be worn. Six of each,

excepting the flannel skirts, and three of

them should be sufficient, constitute all the

lingerie that is required. To keep it pleas

ant with the odor of orris, to have it dainty

with fine stitching, pretty, if possible, with

faint-hued ribbons, is a work that is spe-

cially womanly, and with which all women

can sympathize.

 

This

Couldn't

Happen

"Kayser Patent

Finger-Tipped " Gloves

If it did—but it cou/dn't—but IF it did,

your Guarantee Ticket would entitle

you to a new pair free.

Made in SILK or CASHMERE

LOOK AT THE HEM and you will find 1 'Kayser' '

on the genuine gloves. If your dealer hasn't

them write to JULIUS KAYSER, New York.

 

Merritt's Flann5iSkirts

l2^±±^±±JL skirt Patterns

CASSIMERE FULLED

WILL NOT SHRINK

First Prize—Columbian Exposition

Our Skirts are not excelled in quality, are un-
equaled for cut and fit at waist and for proportion,
hang and comfort, while in price they ran^e from
•2.00 up.

OVER ONE HUNDRED STYLES

The Boucle Borders are marvels of beauty and
originality. The silk shell edging is original with us
and new—no finer fin
tab for the bottom of
the skirt can be pro
duced. Every skirt
of our make hears
a card with a big
your store, write to us an>
where Lhev are sold near
from which to order from the facto:

same as heads this
ad verlisem etit.
They are sold by
all first-class mer
chants. If you
don't find them in

we will either inform you
u, or send you samples

 

1 Merritt's Cassimere Fulled Flannels

Our 28-inch flannels are made in all colors, stripes
and plaids, and are unexcelled for Sanitary qualities.
If you don't find them in your store, write for samples.

GEORGE MERRITT & CO.

Indianapolis, Ind.

MODERN Ideas of
HEALTHFUL Dress
are Perfected in

Ferris'

Good

Sense

Corset Waist

Beat fur Health,
Kconotny ami licouty

Bcttonm at front instead
Of t 'LAHPS.

Ring Buckle (it hip for
Hose Supporters.

Tape * Fastened Buttons -
won't p«U off.

Cord-Edge Button Holes—
won't wear out.
FIT AM- AtiKS In
fants to Adults.

All shapes. Full or slim
busts.

Ixnig or short wiiisls. xss-ss-f Wralorn

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Wholesale l»«-pot
Sold by all Leading Retailers. Smtifor Circular
CCI>1>TC PDHQ Manufacturer und ]*:ttt'nU'<-s
rEKKlO DRUO., 341 Broadway. New York

Branch Office: 537 Market St., San Francisco

SUITS and WRAPS

 

 

H"e are offering bargain* this month la
Jacket* and Can**, In order lo olo*c out

r line of light weigli cloth*. We make
ererv garment lo order ami pay all lipW
char'guft I>uck Suit*, H.Mt;" Tailor-made
Ballai $7.50; Capea, tlaiWI, etc. Write Tor

r catalogue ami samples of material* ami
will send them by return mall. luclunc

four ecatl I'-- m." ami he an to mention that
iiiu wish the Spring ami Summer Catalogue.

Our new Full and W inter Cntal«»fC"e
of Cloak* and Kurt will be rradt In AuguM.
Write lo M now. In 'i four cents po«mge,

will mail It to yon with a full Hue of m w

I lint i i wt«h th
> l-Micd.
Kail aur B> r

The National Cloak Co.

152 and 154 W. 23d St., New York
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THE NEW ATHLETIC CARNIVAL

fij' Mrs. Garni/ Webster
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^NE of the most successful of

entertainments, and one

especially suited to mid

summer is the athletic carni

val—a fair which may be

given for any charitable or

benevolent object, or in con

nection with the raising of

funds for any special athletic

project, either collegiate or

non-collegi ite. Its princi

pal peculiarity is that the

'tides to be sold are entirely those which

;ar some real or artificial relation to ath-

ties, the different booths or tents in

hich the articles are exhibited for sale

eing known by the name of the sport to

hich it is devoted. On either a large or

small scale the affair is, because of its

niqueness, likely to be a success with the

ubtic, and feminine fingers which are

ired of making aprons and crocheting

ickets may turn to embroidering college

lags, dressing dolls for foot-ball elevens,

making sachets in the shape of imitation

>ase and foot balls, and fashioning belts,

leckties, bags and caps in college colors.

IF any woman who is the mistress of a

large summer home with extensive

grounds will but take the carnival under

ner special care, and if the clerk of the

weather will but grant clear skies on the

day and night of the affair, two important

essentials of success will be secured. The

dining-room and porches should be re

served for the serving and sale of refresh

ments ; the other articles being displayed

in tents or marquees without sides, which

should be erected upon the lawn. Large

flags with the name of the booth thereon

in large, plain letters will add to the fes

tivity of the scene and insure speedy rec

ognition of location.

The carnival may be readily adapted to

indoor and winter holding. In this case

the ordinary arrangements for an indoor

bazaar, with a few modifications, will be

found available.

A FAVORITE booth will be that devoted

to lawn tennis and its belongings.

The booth and tables may be decorated

with nets in which rackets, poles and forks

and innumerable balls may be fastened

with good effect. Nets ; poles and forks or

centre irons ; mallets for pounding them in

place ; guy ropes, runners and pegs ;

rackets, racket cases and rubber handle

covers ; sets of balls ; lawn markers, tapes

and pins ; gloves, belts and caps ; and a

library of "guides," score books and books

of rules, and the standard works on tennis

should all have a place. Photographs of

the various tennis champions also find a

sale. Scarf and hat pins, studs and cuff

buttons sell well if one can find them in

the form of tennis implements and made

from silver. Gold jewelry is apt to find

but few purchasers.

A cricket booth is always a popular one

and can be made very attractive if the girls

in charge of it are especial devotees of the

game. Bats, balls, spikes, leg guards,

wickets and batting and wicket gloves,

photographs of various foreign and all-

America teams, and collections of photo

graphs of the principal club houses in the

country which are devoted to the sport,

will find ready sale.

IF the carnival be delayed until September

and should be held at a resort where

the elevens of any large college have com

menced training for the foot-ball field, the

foot-ball booth will assume a prominence

not to be decried. This sport, which seems

to interest as many outsiders as students,

grows yearly in the popular favor. The

booth devoted to its belongings should

be a large one. The colors of Princeton,

orange and black,should wave triumphantly

over her sisters' blue, crimson, and red and

blue, though the latter are each and all en

titled to their share of representation. Toy

tigers of large and small size will find ready

purchasers and are very decorative. Real

foot-balls tied with the different colored

ribbons, imitation ones which are in reality

downy sofa cushions made of silks in the

college colors and embroidered with college

mottoes, or seals, referee's whistles, um

pire's canes, flags, both large and small,

attached to poles and canes, copies of the

annual foot-ball guides and of the stand

ard American books on the subject tied

with the various college colors, copies of

"Tom Brown," foot-ball inflators, mouth

pieces, nose-masks, caps, wrist-supporters,

and photographs of the different '93 teams

and of their most famous stars, each and

all of these things will find ready sale, as

will aM sorts and kinds of bags made of

materials in any college colors.

THE base-ball corner of the fair should be

an especially successful one. College

colors are here of value for decoration,

because of the place this sport has in inter

collegiate athletics. There is no champion

ship this year, so no one color should be

most in evidence in decoration. Photo

graphs of "ninety-four's" nines at Prince

ton, Pennsylvania, Yale, Cornell and Har

vard will probably find ready sale among

the people interested in college ball.

Flags and banners, large and small, neck

ties, silk mufflers, sachets made in imi

tation of a base-ball or bat and covered

with silk in college colors, ribbon-orna

mented canes, base-ball guides for 1894,

standard works upon the subject of our

national game, not to mention balls, bats,

score books, pencils, scorer's tablets, bat

cases, wrist supporters, gloves and mitts,

toe-plates, catcher's masks and body pro

tectors, will find ready sale and give a

unique appearance to the tables in the

booth.

AN aquatic booth which shall show forth

fishing, boating and swimming appur

tenances would be popular at a seaside

fair. Fishing lines, rods, reels, nets,

baskets, flies, hooks, sinkers, floats and

all the thousand and one trifles which the

true angler considers as necessaries of his

art, will find ready sale. Yachting caps,

tiny imitation canoes and oars, oarlocks

and any and every thing which pertains to

a "life on the ocean wave" should have

their corner in the aquatic booth. Photo

graphs of the champion college crews, and

flags and bunting of Harvard and S'ale,

Cornell and Pennsylvania will make the

booth attractive both as decorations and

articles of sale. This is one place where

the college colors should flaunt gayly.

One corner of this booth might be de

voted to the exhibition and sale of the

photographs, if they could be secured, of

the feminine crews of the boat and canoe

clubs at Wellesley College and Lasell.

The colors of these two colleges should

blaze forth in the feminine portion of the

aquatic booth.

A small booth should be devoted to

golf, for although the game is as yet in its

infancy in this country, many people are

already interested in it and many more

desire to be. The booth may be made

gay with the golf flags, and among the

articles to be sold should be balls, ball-

cleaners, putters, drivers, cleeks, lifters,

hole cutters, hole rims, tees, clubs, nib

licks, cases and gloves. Score cases and

golf manuals will also find purchasers.

CENCING and sparring should be the in-

r scription over the booth where foils,

sticks and blades, foil buttons, fencers'

masks and both fencers' and boxers' gloves

are arrayed for sale.

Near to it may be a small booth devoted

to the display and sale of polo mallets and

balls and hookey sticks.

Lacrosse will be represented by goal

flags, lacrosse sticks and balls and by pho

tographs of international and collegiate

champions, as well as by the various books

which have been written upon the subject.

A miscellaneous booth should contain

croquet sets, and individual mallets, dumb

bells and Indian clubs, small lawn tents,

hammocks, cushions and caps and belts of

all descriptions. Porch seats, hammock

stretchers, lanterns, archery sets and other

useful out-of-door articles will also find

ready sale.

THE flower booth may be made especially

attractive to college men by the deco

rations and boutonniires being made from

flowers in the colors of the different Alma

Maters. Violets, forget-me-nots, heliotrope

and cornflowers made into bouquets will

appeal at once to all Yale's sympathizers.

Crimson carnations, red chrysanthemums

and red roses will charm fair Harvard's

devotees. Bouquets of red roses and helio

trope and of red carnations and violets

will sell readily to Pennsylvanians, while

Princeton rejoices in the gorgeous orange

and yellow chrysanthemums tied with

black satin ribbons.

Candies should be colored to represent

the different colleges, and failing this should

be sold in boxes tied with college ribbons

or made from college silks. Bonbonniires

shaped like base and foot balls, ornamented

with tiny tennis and lacrosse rackets, or

made to suggest any of the athletic imple

ments, are especially appropriate.

Boxes may be covered with silks in the

college colors, and bags which will serve a

further purpose than their first use as hold

ers of sweets may be fashioned from college

flags and embroideied with the crests and

seals.

A PICNIC booth will be a great success,

picnics being certainly one of the most

popular of summer sports. Baskets of

lunch tied with college ribbons, picnic

shade hats trimmed with the chosen colors,

Japanese parasols, palm-leaf fans decorated

with artificial flowers and ribbons in the

college colors, or painted in the colors,

packages of paper napkins and wooden

plates tied with the ribbons, hammocks,

and hammock hooks and stretchers, pic

nic cups, knives, forks and spoons, bean

bags, balls, packs of cards, games, ground

seats, coffee-pots, match-boxes, and any

thing else at a picnic should be sold here.

The summer girl's outdoor costume will be

appropriate for the vendors at this booth to

wear.

At the base-ball, foot-ball, tennis, cricket,

lacrosse and aquatic booths, arrangements

may be made to have polls open at five

cents a vote for the most popular and for

the best player in the different sports. In

the base-ball world, for example, votes

might be taken upon the best hitter, the best

fielder, the best pitcher, the best catcher, the

ideal all-America nine, and the most popu

lar individual player, and favorite team

in the country—restricting the choice of

persons to be voted for to actual amateur

members of university and college teams.

At the foot-ball booth votes might be polled

for the best quarter-back, centre-rush, pairs

of half-backs, end rushers, tackles and

guards, for the favorite all-America eleven,

for the most popular man and for the most

popular eleven, restricting in all cases the

candidates to amateur members of college

and university teams. In tennis the can

didates may be for the championship in

ladies' singles and doubles, in gentlemen's

singles and doubles, and for mixed dou

bles—in all cases to be amateur players.

The aquatic booth may poll candidates for

the championship in amateur swimming,

for the favorite American yacht to be

chosen as the cup defender, and for the

favorite American college eight and four

oared crews. Lacrosse and cricket will

readily find their own candidates for votes.

Of the same kind might be a small lent

made entirely of college flags, in the in

terior of which a gypsy maid, arrayed in a

gown of all known college colors, should

tell to all who crossed her palm with silver

the fortune of their chosen college in its

different branches of athletics during the

coming year. Four lines of doggerel may

be contributed by each of the aids, and in

this way a goodly store of rhymed prophe

cies be started, and one which all friends of

the carnival may be invited to enlarge.

'THE dresses of the aids at the different

' booths should, as far as possible, sug

gest the articles to be sold. The tennis

and boating costumes will at once present

themselves.and base-ball, foot-ball, archery,

and other sports will readily suggest some

thing original in the way of costume to a

girl of ordinary cleverness.

At the foot-ball booth a most effective

group may be made by the aids being

gowned to represent the different colleges

in the championship league. An effective

gown to be worn by the representative of

the champion college may be made of

orange net over black satin. The skirt

should be of accordion-plaited net, on

which should be appliquecl oblong foot

balls of black and orange satin. The

bodice should be a short, rounded one of

black satin, with large sleeves of striped

orange and black. A belt and chatelaine

bag of tiger skin, and a tasseled cap in the

shape once worn by the foot-ball men in

the days before long hair became fashion

able, would complete the costume.

Both Yale's and Harvard's fair represent

atives may be most effectively costumed in

gowns made of solid blue or crimson, in

the same style as the Princeton costume

already described. A most taking costume

may represent Pennsylvania : a Quaker

gown and bonnet of plainest cut and

fashion, but made in the college colors of

red and blue. The skirt and kerchief

should be decorated with appliquecl foot

balls of red and blue satin.

The base-ball dresses may be made of

similar combinations and arrangements of

color, but in a different fashion. The

skirts should reach only to the ankle,

where tan base-ball shoes should be seen.

A blouse shirt waist, with belt of leather

and a visored cap will complete the cos

tume.

The aids at the aquatic booth will look

well in full skirts of boating flannel, with

knitted Jerseys, or, as they are more popu

larly known, "sweaters," made with deep

sailor collar and cuffs of contrasting colors.

With this costume yachting caps should

be worn.

Other costumes will readily suggest

themselves, and by their character and

diversity will lend color to the carnival.

A word should be said here in depreca- '

tion of the frequent error in the wearing of j

college colors, where the colors are more |

than one in number. Worse luck can

scarcely be brought upon a collegiate con

test than for the supporters of either side

to wear or carry their colors reversed.

Pennsylvania is red and blue, not blue and

red ; Princeton, orange and black, not

black and orange ; Cornell, camelian and

white ; Lehigh, brown and white.

"I am convinced Cleveland's is the

purest baking powder made, and I

have adopted it exclusively in my cook

ing schools and for daily household

use- Sarah T. Rorer,

Principal Philadelphia Cooking School.

 

" I prefer Cleveland's baking powder

to others because it is pure and whole

some, it takes less for the same baking,

it never fails, and bread and cake keep

their freshness and flavor."

C. C. Bedford,

Principal New York Cooking School.

The Premo

Camera . .

ABSOLUTELY

UP

TO DATE

 

is certain in results,

ejves the finest de

tails, and is a per

fect all-around

instrument. It

commends

itself

particularly

To Women

as it combines the elements of lightness,

with the best possible mechanism.

IT IS IT IS NOT

Efficient Bulky

Sure In landscape work Complicated

Splendid for portraits Difficult to handle

Inexpensive Unreliable

It has the best lens and our new silent

shutter. Weight 2 Lbs. Send for catalogue.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL COMPANY

21 South Water Street, - Rochester, N. Y.

 

You can

"DO THE REST"i

yourself as easily with a

Kodak as with any other

camera—an illustrated man

ual, free, with every Kodak,

tells how in terms that the

merest novice can understand ;

but if you prefer

"You Press the Button,

We do the Pest"

EASTHAN KODAK CO.

KODAKS Rochester,

$6.00 to $100. N. Y.

Send for Ctt&logut).
 

Photographs Made for a Cent Each

The Kombi

Camera

Makes a picture the size
of this and in any shape
you please. It Is a com
bined camera and prapb-
oscupt*. 1% by 2 in.—
weighs 4 oz. Ones in any
pocket, no tripod to carry.

Any Boy or tilrl
can It

 

pi

WW photograph ant/thina 01
Can be made very profitable.

or anybody.
Can

Tht* Kombi, complete, 83.50. Strip
of Film -■"> exposure* > -tt cent- additional.

If not for Hale by your Photo Dealer the Kombi will be
sent to any address, postage paid, on receipt of price.

ALFRED C. KEMPER, 208 Lake St., Chicago, Ml.

The Booklet t°hre S. P. S.W.

contains hints valuable to
all wearers of Spectacles
and Eyeglasses. Write
for one.

E. B. MEYROWITZ

Manuf'g Optician

104 East 23d St., New York

 

SaVe tf)e

'(/.pieces-

Artistic Lunches

A da hit v little book by H ki.kn T.oriSK Johnson, may
be had bv sending your name and address to

JOSEPH BUR1TCTT & CO., 29 Central St., Boston
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Greatest Award

 

World's Columbian Exposition

1893—Chicago—1893

For the unimpeachable truth of the

above statement we respectfully refer to

the Judges comprising the

Jury of Awards

For the equally unimpeachable truth

that the award only complies with the

facts, we refer the public to a personal

and critical examination of our present

productions in styles and cases.

CHlXKERING & SONS

Boston

Do you like Mandolin Music?
If so, you will be charmed with the

Plectra=phone

This is a newly-patented attachment
for the piano, producing all the de
lightful effects of a mandolin. It can
be attached only to

J3lAHO.

We are prepared to exchange Everett
Pianos containing this and other val
uable patents on pianos of other
makes. For particulars address

The John Church Company
Cincinnati Chicago

The Plectra-phone can be added to anv Up
right Everett Piano.

A Piano on Trial

must speak for itself and stand on its own
merits—just where we want the WING
piano to stand. We may be able to refer
you to a dealer right in your town who
sells our pianos. If not, we will send one
to you ourselves, no matter how far away
you live, for trial in your own home. This
trial will cost you nothing. There is no
advance payment or deposit required. We
pay all freights in advance. The piano
costs you nothing unless you keep it. If
you don't keep it, we take it back and
pay all return expenses also. But we think
you itnll keep it, for it pleases everybody.
The Wing piano has been made in New
York for twenty-five years past. // is an
Honest Piano al a moderate price.

Old instruments exchanged.
Then easy payments.

Whatever piano you buy, there are piano secrets
you ought to know. Our 24-page free book tells
them. It may help you. Semi a postal for it to any-
dealer representing us, or direct to

WIHG & SON, 245 Broadway, New York

 

PIANOS ORGANS
Wewere «warded, atthe World'" Fair
4 MEDALS AND DIPLOMAS FOR
17 POINTS OP SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE.
32 STATE AND FOREICN BUILDINGS,

on the Fair Grounds, chose, the "Crown" from
among a hundred other makes, for their seventy-
one parlors or reception rooms.

371 WORLD'S FAIR OFFICIALS COMMEND
THEM most strongly. In nuto«i;iph letters
which 1 reproduce In iin Illustrated Souvenir Cat-
fliogue tellms the whole story; sent freeiask fork.

Sold on TrniiM lo Still liv Healer*, or, when! Im nunc, by
OEOKGE P. it r.N'l', manufacturer,

323 to ttlSS 80. Canal St., CHICAGO, V. 8. A.

You can without pre
vious knowledge of
ius)c or instrument.Guitar, Banjo

ing like it." New tunes

Learned in C*SKs
sir. Sample tune, with full

Instructions, 35 cents. Circular
free, state what instrument you
wish to learn. A cents minted.

CLEMENS MPBIC CO., M hwr in.it g, ST. LOUIS, UO.

One Day-

Hospital.

WHEEL

 

rtXiiibie sort. Hi
with cut prices

Quote Tut

BIITH WHEEL dill t'OMF.RN, 1*0

Vehicles

CHAIRS

or lie pushed nhont
easily, anil of the
stamp for catalog
nil style* and sizes.

 

MUSICAL HELPS,

AND HINTS

 

All questions of a musical nature will be
cheerfully answered in this column by a special
corps of musical experts.

W. R.—Walter Dararosch's wife is a daughter of
the late James G. Blaine.

New Milford—Donizetti was the author of" The
Daughter of the Regiment " (I.a Fille du Regiment).

Thhrbsa—II you want to become a Rood piano
§layer yon must have a good instrument and it must
e kept in tune.

GOAMANTOWN—A "chord" in music is Hie simul
taneous sounding of three tones that are concordant
with one another.

Mvrtlk—The late Hans von Bfilow was married
in 1S57 to Liszt's daughter; they were divorced and
she afterward married Wagner. She lives in Ger
many.

S.J. A.—Wagner's son Siegfried is leader of an
orchestra at Leipsic. (2) Ernest Catnille Sivari, the
violinist, is dead ; he made a tour of Ihe United Stales
in 1841.

S. V. M.—There is a tune known as " The An-
gelus." You will find it in "Tunes Old and New,"
adapted to the Hvrnnal of the I'rotcstant Episcopal
Church.

Lanark—The JOURNAL will, in some of its early
issues, give to its readers a series of articles of prac
tical value on different musical topics by practical
musicians.

Kansas—It is never well for a person beginning
the study of the piano to attempt to play quickly on
the contrary, it is absolutely necessary that she shall
play slowly.

Avon-by-thk-Ska—Christine Nilsson is of Swed
ish nationality, A sketch of her appeared In the
Journal of October, 1893, a copyoi which will be
sent you for ten cents.

Weslkvan—The subject of Massenet's new
opera, " Thais," is from a novel bv AtMtole Prance,
and is the Story of the conversion to Christianity of
an Egyptian courtesan.

Keith—Adetina Patti was born in Madrid, Spain,
in 1843. Her father was Salvatore Patti, an operatic
tenor. Her mother, whose stage name was Siguura
Barilli, was quite a well-known singer.

Annie—Madame Marches), the noted singing
teacher, resides in France, but she is a German by
birth. Her name is pronounced as though spelled
Mar-ke-si, with the accent on the second syllable.

M, C. M.—Albani, the soprano, is a Canadian : her
father's name was Joseph la Jeimesse. (il Melba's
real name is Nellie Mitchell ; it is said that she was
born in Melbourne, Australia, about the year 1865.
She is married.

A. M. M.—The words of "The Star Spangled
Banner" were written by Francis Scon Kev, of
Maryland ; they were set to the music of an old air
called " Adam's and Libertv" composed by Dr.
Samuel Arnold.

Ginrvra—" The Eurvdice," "The Melody," " The
Euterpean "—anv one of these names would do for
your new musical club. (2) Jessie Bartlelt Davis'
voice is a contralto of the finest quality. She is very
happily married.

MAURICE—Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote for the
National Peace Festival in 1872, the hvnm beginning
■' Angel of Peace, thou hast wandered too long." It
was snug to the music of Mr. M. Keller's hymn,
" Speed Our Republic."

S.—Possibly the smallest piano ever made with
tone equal lo that of the largest, was one designed
several years ago for a Baltimore millionaire's yacht.
It was forty-seven inches high, forty-five inches wide
and twenty-six inches deep.

Plebiscite programmes " are thus explained:
The audience at an operatic concert is invited lo
indicate, on blanks attached to the programmes, the
works they would like to hear at the next concert.
The decision is by the majority vote.

K. D. D.—The opera of " Merlin " was performed in
New York City, in the winter of 1887, under the direc
tion of Mr. Waller Damrosch. The scene of the
opera is laid in Wales. The hero, " Merlin " is one
of the knights of King Arthur's Round Table.

San Antcmnh—If your piano is an upright one do
not. if you can possibly avoid it, stand it close to the
wall. It will sound much better if placed across one
corner of the room. A piano should he kept away
from the heat of both fire and sun. A temperature of
75 degrees should he maintained, when possible, in
rooms where pianos are kept.

F.—You must not rebel because your teacher in
sists upon the necessity of vour constant practice of
the scales. Both major and minor scales should be
played without notes, and each one practiced until
the desired smoothness and evenness of touch is
acquired. B\ this constant practice the fingers will
acquire elasticity.

R. M.—The term "contrapuntal," as commonly
used, defines music, the effect of which depends more
upon the independent movement of the several parts,
rather than upon the massing of the harmonies. (;)
"God Save the King " is believed to have been com
posed, both words and music, by Henrv Carey, in
1740, to celebrate the taking of I'ortobello by the
English.

Many [NQUIRBRS—The following is a list of the
musical compositions written exclusively for and
published in THB LADIBS' HOMEJOURNAL:

" Magnolia Blossoms " Waltzes
Reginald de Koven . April, 1893

A Drkam of Lovr
Willard Spenser .... June,

Mv Star—Prize Ballad
Kate Lewellvn Fitch August,

Dancing Waves Waltzes
Eduard Strauss October,

Tin; Manhattan Beach March
John Philip Sousa .... December, "
Thh Journal's Prize Hymns . (anuary, 1894

Thb Aberdeen Waltzes—Prize Waltz
Frances J. Moore .... February, "

TBLL Me—Ballad
George D. Woodlll April,

Spanish Serenade—Prize Song
Fred C. Hahr June,
Anyone of these issues of the JOURNAL will he sent,

postage paid, to any address in the United States or
Canada, on receipt of ten cents. Future numbers of
the Journal will contain, in addition to the remain
ing prize compositions, other original musical con
tributions.

 

Let the men wash,

if they won't get you Pearline

Let them try it for themselves

and see if they don't sa;

that washing with soap i

too hard for any w oman

This hard work tha

Pearline saves isn'

the whole matter

it saves mone)

too — mone;

that's throwi

away in clothe

needlessl)

worn out an<

rubbed to

I pieces whet

you wash

by mail

strength ii

the old vvaj

That appeal:

—where is the man who wouldn't want to havi

the washing made easier—when he can savi

money by it ?

Peddlers and some unscrupulous grocers will tell vou, " this is a

good as" or " the same as Pearline." IT'S FALSE—Pearline i

never peddled ; if your grocer sends vou an imitation, be hones

—send it back. 456 JAMES PYLE, New York

 

 

Silver Plate That Wears.

t every articTo be sure of getting the best, see that every article bears one of these trade-marks:

^Kf^ (Wm

On all other articles e.rcefit
On Spoons, Knives, Forks, etc. Spoons, Knives and Forks,

For sale by dealers everywhere.

Made by Meriden Britannia Co., Meriden, Conn.

^umiiiiuumiiniiuimumiiiitmiimm

 

PERSONAL LOVELINESS

\s greatly enhanced by a fine set of teeth. On the other hand,
nothing so detracts front the effect of pleasing features as
yellow or decayed teeth. Don't lose -sight of this fact, and
remember to cleanse your teeth every morning with thai
supremely delightful and effectual dentifrice

fragrant

SOZODONT

which imparts whiteness to them, without the least injury lo
the enamel. The gums are made health) by its use, and that
mortifying defect, a repulsive breath, is completely remedied
by it. Sozodont is in high favor with the fair sex, be
cause it lends an added charm to their pretty mouths.

PIAN0S™0RGANS

FREE

Our New

Catalogue

Write for it

NOW

Pianos from $150

Organsfr»m$2f.50

Casb or on Easy Payments

CORNISH & CO.

Washington, N. J.

ROOZEN'S DUTCH BULBS for Fall, '94, and Spring, '95, PLANTING
Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Lilies, Crocus, Ranunculus, Iris, Amaryllis, Gloxinias,
Peonies, Delphiniums, Gladioli, Dahlias, Etc., Etc., hi thousands <>r varieties, new and old.
JWThe dowers which, it' planted iiicfonm In tin- Full, cheer t lie homes In the gloomy

Winter months; which, It' planted outdimrt In the Fall, are among the llrst to show their
e\i|Hi-nc iM'tmiles in t lie Spring.
'Hie laiKi'st catalogue of tin' above and all new and rare bulbs is pnhlivhedhv I hi.' fammi3

growers. ANT. KOOZKN &. SON. OVIIIIVKKN (near Iliiiirlem), IIOLI.AMI.
( Intuit Untied All intending purchasers are respectmlly invited to apply to mi.
fk'rwigiied Ainericmi Aaeni, or to Ale«*rH. Itoov.en direct, for the above catalogue,
which ive ink.' pk-iisiire in -ending to such free. a%-Prices vreuttv reduced.
J. TEU KI'ILK. General American A«cnt. a:i llrtiiulway. New York f'iiy

AVOur own Book on Cultivation for ;«) cents. Mention Tiik L-AniKs' Hdmk JuI'Hnal.

 

IT

a hardy
/■•/■NOT lnat'-' s" "I'ic/i the better. 31 y catalogue,
VV/O I descrlbiin; a fine assortment of the best,
Ml | a | | with 'J hardv 1'inks, or 2 rentsieiiions. or
UUrll Cardinal Flower, or 1 Poppy (Oriental

or Iceland), or 1 Clematis,mailed for live
HA. stamps, p. H. UOKSFOK D, Charlotte. Yt.

 ONLY ONE SOLD IN * TOWN

RAG CARPET

LOOM

too vard! ■ Sit. Bfw CDtCCaulocne andFrlctllst TUCE
AddreisC. N. HEWC0MB.

Wtit Sth SlrMt, 0».«nport, lo-i.
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This stripling: in ambi

tion's toils,

Shaving: each morn with

youthful zest,

With patronizing1 air

remarks,

"This soap, you know,

is far the best."

MEANING BUTTERMILK

SHAVING STICK

)f old, this man

:ars

ds and razors

did rave,

ling- soap at last

bund,

w he quite de-

lts to shave

 

STICK

Klt.HII.K SOAP, in addition to Ha unsur-
aannlnR power, has all the Dealing, cooling anil
qnalitieM which a kocwI skin demands. I'or

'ery wherr. We will send, postpaid, for \2
1 slani|is a sample cake of Toilet Soap, or for
in a sample shaving stick, each full size.

10 BUTTERMILK SOAP CO.

.5-187 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

Seely's Transparent

.YCERINE SOAP

 

es a dellKntru.1 fragrance and a feeling of
ity and refreshment, li t. a triumph in
lern chemist rv. Unetiual&l for hathiiiq babic*.
our druggist hasn't It. send 28c. for full size
e, 3 for Hie. « for $\. Address Dept. A.

LY. The American Perfumer, Detroit. Mich.

b Your HOt*t r# f

\ rr COSTS Bfr^lHim\

AT FIRST-LESS t

C.LT OUR FRtC BOOK WARMTH FOR WINTER MOMrsI

U.S.Heater Co.,
I Manfri of Hot Water Uteom Hesters I

I09 **«iolrh St. Detroit \

g"B & H" Lamp

Has the Double Centre

Draught

IS AS EASY TO LIGHT AS GAS

ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS

SELL IT

Send Cor our Little Itouk

BRADLEY & HUBBARD

MFG. GO.

NEW tORK— BOSTON- CHICAGO

FACTORIES: MERIDEN, CONN.

 

JUST WHAT

 

 

Under this heading I will cheerfully answer, to the best of my ability, each month, any ques

tion sent me by my girl readers. Ruth ASHMORE.

 

—A Flour Bin

EVERY HOUSEWIFE =0^^™
WANTS and sweet-

TY t\L\ I >J Sifts it out as you

want it and never wastes a speck.

THE CREAM CITY

FLOUR BIN

Sizes : 25, 50, 100 lbs.-—$2.50, $3, $4.
Write for our booklet about it—free.

GEUDER k PAESCHKE MFG. CO.

15th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Eagle White Lead

This is 1 he title of a little eight-page

pamphlet that everyone who intends
to have any house painting done

should rend. There is more In Paint than you think
and ll will pay yon to find out what that more is.

Information that will save you dollars may Ih> had for a

penny by sending your address and a one-cent stamp to

TI1K BAGLE WHITR LEAD CO.
f 'inciimiii i. Ohio

ALASKA STOVE LIFTER,

NICKEL PLATED .j^j

ALWAYSjs<tFcou>

COLD, /f>-^ri<iv. *andl£_

even If left
In lid. I'nce kk..

- V» at all stovi_.
r Hardware, and House Furnishing
Dealers, or mailed postpaid for ."JO CCa.

TROY NICKEL WORKS, Troy, N. Y.

B. C. R.—In entering a church the lady follows the
usher and her escort comes after her.

Grace M.—An only daughter would have " Miss
Hamilton " engraved upon her visiting-cards.

Sarah J.—The letters signifying the width of shoes
vary, but I think that triple " A" is the narrowest.

Marguerite—I do think a black dress trimmed
with black and white is too old for a girl of seventeen.

B. AND J.—There is no harm in wearing the college
pin of a man friend, hut if I were you 1 would not
do it.

Ignorance—As soon as a man has been accepted
he should ask the consent and approval of the young
lady's parents.

Daffodil—In writing a letter to a man with whom
you are not very well acquainted, you should begin
My Dear Mr. Brown."

Lilian— It would be perfectly proper to he married
at the church in a traveling costume, and go from
there direct to the train.

D. L.—Even if you do not know your friend's hus
band your wedding cards should be addressed to
" Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown."

Edith—Certainly a young man whose admiration
is worth having would admire a quiet, refined girl in
preference to a noisy, slangy one.

Bird— I think a girl of eighteen may be engaged to
be married if the young man is several years older
than she is and her parents approve of it.

A. M. C. G.—Unless you are betrothed to the gen
tleman it would not be in good taste to allow him to
carry your photograph in his watch-case.

M. S.—The paper that is known as cream while
is considered most desirable. (2) In writing a letter
to a man friend begin it " My Dear Mr. Brown."

Alice—It is in very had form to write an invita
tion on one's visiting-card. It should be written on
small note-paper. (2) Finger-bowls are not used
for supper.

S.—A gentleman caller is usually entertained by
a conversation and music, and it is not necessary to
refuse to see a man friend simply because you are
engaged to be married.

Ada—I have never taught in anv college, and the
teacher whom you remember and like must have
been some one of the same name, but certainly she
is not this Ruth Ashmore.

An Elder Sister—Thank yon very much for
your kind words about the little article, I am glad
if it has made one sister feel how much she can do
as the eldest of the family.

L. F.—The only way in which bleached hair can
be restored to its original color is by stopping the
use of the liquid upon it, thus permitting it to fade
and return to its natural shade.

Cleopatra—It is never in good taste to walk or
ride alone with a young man after dark. (2) The
pretty girl, of course, always attracts, but it is the
interesting girl who retains friends.

R.— I have said a great many times that it is not
necessarv for a hostess to take care of a man's over
coat. When he is old enough to pay visits he is old
enough to look after his own belongings.

Edith C.—At no wedding service is it proper for
the bride to enter the church alone. When she does
not enter on the arm of her father or nearest male
relative she should come in with the bridegroom.

Inquirer—The youngest daughter would have
" Miss Mary C. Jones" on her visiting-card, with, of
course, her address in the lower left-hand corner and
the "at home" day, if there should be one, in the
lower right-hand corner.

M. L. N.—It is quite proper for a lady to take a
gentleman's arm after dark if he offers it. (2) If,
having accepted an invitation, you change your
mind, you certainly ought to give some reason when
writing your note of apology.

Quef.nik -When flowers have been sent you in
approbation of your singing at a school concert it
would be proper to write a note to each one of the
friends kind enough to remember you, thanking
them for their thoughlfulness.

Irf.nf.—As you have just come out of mourning
for your mother it is not necessary for you to enter
tain the friends who have been kind to you, but you
should make a personal call on each one, leaving
your own and your father's card.

Innocence— It is decidedly improper for a young
woman to have her photograph taken with a man to
whom she is not engaged. (2) When a man friend
comes to take you to some entertainment it is per
fectly right for you to suggest the time to depart.

A. P. S.—When one cannot go to an afternoon "at
home "one should send by mail to the hostess one
of one's own and two of one's husband's cards, post
ing them so that they may arrive the afternoon of the
reception. It is not necessary to call after an "at
home."

vaseline well in
your hair if you wisli to increase its

growth. I have known of cases where this has been
most successful, and where not only new hair has
come in, but where the hair has been made glossy

and thick.

Elizabeth F. G.—Your letter, my dear girl, proves
my wisdom in never having had a photograph
taken, because you have made me the woman I want
to he. Do let me hear from you again, for it is pos
sible that the ideal and the real may, in God's good

time, be united.

L. L.—When your partner at a dance asks you to
go into the supper-room with him, even if you have
only just met him, there is no impropriety in accept
ing his invitation. (2) I do not think it is in good
taste for two very young ladies to go to a dance
without a chaperon.

I. A. T.—When a young man has been kind enough
to act as your escort thank him and express a desire
to see him soon again. (2) If a man acquaintance
whose character is bad insists upon coming near you,
join vour mother or whatever women friends happen
to be at the entertainment.

Two Girls—There certainly would be no impro
priety in vour going to a place of amusement with
vour brother and his friend!, for your brother is, for
the time being, your chaperon. (2) A girl of fourteen
should not wear her hair up, and her gown 9hould
only come to just below her ankles.

Fay—I would advise your rubbing vast
to the roots of your hair if you wish to

A Constant Reader—In making a first call,
when the lady of the house admits you it would be
proper to leave your card, with your address upon it,
on one of the tables in the parlor when there is no
regular card-receiver in the hall. (2) Ice cream, pie
and watermelon are all eaten with a fork.

Kid—As six months have gone by since your en
gagement was broken, I think I should not at this
late day, ask for the return of my photograph. (2) I
do not believe in sudden and extreme friendships,
therefore I fail to see why two young women who
have just met should open a correspondence.

Ethkl—It is an evidence of very great youth and
little experience when a man announces that all
women are faithless and changeable, and the next
time the young man says this to you 1 should advise
your telling him that he is talking in a very silly
manner and that you do not wish to' listen to hiin.

Rowina—It is customary for the bridegroom to
give to the bride's mother a list of the relations and
friends to whom he would like cards sent, and some
member of the bride's family attends to it. A car
riage is sent for the clergyman, and he is invited to
remain to the breakfast even if it is a very quiet one.

Kathrrinf—Very many of us, after a long illness,
have no desire to go out into the world again, but this
feeling is one that must be overcome, and if you wish
to be well mentally you must go out and he among
people. I beg of you to take this advice, else you
will drift into a most undesirable state of morbidness.

Virgie—As your mother, very properly, does not
wish you to give your picture to the man friend who
asks for it, you should refuse it, and in doing so say
that it is at your mother's request. (2) When a gen
tleman opens a car door for you, no matter whether
you dislike him or not, it is your duty to thank him.

Roseiutjs— It is in very bad taste for a man, or a
woman either, to use strong perfumes, and certainly
no person of refinement could care for musk. (2) A
girl of sixteen would wear her dresses well below
her ankles, indeed barely escaping the ground. (3)
It is only necessary to bow when a gentleman is
presented to you.

Ensie— It is in best taste at an evening reception
to wear what is usually known as evening dress ;
certainly, even if the costume is simple, a bonnet
should not be worn. (2) No answer is necessary' to a
wedding invitation even if one intends to accept it,
still it must be remembered that it is courteous to
acknowledge every invitation thai one receives.

Senseless—Of course you were very foolish to
have "flirted," as you describe it, with a strange
man. Now that you have seen the folly of your
ways and there is a possibility of vour meeting the
man, I should advise you to treat film as a perfect
stranger, and not to permit yourself to have an ac
quaintance with him that will necessitate anything
else.

DellA W.—From what you say I should imagine
that the presents were given you by the mother of
the young man. If you expect to marry him there is
no impropriety in your accepting them: but if you
do not, I should advise you to make the giver under
stand gently, but (irmly, that you could not receive
such valuable gifts. Even if you have quarreled with
the young man, it would not be in good taste lore-
turn anything that had been sent you by his mother.

Kate—It is customary in going to church with a
young man to provide one's self with some change
for the collection. 1 do not think it would be either
neeessary or in good taste for one's escort to offer it.
(2) It is not necessary to do anything more than
rise when saying good-night to a man who has called
tni you ; it is supposed lhat be is able to find his way
out. (3) Flowers are no longer worn at the corsage ;
occasionally a single flower is plat ed in the hair or a
bouquet is carried.

G. V. S.—Have a rather full skirt and a round
bodice for the cashmere dress. Let the sleeves come
in full puffs to below the elbow, and overlay the cuffs
with coarse coffee-colored lace. Cut the neck oul in
round English fashion and have an Empire cape of
deep lace reaching almost to the waist. About the
waist have a two-inch satin ribbon belt of the coffee
color that fastens in the back and hangs in long ends
down on the skirt. Have a high bow of coffee-
colored ribbon to wear in your hair.

Kansas—It would be perfectly proper, and indeed
is gelling to be considered more desirable, after a
wedding at the church to have a quiet breakfast, to
which only the members of the immediate families,
and possibly some very intimate friends, are invited.
No mailer how quiet her gown is the bride should
wear gloves. The expectant bridegroom gives a
list of his friends to the mother of the bride, and she
sees that announcement cards reach them, notwith- 1
standing the fact thai the bride and her people are
unacquainted with these friends.

Frank—It pleases me verv much to get the letters
1 do from my hoys. 1 think as you knew the young
lady so well you were doing the most friendly thing
possible when you told her of the reputation borne
by the young man who was attempting to cultivate
her acquaintance. The fact lhat she was a stranger
in the city and without her mother made what you
did even a kinder act than it would have been under
other circumstances. And if she does not seem
quite pleased, I should, if I were you, be inclined to
think less of her than I did before.

K. F.—When all your sisters are married ami you
are the only girl at home, your card must have upon
"U " Miss King." It is always proper to have the ad
dress and the " at home " day on your visiting-card.
When a friend has an "at home" day, unless it
should be by her special request, you should not
visit her at any other lime; or, if you are ignorant
of her day and wish to make her a visit, it would be
proper for you to call and not to ask for her, but to
leave your caul. (2) In writing a business letter to
an unmarried woman it is quite proper to begin
" Dear Madame."

Fay—It is considered in rather better taste to ad
dress an envelope " Mr. James Brown " rather than
to "James Brown, Esq." A rather large envelope,
which only necessitates folding the paper once, is the
preferred size. (2) In large cities the placing of
names on the door has entirely gone out of vogue.
(.;) I regret that I cannot tell you where you can get
the photographs of your favorite writers ; indeed, I
doubt if you can get them at all, inasmuch as many
people who write dislike to have the world familiar
with their faces. (.1) While a clergyman is preaching
it is certainly in good taste to look at him rather than
at any one else. (5) In calling on a friend and the
guest whom she is entertaining you inquire for both
and leave a card for each. (6} The large, open salt
cellars are better liked than the individual ones. (7)
If a man friend writes you a note thanking you for
your courtesy and hospitality there is no reason why
you should answer the letter.

 

Whenever you visit the shops in

town.

Looking for Braid to bind your gown,

Sefect the Clasp, wherever found,

That holds the Roll on which is

wound

The Braid that is known the world

around.

 

The Francis Patent Hook and Eye
 

*°>2

^3 SAVES SEWING

SAVES TIME

KEEPS HOOKED

PREVENTS 0fcfc

GAPING 4,

Francis Mfg.Co.1*1!?
ara Falls

Y.

 

 
ELASTIC

Stockings

VARICOSE VEINS, WEAK

KNEES AND ANKLES, LAME

AND SWOLLEN JOINTS.

We are the only manufacturers
in the reor/ri that makeu perfeetlv solid

St. HI I.I sS HEEL ELASTIC STOCK I.XO
ivhfch will neither rip nor rhnfe.
The old style Is sure 10. For dally
•omfort \\ ear our

BEAMLESfl HEEL
We onii Hnveyon HO per rent, by
ordering direel from us, and the goods
being newly made (to your measure!
will last much longer. Send addresson
postal eanl and we will mail to you dia
grams for self-mea>u ring, also price-list.

01 ItTIS * SPINI>KIX
Ela*tl<- W i-uvcns l.ynn, VI »•.«■.

To Keep

Linen White

USE __
HOUSEHOLD c"=s~

MANGl.HS

While a hot Mat Bcorchen
the linen, turns ll yellow
and develops stain a
mangle dots* Its work by
cold pressure, keem tin- fab
ric white, saves all the fuel
ami live-sixths of the work.
Kvery machine guaranteed.
Send Ibr Catalogue to

S. C. JOHNSON, Racine

 

TURNED TO A NEW 1MB

PANTASOTE is now used for

ladies' SKIRT BINDING. It is

water-proof, light and durable.

Sold by Hearn, New York ; R.

H.White & Co., Boston ; Wana-

makkk, Philadelphia; C. Simon's

Sons, Baltimore; Mandel

Bros., Chicago, and other

Dry Goods Stores every

where.

An

Old

Friend

STOP that

Everlasting

Mending

Buy Your Bovs

S & B's

STOCKING

SHIELDS

 
Bent Jersey. No

seam In centre to hurt
the knees, one fasten
er, perfect fit prevents
slipping up or down.
Ask your Dry Goodsor
Shoe Dealer for them,
and take no other. lie
can order 1 hem for you,
or you ran send us '25
crnlH for one pair by
mail. < 'trenlar free.
SMITH & BYRON

111* f>lh Avc.Chlfnau

LADIES

Will C. Rood's

MAGIC SCALE,

Ihi' popular Ladies'
Tailoring System, sent

to you postpaid, on thirty days' trial, on one rnny
condition, without requiring any money In advance.
Cuts all garments, for all forms, and no refitting.

CHEAP, SIMPLE, DURABLE, PRACTICAL

and easily learned. 145,000 aold. Full particulars
a Mammoth Illustrated Circular free, will pav you to
Investigate, the hood bauic scale co., ching* »»■
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Pears'

No soap in

the world is so

cheap.

No soap in

the world is so

lasting.

 

[ORATED

SAPONACEOUS

DENTIFRICE

FOR THE

TEE

The Best Toilet Luxury as a Dentifrice in the World

To Cleanse and Whiten the Teeth

To Remove Tartar from the Teeth

To Sweeten the Breath and Preserve the Teeth

To Make the Gums Hard and Healthy

Use Brown's Camphorated Saponaceous Dentifrice

Price 25 cents a Jar. For sale by all Druggists

DR. LYON'S

PERFECT

TOOTH POWDER

 

Thoroughly cleanses the teeth and purifies

the breath. Used by people of refinement

for over a quarter of a century.

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Children's teeth should receive

early attention ; if the first teeth are

well cared for the permanent ones

will be satisfactory.
 

RuBifoAm

FORThe TEETH

|is splendid for chil

dren. They like the

delicious flavor. It

most cleansing

and healthful and absolutelyharmless.

25 cents. AU Druggists.
Sample vial free. Address

E. W. Hovt & Co., Lowe'l, Miss.

TEETH

PROTECTION

bcheaperand easier than paying adentint

THE

PROPHYLACTIC Tooth Brush

Is the only common-sense Tooth Brush
ever made. As its name Implies, it In a
preventive ofdtaeaae. In uae,follow direc
tion*, Universally approved by dentbua.
Sold everywhere.orKc.by mail, post paid.
An Instructive book about the teeth, free.

Florence Mfg. Co., Florence, Mass.

BARLER'S

Shoe Shine Cabinet

*2.005ES3r »2.50S3S

DELIVERED IOOO MILES

 

jftjj Screws to the wall : sustains 1A0 Ibt
Contains best quality poltahin
brush, dan her. box bucklnff, ami
bolder for bottle liquid dressing.

lllimlreit- of t ■ -1 i-
mtinlitln friiiii rr*A
it- of thU in ij. !■■

 

 

Questions of

possible.

interest to mothers will be cheerfully answered in this column whenever

Elisabeth Robinson Scovil.

Interested Mother—The books on kindergar
ten work mentioned in the article on " Kindergarten
Work at Home 11 in the January number may be ob
tained from the Book Department of the Journal.

C. H. B.—Blakie's "How to Get Strong" and
Watson's "Manual of Calisthenics" are helpful
guides in the physical culture of children. Either
can be obtained from the Journal Book Department.

Earnest Reader—Outing flannel is a good ma
terial for the summer nightdresses of young children.
In very warm nights the undershirt has to be left off,
and then something a little softer than the ordinary
cotton is required. This material is sometimes called
Shaker flannel.

Kate R.—It would be impossible to give full in
structions for a baby's first wardrobe in this column.
These and much other information useful to the young
motherare contained in a little book called " A Baby's
Requirements," which will be sent from the Journal
Book Department for twenty-five cents.

Anxious Mother—If a child does not develop
measles within three weeks after exposure to the dis-

CTRCTJLARS FREE

A.C.BARLER NFG.CO., Ml Lake St., Chicago

Pennsylv
who has been exposed to infection can be readmitted
to the school.

Mrs. G. F. M.—A baby boy sixteen months old
may wear a linen sun hat, or a soft silk cap, a Tarn
o'Shanter, or any pretty shape. He is too yaung for
a stiff hat. His dresses can be made with a tucked
yoke pointed in front and behind, trimmed with a
two-inch ruffle, edged with narrow lace extending
over the shoulders.

An Inquirer—There is no depilatory sufficiently
powerful to remove superfluous hair that can be used
without injury to the skin. Pulling out the hairs only
causes them to grow more coarse and strong. The
radical cure is an operation by means of needles
charged with electricity. It can only be successfully
performed by a competent surgeon.

M. C. B.—One way of restoring white silk articles
that have become yellow in washing is to dip them
in tepid soft water containing to each quart a table-
spoonful of ammonia water and a few drops of blu
ing. Wring them out and if still yellow add a little
more bluing to the water until they are fully re
stored. Hang in the shade to partially dry, and press
with a hot iron between folds of cotton while still
da mp,

Mrs. J. B. J.—I cannot answer your questions in
this column. You will find the information you re
quire in " A Baby's Requirements." In any case the
reply would have been too late to be of use to you.
In order to prevent disappointment I must repeat
that questions cannot be answered in print in less
than three mouths after they are received. If a
stamped envelope is inclosed I shall always be glad
to send a personal reply.

Old Subscriber—In eczema the skin peels off in
dry, glistening flakes, the surface cracks and a little
fluid exudes. The patches can be dressed with oxide
of zinc ointment, vaseline or cosmoline to relieve the
irritation. It is aggravated by improper diet. The
simplest food should be given, omitting sugar, oat
meal and meat. There are many forms, some of
them hereditary, and it is wise to have the advice of
a physician if the condition is not speedily relieved.

Louisa R.—Banging does not injure the hair; it
will grow long as soon as it is permitted to do so. It
does not have a tendency to make the hair grow low
on the forehead ; that is determined by nature. The
hair follicles, or roots, do not extend beyond a cer
tain line. Some children look well with the front
hair combed straight back and braided, taking in a
few locks of the back hair to keep it in place and
leaving the remainder to hang loose on the shoul
ders. A boy's curls should be cut when he puts on
trousers.

B. H. C.—Powdered French chalk and precipitated
fuller's earth are good to use in powdering a baby.
Cornstarch, or any of the vegetable powders, are apt
to decompose under the influence of heat and mois
ture, ana may do harm. Lycopodium powder,
although a vegetable product, ls valuable in severe
cases of chafing, and may be used for a lime with
advantage. When a baby is chafed the parts should
be washed in thin boiled starch, and patted dry,
never rubbed. The powder should be shaken on
lightly from the powder puff.

Proud Mother—Perhaps the suggestions to" Mrs.
O. " may be of use to you. For a boy three years old
blouses and kilts are appropriate. The skirts may be
plaited or gathered, and the effect of the waists
varied by having collars of different shapes : square,
sailor, round, or with deep points in front and nack.
The blouses may be finished at the waist-line with an
elastic and allowed to fall over the skirt—in this case
the skirt must be on a separate plain waist—or they
may extend below the waist-line, the fullness being
confined by a belt, or they may be sewed on the skirt,
the joining being concealed by a bek.

Elinor—Biting the finger-nails often proceeds
from an irritability of the nervous system for which a
physician should prescribe suitable remedies. The
mother may do much by proper hygienic treatment.
Let the child sleep as long as possible, in a well-ven
tilated room, sending her to bed early and not rousing
her in the morning but letting her waken of her own
accord. Give her simple, unstimulating food, very
little meat and plenty of milk, the cereals, fruit and
fresh vegetables in abundance. At eleven years of
age her conscience can be appealed to and tier sense
of right enlisted in the struggle against a bad habit.

S. N. R.—In ever)' home should be kept, out of the
reach of the young children, a medicine chest for the
mother's or nurse s use in emergencies. The chest,
or more properly cabinet, should be furnished with
the following articles : a spoon, a pair of sharp scis
sors, pins, needles, thread, a bundle of old linen rags,
a few bandages, some antiseptic cotton, court-plaster,
a syringe, olive oil, vaseline, castor oil, linseed oil,
turpentine, camphor, arnica, blackberry cordial, es
sence of peppermint, ipecac, ground mustard, sul
phur, flaxseed (for poultices), pulverized alum and
sugar. Each of these medicines should be labeled
with its name, use and size of dose.

J. L. P.— If your three-year-old hoy likes eggs they
would be a valuable addition to the bill of fare. They
may be poached or dropped into boiling water and
lightly cooked. In boiling eggs for children the white
should not be allowed to become firm and tough.
This may he avoided by putting the egg into a sauce
pan of boiling water, removing it immediately from
the fire and allowing it to stand, uncovered, in a
warm place for ten minutes. Meat is not absolutely
necessary: if he dislikes it give him bread or toast
soaked in meat juice—that from roast mutton or roast
beef is the best. Perhaps he would eat chicken or
other meat finely minced, if he does not care for it
as it is usually served.

Lena R. J.— If your baby seems oppressed after
being fed and throws up her food, try giving her a
smaller quantity and feeding her less often. A baby
weighing ten pounds requires about eight tablespoon-
fuls at once. She should not be fed more often than
once in two hours. Milk digests in a baby's stomach
in about one hour. This interval gives the organ
time to rest, which is as absolutely necessary to its
well-being as it is to that of any other part of the
body. Babies are much more often over-fed than
under-fed, at least as regards the quantity of food
given. The quality is another matter. Milk one
part, cream two parts, lime-water two parts, and boiled
water three parts, with a tiny pinch of sugar of milk
powder, is a good proportion for a baby until five or
six weeks old ; after that the quantity of water is
gradually diminished and the milk increased.

Etta C.—Perhaps the following suggestions may
help you to find occupation for your busy baby boy :
A baby will be attracted for a short lime by some
fine toy that he can simply look at, but lie will spend
ten limes as long in putting pegs into holes in a board
contrived for the purpose, or in taking out one by
one from a well-filled basket articles, no matter what
—spools, blocks, clothes-pins—anything so that they
are sometimes changed and he does not tire of the
monotony. Then the task of putting them all back
keeps him busy for a still longer time. As baby be
comes more discerning and his fingers more nimble,
a pleasing device for his employment is a board with
variously shaped holes, round, square, t riangular, etc.,
with bloc ks and spheres to fit into the various places.
Should these be in bright colors his love for color
may also be gratified, and learning these colors soon
follows. Little tasks of carrying articles from one
portion of the room to another, or from room to
room, will often keep a child busy and interested for
hours. A small hammer and tacks, with a soft wood
board into which to drive them, is generally a delight
to any child old enough not to put the tacks into his
mouth. So simple are the employments that will
satisfy the little tot that almost any mother will find
them constantly suggesting themselves, if she only
bear in mind that baby must have some work and an
opportunity to do it.

Young Mother—The time of the christening
breakfast depends on the hour at which you wish to
have the ceremony performed, as it should be par
taken of after the service. Eleven or twelve o'clock
is the usual hour. Begin the breakfast with any
fruit that is obtainable : large strawberries with the
stalks on, so that they can be held in the fingers and
dipped in powdered sugar if desired ; oranges cut
into sections with a sharp knife, following the natural
divisions of the fruit, each half being divided into six
portions. Six of these are arranged on a dainty china
plate, with the points radiating from the centre, and
served to each guest. The fruit should be followed
by fish broiled or scalloped and baked in patty-pans
orshells. When fresh fish cannot beprocured canned
lobster may be curried or made into quenelles, gar
nished with tiny sprigs of parsley and served instead.
Fricot of chicken, which is chicken cut into small
joints or pieces, seasoned with salt, pepper, parsley
and lemon juice, and fried in baiter ; cold lamb cutlets
in mint jelly; mint sauce stiffened with gelatine.
Veal cutlets <> la Primrose, which are cutlets cut very
small and sprinkled after cooking with parsley dried
and powdered, making a brilliant green garnish.
Chicken, lobster or any salad desired may be served.
Stuffed or Milanese potatoes ; mashed potato beaten
light heaped in shells or patty-pans, brushed with
melted butter and browned in the oven, or asparagus
tips, green peas or any delicate vegetable used in
stead. Ice cream or water ice in fanciful shapes or
frozen sherbet may conclude the breakfast. Coffee
is the only beverage needed, though cocoa may he
added.

Mrs. O.—There is usually not much difference
made between the dress of little boys and girls as
early astwo and a half years of age, yet some mothers
like to make a change. There are several pretty
styles which are suitable for a boy before he is in
ducted into the blouse and kilt. One of these has a
plain waist with seam in back, sailor collar with deep
points in front, where it rolls back, reaching to the
waist-line, box-plaited skirt and belt round the waist.
It may be made of dark blue flannel trimmed with
white braid. Another pretty stvle is a box-plaited
front, plain back, fastened with buttons, the back of
the skirt being box-plaited on it, and the joining cov
ered by two tabs crossed at the back. This can be
made of checked gingham or any washing material.
The neck is finished with a round collar edged with
Hamburg. Still another dress has three box-plaits in
front or behind, and a little round turn-over collar; it
may be worn either with or without a belt, or have
tabs coming from the side scams and crossing be
hind. Another design suitable for a little boy is a
Gretchen waist, with skirt gathered on, and with a
square collar Vandyked in front and back. A dress
with a plain front buttoning diagonally from one
shoulder to the hem, plain back and skirt with two
box-plaits behind, the joining of skirt and waist con
cealed by straps crossing with a button, looks very
well and is easily washed. The skirt of the dress
may be gathered on a waist made with three box-
plaits in the back and a jacket front opening over a
plain vest or front piece. This style should have tabs
crossing at the back and a belt in front coming from
the side seams under the jacket front. Patterns can
be obtained from any establishment that deals in
paper patterns.

Rosalie S. H.—It is not difficult to provide " three
little girls of nine, eight and six " with an abundance
of nutritious food even if they do not like cereals.
Milk in even- form is good for "them. We sometimes
forget that milk may be given as a solid by stiffening
it with cornstarch or gelatine—changing its form
white retaining all its valuable properties. It may he
flavored with vanilla, rose water, lemon—either
essence or by boiling the fresh rind in the milk—
chocolate, coffee or fruit syrup, as raspberry or straw
berry. Children who take milk reluctantly as a fluid
will eat it eagerly as a blanc-mange. Try for the
little girls' breakfast, milk toast, crackers soaked in
hot milk, hot bread and milk, oatmeal bread, graham
gems cold, cut in slices and buttered, any kind of
fresh fish or creamed salt codfish, and an orange,
baked apple, or any fruit in season. For dinner,
mutton chops, steak, rare roast beef or mutton, with
bread soaked in the juice, chicken if obtainable.
Give as vegetables baked potato, peas, beans, squash,
cauliflower, spinach or dandelion greens, stewed cel
ery, young carrots and asparagus. The dessert may
be rice, tapioca or sago pudding, junket, ice cream
or stew ed fruit with cream. Tea, which concludes
the children's day, should not be t<x> light a meal, as
they fast for at least twelve hours after it. Toast,
bread and butter with a lightly-boiled or scrambled
egg, or omelet, cooked fruit, as stewed prunes,
baked apples or pears, or some of the delicious evapo
rated fruits, apples or apricots, for instance, are suit
able. Give milk or cocoa to drink. Surely this
affords sufficient variety to satisfy the most fastidious
child. Children require a proportionately large
amount of food—they nave so much new tissue to build,
and burn so much fuel bv their unceasing activity.
Sugar is one of the fuel foods.
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In whkfa any question of general interest will be cheer

fully answered when addressed to the editor of "The

Open Congress," care of The Ladies' Home Journal.

Philadelphia.

Etta—Roswell P. Flower is Governor of New

York.

Barbara—Lowell, Massachusetts, is called the

" City of Spindles."

Erik—The longest telephone line is that from

Boston to Milwaukee.

Mount Vernon—Gray and blue are the colors
worn by Norwegian peasants.

Cblm—The average height of clouds above the
earth is between one and two miles.

Tal'nton—Edwin Forrest was bom in Philadel
phia in 1806, and died there in 1872.

Scenic—An " altruist " is a person who is devoted
to the interests of others. Altruism is the opposite of

egoism.

Marion—William Hamilton Gibson, the artist, is
a studious naturalist, as may readily be inferred from

his work.

Carrie—Diamonds are not inflammable. (2) Sarah
Bernhardt was born in Paris in 1844 ; her mother was

a Jewess.

Alkx—The letter " M " on the Bland silver dollar
stands for the initial of Mr. Morgan, who designed

and engraved the die.

R. M. C.—It is never well to attempt to be eco
nomical in the matter of invitations when sending
them out for any large social affair.

Isabel—Cameos may be cleaned by washing them
in suds made from white Castile soap, wiping them
dry with a very soft piece of muslin.

Manitoba—The Prince of Wales visited the United
States in the autumn of 1859. (2) James Buchanan
was called " the bachelor President."

BURTIN—The new Premier of England, I^ord
Rosebery, is a widower. His wife, who was a Miss
Hannah Rothschild, died several years ago.

Jessie T.—John McClure Hamilton's picture of
" Mr. Gladstone at Downing Street " is in the posses
sion of the Philadelphia Academy of Fine Arts.

Maria—All school and church property are exempt
from taxation in Alabama. (2) Robert Browning
was never at any time Poet Laureate of England.

Langhorne—The glove with a long, loose top is
called the " mousquetaire." from its resemblance to
the gloves worn by the musketeers, a military or

ganization.

C. K. M.—We cannot give any advice as to the
any opin-

1 company, in
investment of money, nor can we express
ions as to the reliability of any financial co

this column

Arizona Town—Mr. Samuel Clemens ("Mark
Twain") has three daughters, but no sons. His
home, when he is in this country, is at Hartford,

Connecticut.

P. T.—The widow and children of the late General
Sheridan reside in Washington, D. C. There are
twin daughters and one son, who is familiarly known

as " Young Phil."

Hillside—You should not dismiss your carriage
when you are attendingan afternoon reception. The
length of your call upon such an occasion should not

exceed ten minutes.

Lily W.—The word "/ran/em'' is synonymous
with the English word miss." In Germany the
word is ordinarily used without thesuruame attached,
as is the habit with us.

Fairfax—The name Dorothy means "gift of
God." (2) The established Church of Scotland is the
Presbyterian. (3) The island of Cuba is called " The
Queen of the Antilles."

Potter—The best way to become a rapid stenog
rapher is to practice constantly and regularly, being
careful that in learning to write rapidly your character

for accuracy is not sacrificed.

Etten whom you
n March 4, 1894.'II .M.I I ill 4, I

New York Work-

C. P. H.—The Miss Ida Van
mention died in Paris, France,
She had not been Secretary of thi
ingwoman's Society since 1891.

C.—The elections for President and Vice-President
of the L'nited States are appointed by law to be held
on the first Tuesday following the first Monday' of
November in every fourth year.

C. E. C. T.—Sixty years ago Chicago was incor
porated as a township; three years later it became a
city with a population of 4179 persons. In June,
1892, it had a population of 1,438,010.

Grevton—The initials A. U. A. stand for the
American Unitarian Association. (2) All compound
words ending with the word " like " should be written
as one word, unless derived from a proper name.

Miss B.—It was Max O'Rell who said, "The
French woman gains her liberty, the English woman
loses hers and the American woman continues to do
as she pleases," as a result of the wedding ceremony.

R. J. W.—The inscription on the engagement-ring
usually consists of the initials of the engaged couple
and the date of the engagement. The date of the
wedding is usually engraved upon the wedding-ring.

Laramie—The "Single Tax" doctrine, as pro
pounded by Henry George, makes only land taxable,
and provides that the tax shall be so heavy that no
one person will be able to own more land than he

needs.

Ambler—On June 10, 1880, John Sherman, at that
time Secretary of the Treasury, gave the following
statement : " The amount expended on account of
the War of the Rebellion is stated to be $618,742,-

Eddington—Thomas A. Edison has been twice
married, and has several children. A sketch of the
present Mrs. Edison was given in the Journal of
January, 1891, a copy of which will be sent you for

ten cents.

Quinn—General Robert E. Lee is buried at Lex
ington, Virginia. (2) Washington look the oath of
office as President of the l'nited States on April 30,
1789, in New York City. The oath was administered
by Chancellor Livingston.

Mathilpe—Diamonds are found in the United
Slates at the base of the Southern Alleghenies from
Virginia to Georgia, and also at the base of the
Sierra Nevada and Cascade ranges in California and
Oregon, also in Wisconsin.

Westfield—The highest military rank in the
United States at the present lime is that of Major-
General. The title of General, which was given to
Grant, and afterward to Sheridan, has not been con
ferred since Sheridan's death.

Belle—The statue of " Liberty Enlightening the
World," in New York Harbor, was unveiled in
October, 1886. It cost $250,000. (2) The law of the
road in the United Slates is " keep to the right " ; in
England it is " keep to the left."

Mrs. G. B. M.—The three powerful mythological
goddesses who were supposed to preside over the
birth, life and death of mankind were Clot ho, who
held the distaff ; Lachesis, who drew out the thread
of human life, and Atropos, who cut it off.

City Boy—The charter of the Louisiana Lottery |
was obtained in 1868. The grant was for a period of
twenty-five years, dating from January 1, i860. (2)
Any person who uses an imitation of United States
coins for any purpose is liable to a fine of $100.

E. D.—If unable to accept an invitation to an
afternoon tea send either by private messenger or by
mail a card to each of the ladies who are lo receive.
The cards should be inclosed in an envelope, and
addressed to the lady at whose house the function is
to occur.

Lettice—It would be impossible in the compass
of a short article to give an abstract of the laws
governing the rights of individuals and corporations
111 the United States, The laws differ in the different
States, consequently no getieral rules applying to all

are possible.

Querist—Mormons recognize two classes of
divorce. One separates for life ; the other for the
future state. Mormon divorces are granted by the
President of the church, after the Bishop of the ward
in which the parties live has made an investigation
of the case and reported in favor of ihe application.

MELITA—Wedding presents should be sent to the
bride-elect, even though your acquaintance may be
only with the groom. (2) An article upon the different
wedding anniversaries, under the title " Milestones
in a Married Life," was published in the Journal of
June last, a copy of which will be sent you for ten
cents.

R. J. H.—The percentage of killed of Pennsylvania
soldiers in the War of the Rebellion was greater than
in the quota of any other State. (2) Delaware fur
nished more men and money in proportion to its
military population than any other State. (3) On the
Confederate side North Carolina lost more soldiers
than any other Southern Slate.

Stafford—Alexander Hamilton is buried in
Trinity Churchyard, New York City. (2) The East
River is a deep, swift, tidal strait about twenty miles
long, joining New York Harbor al the Battery with
Long Island Sound at Willei's Point. Most of the
western shore is formed by New York City, and the
eartern includes Brooklyn and other pans of Long
Island.

John Bull—Officials of the different parlor car
companies claim that they are not responsible for
the baggage and effects of the passengers on their
cars. They state that they are not the custodians
of the passengers' personal effects. They call their
porters and conductors servants, and not agents, and
state that they are forbidden to become custodians,
even for the time being.

Mrs. L. L. C.—With regard to the superstitions
concerning May weddings an old Scotch writer says :
" That day of the week upon which the 14th of May
happens to fall in any year is esteemed unlucky.
None marry or begin any business upon it." The ill-
fated Queen Mary, who married Bothwell in May, is
thought by the superstitious Scots to have cast an
" evil eye upon all who marry during that month.

M. O. D.—The Salvation Army was inaugurated
on July 5, 186s, at Mile End, London, by the Rev.
William Booth, formerly a minister of the Methodist
New Connection. Its name was originally the
Christian Mission. The new title was adopted in
1878. The theology of the Army is described as
"almost, if not quite, identical with that of the
Methodist Church." The United States branch was
established in 1880.

Carson City—If you are without education we
should advise you to submit the invention which you
desire to have patented to a good patent lawyer.
He will see at a glance whether your drawings have
any merit, and whether the invention, which they
are intended to represent, will be of sufficient value
to warrant you in going to the expense of securing a
patent. If his opinion should be favorable he will
show you exactly bow to proceed in the matter.

Constance W.—Ethics is the name applied to that
science that treats of human actions and menial
affections, considered as virtuous or vicious, right or
wrong. It is nearly synonymous with moral philoso
phy. By aesthetics is meant the science of the sensa
tions, or that which explains the cause of mental
pain or pleasure, as derived from a contemplation of
the works of Nature and of art ; the science which
treats of the beautiful, and its various modes of rep
resentation in Nature and art ; the philosophy of the

fine arts.

T. W. B,—No record is kept of the number of miles
run in an hour by ocean steamships. The log is
thrown every three or four hours and an estimate of
the ship's speed is made; at the end of twenty-four
hours the distance run is calculated, and from that
an average speed per hour may be struck. (2) The
rule of the American Shipmasters' Association for
obtaining the tonnage of wooden and iron vessels is
this: Multiply together the length, breadth and
depth, and the last product by 75, divide by 100, and
the quotient is the tonnage.

Country Girl—The birthday stone for January is
the garnet, which means constancy; February, the
amethyst, which means contentment ; March, the
bloodstone, which means courage; April, the dia
mond, which means innocence; May. the emerald,
which is supposed to bring success in love ; June, the
pearl, which means purity; July, the ruby, which
means nobility ; August, the moonstone, which means
felicity; September, the sapphire, which is said to
bring success and avert evil ; October, the opal, which
means hope; November, the topaz, which means
fidelity in friendship, and December, the turquoise,
which means prosperity.

Inquirer—The national salute for both the Army
and Navy of the United States is twenty-one guns.
A salute to the Union, commemorative of the Declara
tion of Independence, consisting of one gun for each
Stale, is fired at noon on July 4 at every post
provided with artillery. The President, both on his
arrival at and departure from a military post, or
when passing its vicinity, receives a salute of twenty-
one guns. No other salute is fired in his presence.
The Vice-President and President of the Senate re
ceives a salute of nineteen guns; members of the
Cabinet, the Chief Justice, the Speaker of the House
of Representatives, a committee of Congress officially
visiting a military post, and governors, within their
respective States or Territories, receive seventeen
guns. The Assistant Secretary of War receives
fifteen guns.
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RAMBLER BICYCLES
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Bicycles!
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POPE MFG. CO.,
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N. Y.
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As they should be cleaned,
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Florence Dental PlateBrnsn
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and HEAD NOISES relieved
by using WilsotiN Common-
Sense Ear I>rum». New
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ferent in construction from all
other devices. Assist the deaf
when all other devices fall, and
where medical skill has given no
relief. They are safe, comfort
able and invisible; have no wire
or string attachment. Write for
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New Design**. Artistic effect; Hnrmonious color
ings. Great value for little inonev. iuu samples, Ceil
ings and Borders to match. 10 renin.
William Wnlluee. IMiie St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

THE EVERETT RAISIN
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Don't you know some man or

woman still young in years, but

crippled up with rheumatism, or

some one whose life is blighted

by that dread kidney disease,

the result of a simple cold

neglected, or pains in the back

thought not to be of much con

sequence ?

Too late now ; hundreds of

dollars spent for medicine can

not restore the lost health,

but a few cents spent for an

Allcock's Porous Plaster at

the beginning would have ar

rested the pains, relieved and

strengthened the aching back,

protected the weak parts from

danger, and the poor sufferers

might have been as hale and

hearty to-day as nature meant

them to be, had they heeded her admonition and at once applied an

ALLCOCK'S PLASTER

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦I

GOING TO BUILD?

IT so, send us your name and those of live others with
the same Intention, and we will send CDCC
you a gr>od selection of new plans ... • n C C
Franklin News Co., Box 177.u Philadelphia
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With Pr. Truman's
Crystaline. Stops
pain and decay.

Lasts a lifetime. Circular free.
E. J. TRUMAN, Wells Bridse. N. Y.
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FOK Ave two-cent Atampn we will send this
Uenulnc Holld atei-llng Nllvcr Pin, !«5 1000

fine, with our two Buyer's Ouidcs. Address

C. W. LITTLE A CO., 82 Cortlandt St., New York
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ROSES and LILACS, FREE

Send us 10 cento for two-months' trial subscription to
I n gal In' Hit tins i ne. and we will send you a beautiful
colored study of Ruses and LJIncs, free.
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BICYCLES
ON EASY
PAYMENTS

New or 2d hand, lowen prices, largest stock;
maker* and oldest dealers in United States.
We sell everywhere. Catalogue free.
UOl'SE, 1IAZAHU Ac CO..UOU Sl.,l'eorla, III.

Write for references and particulars

Minnesota Saving Fund and Investment Company
Temple Court, Minneapolis, Minn.

~~~~ ANKLE SUPPORTERS

FOR CHILIlKKX AM) AIU'LTS
No child should learn to walk without them.
BMoowended by phv^ician* as best appliance

for weak or deformed ankles.
Price 40c. up. Send for circular.

R. II. VOLDFN', S. Norwalk. Conn.

"MIZPAH" VALVE NIPPLES

WILL NOT COLLAPSE.

Make nursing easy, and prevent much
colic, becanse they admit air into the
bottle as the mflK is drawn nut, and
prevents a vacuum being formed. Sam
ple free by mail upon request, with
valuable information for cleansing and
keeping nipples sweet and healthy.

WALTER KHAKI, 512 Arrh SU, Phlla.. 1'a.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S

AND AGENT'S PROFITS.
Lbity our Oxford Boss Bicycle, suit*

lable for either sex, made of best ma-
^^.'teriul, strong, substantial, accurately

ljusted and lully witrranttHl. Write to-d"\y for our
large complete catalogue of bicycles, parts, repairs, etc.,
free. OXFORD MFG. CO.

338 Wabaab. Avenue, - CHICAGO, ILL.

NOVELS. IIAMKROOKS.
MUSIC mm4 FLAYS. C'ntn-
IniEnc Free. You will flml
cornet hlBflj or it-rent inlet--

estln it to you. POPI LAK PUB. CO., Chicago

EYES FITTED BY MAIL
If you cannot visit a good oculist
or optician, write us. 40 years'

_ . . . experienoe in BtUng glasses.

QUtEIM OC CO., 1010 CteUat St., PhlUdelphln

 

 

BOOKS

Collegiate

Educations

For Young Men

and Young Women

WITH ALL EXPENSES PAID

npHE success of the free Musical and Art Edu=

cational offers made by The Ladies' Home

Journal has encouraged the management to

extend the plan. In another month we shall

publish in the Journal details of an arrange

ment whereby

YOUNG MEN

as well as young women may secure complete

educational courses in the American Colleges

and Universities of the very highest class,

without the slightest expense to themselves.

These offers will include every branch of col=

legiate study, and eight of the best Colleges in

different sections of the country have been se=

lected. As there is no element of competition

ALL will have the same opportunity. Full in

formation will be sent upon request.

Address the Educational Bureau

THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL, Philadelphia



 

 

** MARIAN LOUISE BOWKER, 2 years 6 months, and HAROLD L- BOWKER, 4 years and 7 months.

DOI.IBF.R-GOODAT.E Co. BOSTON, Mny 14, 1 894.

Dear Sirs, — I take great pleasure in permitting you the use of my children's portraits. They were brought up on Mellin's Food, and I

think its use could receive no better endorsement than their healthy condition and appearance. Yours respectfully, Walter H. BOWKER.

THE MELLINS FOOD CHILDREN everywhere are our best

advertiseinent : — with their sound bodies, straight limbs, plump checks, bright

eyes, and fresh, clear faces they are the highest types of healthy, happy childhood.

Our book for the instruction of mothers sent free on application. Dollber-Goodale Co., Boston, Mass.


